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GENERAL INFORMATION
Swampscott was incorporated as a Town on May 21, 1852
Situated:
Population:
Area:
Assessed Valuation:
Tax Rate:
Form of Government:
Governing Town Body:
Governor:
Attorney General:
Secretary of the Commonwealth:
State Legislative Body:
United States Congress:
Representative in Congress:
Member of Governor's Council:
Qualifications of Voters:
Registration:
Where to Vote:
Tax Bills:
About 1 5 miles northeast of Boston
State Census 2000, 14,412. Persons of all ages
taken every year in Town Census
3.05 square miles
$2,187,977,886
$12.12 Residential & Open Space
$22.37 Commercial & Industrial
$22.37 Personal
Representative Town Meeting
(Accepted May 17, 1927. First Town Meeting
held February 27, 1928)
Board of Selectmen
Elihu Thomson Administration Building
22 Monument Avenue
Swampscott, MA 01907
Mitt Romney
Thomas F. Reilly
William Francis Galvin
Representing Swampscott:
Senator Thomas Magee of Lynn (1 st Essex
District)
Representative Douglas W. Petersen (8
th
Essex
District) is the Representative in the General
Court
Massachusetts Representatives:
Senator Edward M. Kennedy
Senator John F. Kerry
John Tierney (6
th
Congressional District)
Patricia Dowling of Lawrence (5
th
District)
Must be 18 years of age, born in the United
States or fully naturalized in accordance with the
provisions in Chapter 587, Acts of 1972 and
Chapter 853, Acts of 1973, there is no duration
residential requirement for "who is a resident in
the city or town where he claims the right to vote
at the time he registers" may be registered.
Monday through Thursday 8:00 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Friday 8:00 a.m. until 12 Noon. These
hours are subject to change. Special sessions
held preceding elections.
1 & 2 - Clarke School on Norfolk Avenue side
adjoining park.
3 & 4 - First Church Congregational on
Monument Avenue
5 & 6 - High School on Forest Avenue
Property taxes are assessed on a fiscal year
basis, which begins July 1
st
and ends June 30m .
Payments are due quarterly on August 1 st
,
November 1 st
,
February 1 st
,
& May 1*. Interest
is assessed after due dates at the rate of 14
percent per annum computed per day.
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ELECTED OFFICIALS - 2004
Moderator
Martin Goldman 2004
Board of Selectmen
Daniel R. Santanello, Chair 2007
Reid J. Cassidy, Vice Chair 2005
Marc R. Paster 2005
William R. Hyde, Sr. 2006
Charles D. Baker 2007
Board of Assessors
Neil G. Sheehan 2007
John V. Phelan, III 2006
Vera Harrington 2005
School Committee
Philip Rotner, Chair 2006
Mary H. DeChillo 2007
Dan Yaeger 2005
Shelley Sackett 2005
Paula Bonazzoli 2007
Trustees of the Public Library
Carl Reardon 2005
John Karwowski 2006
Joanne Vanderburg 2007
Board of Health
Lawrence Block, MD, Chair 2007
Nelson Kessler 2006
Martha Pitman, MD 2005
Planning Board
Eugene Barden 2008
Jeffrey Blonder 2007
Veeder Nellis 2006
John V. Phelan, III 2005
Jill Sullivan 2009
Housing Authority
Albert DiLisio 2006
James Hughes 2009
Barbara Eldridge 2005
Patricia Krippendorf 2008
Constables
Carl Reardon 2007
Paul Minsky 2007
Stephen Simmons 2007
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Town Administrator
Andrew Maylor
Administrative Assistant
Maureen Gilhooley
Town Accountant
David Casteliarin
Assistant Accountant
Linda D'Ambrosio
Animal Control Officer
Richman Cassidy
Inspector of Buildings
& Inspector of Smoke
Joseph Latronica
Local Inspector
Kathleen Magee
Burial Agent
Hugh J. Schultz
Clerk/Collector
Jack L. Paster
Constables to Post Warrants &
Other Similar Work
Paul Minsky
Constable for Serving
Civil Process
Junior Clark
David H. Janes
Ronald DePaolo
Town Counsel
Leonard Kipelman, Esquire
Senior Building Custodian
Brian Cawley
Junior Custodian
John J. Gliha
Assistant Shellfish Constable
Joseph C. Cardillo
John T. Cawley
Treasurer
Denise Dembkowski
Assistant Treasurer
Elise Van Zoest
Tree Warden
Gene Gardiner
Veterans' Service Agent
Hugh J. Schultz
Director of Public Health
Jeff Vaughan
Public Health Nurse
June Blake, RN
(10/2007)
(2004)
(1/2006)
(2004)
(2004)
(2004)
(2004)
(2004)
APPOINTED BY THE SELECTMEN
(Appointments effective FY 2004)
Director of Emergency
Management
Bruce Gordon (2004)
Assistant Engineer
Edward Wagner appt 6/7/04 (2005)
Fence Viewers
Marc Pater (2004)
Joseph Latronica (2004)
Andrew Maylor (2004)
Forest Warden
Laurence J. Galante (2004)
Graves Officer
John Dipetro (2004)
Assistant Graves Officer
Robert B. Vernava (2004)
Harbormaster
Lawrence P. Bithell
Permanent Appointment 7/1/98
(12/31/2004) Assistant Harbormasters
John T. Cawley (2004)
William F. Hennessey (2004)
Roger P. Bruley (2004)
Roger Carroll (2004)
Harris Tibbetts (2005)
Don Petersen (2006)
Keeper of the Lockup
Ronald J. Madigan (2004)
Network Specialist
Michael Donovan (2004)
Personnel Manager
Nancy Lord (2004)
Purchasing Agent
Sheryl Levenson (2004)
Shellfish Constable
Lawrence P. Bithell (2004)
Assistant Veteran's Agent
Steven DeFelice (2004)
Weights & Measures Inspector
Frances Corcoran
Wire Inspector
Daniel C. Cahill (2004)
Assistant Wire Inspectors
Gordon Lyons (2004)
Ronald Marks (2004)
Director of Public Works
Gino Cresta (2004)
Asistant Town Clerks
Brenda Corso (2004)
Marcia Willis (2004)
(2004)
(2004)
(2004)
(2004)
(2004)
(2004)
(2004)
(2004)
(2004)
(2004)
(2004)
(2004)
(2004)
(2004)
(2004)
In accordance with the Town Charter, all appointments made by the Board of Selectmen with
the exception of the Town Administrator, are based upon the recommendation of the Town Administrator.
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COMMITTEES APPOINTED BY THE SELECTMEN
(Appointments effective in FY 2004)
ADA Oversight Committee
Andrew W. Maylor 2004
Affirmative Action Committee
Reid J. Cassidy 2004
Zoning Board of Appeals
Edward Breed 2007
David Janes 2004
Harry Pass 2005
Dan Doherty 2006
Peter Spellios 2008
Associate Members
Damon Seligson 2004
Donald Hause 2005
Conservation Commission
Nelson Kessler, Co-Chair 2006
Geralyn Falco, Co-Chair 2006
Mark Mahoney 2004
Joseph Crimmins 2004
Peter Vasilou 2006
Thomas Ruskin 2004
Council on Aging
Mary Abramson, Chair 2004
Estelle Epstein 2006
Mary Cobbett 2004
Felice Litman 2004
Susan Fisher 2005
Bea Breitstein 2005
Marion Stone 2005
Arlene Rosen 2006
Deborah Giovannucci 2005
Cultural Council
Cynthia Zeman 2004
Ellen Reardon 2004
Elin Spring 2004
Maryann Reynolds 2004
Marc McHugh 2004
Jill Soucy 2004
Design Selection Committee
John Phelan, III 2004
Louis Modini 2004
John Coletti 2004
Earth Removal Advisory Committee
Joseph Capone 2004
William Maher 2005
Jacob Lee 2006
Dan Dandreo(Non Voting) 2004
Laurence Galante(Non Voting) 2004
Milton Fistel(Non Voting) 2004
Eugene Barden(Planning Bd. Appt.) 2004
Nelson Kessler(Board of Health Appt.) 2006
Joseph Crimmins(ConCom Appt.) 2004
Board of Election Commissioners
Linda Thompson, Chair 2006
Barbara Devereaux 2005
Edward Golden 2004
Paul DeBole 2006
Harbor Advisory Committee
Michael Gambale, Chair 2004
Lawrence Bithell 2004
John O'Shea 2004
Peter McCarriston 2004
Geralyn Falco 2004
William Hennessey 2004
Paul DeBole 2004
Historical Commission
Silvia Belkin 2006
Douglas Maitland 2005
Mary Doane Cassidy 2004
Jean Reardon 2006
Brian Best 2005
Sheila Leahy 2006
Angela Ippolito 2004
Lou Gallo (Assoc. Member)
David Callahan(Emeritus for Life)
Board of Public Works
Lawrence Picariello 2004
Robert Ward 2004
Milton Fistel 2004
Rails to Trails
Marc Barden 2004
William Ryan 2004
James Fox 2004
Patricia Horwitz 2004
Fred Dexter 2004
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COMMITTEES APPOINTED BY THE SELECTMEN
(Appointments effective in FY 2004)
Rails to Trails
Marc Barden
William Ryan
James Fox
Patricia Horwitz
Fred Dexter
Dave Whelan
Recreation Commission
Paul Gorman
Andrew Holmes
Eve Gambale
John Hughes, Jr.
Mary Ellen Fletcher
Leslie Kiely
Mark Bagnell
Safety/Security Committee
Laurence Galante
Joe Latronica
Ronald Madigan
Sailing Committee
Agatha Morrell
Technology Committee
Mike Donovan
Herb Belkin
Kevin Breen
Jeff Goldsetin
Peter McNerney
Tom Reid
Neila Straub
Roberto Villanueva
10/2004
10/2004
10/2004
10/2004
10/2004
10/2004
2004
2005
2006
2004
2005
2005
2005
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
Veterans' Affairs Committee
Jim Schultz 2004
John Stinson 2004
John DiPietro 2004
William Wollerscheid 2004
War Memorial Scholarship Fund
Joseph Balsama 2004
Jim Schultz 2004
Thomas White 2004
Eileen Ventresca 2005
Paul Garland 2004
James Lilly 2004
Ida Pinto 2004
Jean Reardon 2004
Barbara Eldridge 2005
Swampscott School Building Com.
Dana Anderson
Charlie Baker
Kevin Breen
vlnnie Camerlengo
Steve Fox
Joe Markahan
Chris Mauriello
Nick Mennino
Patricia Shanahan
Andrew Maylor
Traffic Committee
Sid Novak, Chair
Louise LaConte
Michael Patriarca
Jennifer Riggieri
Jeremiah Murphy
Dave Castellarin
Gino Cresta
Dave Fessenden
Gary Lord
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
*ln accordance with the Town Charter, all appointments made by the Board of Selectmen, with the
exception of the Town Administrator, are based upon the recommendation of the Town Administrator.
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REPRESENTATIVES, LIAISONS, DESIGNEES, COORDINATORS
Clean Air & Oil Spill Coordinator
Bruce Gordon, Emergency Management Director
Hazardous Waste Coordinator
Jeff Vaughan, Health Director
Labor Service Coordinator
Nancy Lord, Personnel Manager
Mass. Bay Transportation Authority Representative
Joseph Balsama
Mass. Water Resources Authority Representative
Gino Cresta
Metropolitan Area Planning Council &
North Shore Task Force Representative
Brian Watson
Nat'l Organization on Disability Liaison &
Handicap Coordinator
Andrew W. Maylor, Town Administrator
Nancy Lord, Personnel Manager, ADA Coord.
Right to Know Law Coordinator
Andrew W. Maylor, Town Administrator
Mass. Bays Program Representative
Andrew W. Maylor, Town Administrator
North Shore Regional Vocational School District Representative
Mary Regan Marrs
Winter Planning Coordinator
Gino Cresta
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APPOINTED BY THE MODERATOR
Capital Improvement Committee
Mounzer Aylouche, Chair
Dana Anderson
Jack Fischer
Nelson Kessler
Lawrence Picariello
Finance Committee
Dave Bowen, Chair 2005
Cynthia McNerney, Vice Co - Chair 2004
Robert Jolly, Vice Co-Chair 2005
Mary Regan Marrs 2006
Thomas Dawley 2005
Scott Burke 2006
Joe Markarian 2006
Deborah Fox 2004
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APPOINTED BY THE SELECTMEN AND MODERATOR
Personnel Board
Mike Tumulty (2007)
Peter C. McCarriston (2004)
David Van Dam (2005)
Debbie Freidlander (2006)
Nancy Lord, Ex-Officio
APPOINTED BY THE MASS. EMERGENCY RESPONSE COMMISSION
Emergency Planning Committee
Marc Paster, Chair, Board of Selectmen
Ronald J. Madigan, Chief, Police Department
Laurence J. Galante, Chief, Fire Department
Nelson Kessler, Chair, Conservation Commission
Bruce Gordon, Emergency Management Director
Gino Cresta, Director of Public Works
Jeff Vaughan, Director of Public Health
APPOINTED BY PROBATE COURT
Roland Jackson Medical Scholarship Committee
Reverend Dean Pederson
Dr. Brian Coughlin
Dr. Peter M. Barker
APPOINTED BY THE CONTRIBUTORY RETIREMENT BOARD AND SELECTMEN
AND ELECTED BY THE TOWN EMPLOYEES
Contributory Retirement Board
John Kiely, Chair, Appointed by the Retirement Board (2006)
Thomas H. Driscoll, Jr., Appointed by the Board of Selectmen (2005)
John Behen, Employee Representative (2005)
Fran Delano, Employee Representative (2007)
David Castellarin, Ex-Officio, Town Accountant
APPOINTED OR ELECTED BY ORGANIZATIONS OF THE EMPLOYEES AFFECTED
Group Insurance Advisory Committee
Police Department Representative - John Behen
Fire Department Representative - Dave Fessenden
Library Representatives - Dorothy Forman, Izzy Abrahms & Maureen McCarthy
School Representative - Judy Kenney
Town Hall Representative - Sheryl Levenson
Non Union Employee Representative - Nancy Lord
Public Works & Custodians Representative - Carl Reardon
Union Presidents
Police Department - William Waters
Fire Department - Tim Sweeney
Library Representatives - Dorothy Forman, Izzy Abrahms & Maureen McCarthy
School Custodians & Cafeteria Workers - Carl Reardon
School Secretaries - Nancy Olson
Public Works - Carl Reardon
Town Hall Clerical - Carl Reardon
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DEMOCRATIC COMMITTEE
Somer, Margaret A. Chair
Blonder, Jeffrey (Vice-Chair)
Marrs, Mary Regan*
Patrikis, Ted
Regular Members
Baker, Edythe*
Baker, Robert*
Belkin, Herbert
Bonazzoli, Paula
Cassidy, Reid
DeChillo, Mary
Devereaux, Barbara
DiPesa, Ralph (Skip)
Frenkel, Lenore
Frenkel, Rich
Fridman, Nanette
Golden, Ed
Golden, Fran
Green, Collette
Green, John
Halbert, Kurt
Hart, Anthony
Huber, Richard
Kaufman, Nancy
Kearney, Sheila
Maloney, John
Mauriello, Chris
Moynihan, John
Mulgay, Mark
Munnelly, Dan
Paster, Marc
Phelan, John
Rosenthal, Burt
Shanahan, Bill
Shutzer, Carole
Smith, Jim*
Sneierson, William
Watson, Brian
Young, Gary
Young, Mona
Associate Members
Diamant, Dan
DiPesa, Cheryl
Kalman, Ed
Petersen, Rep. Doug
Richmond, David
Richmond, Marcia
Smullin, Alix
Weiss, Gerdy
Whalen, Barbara
'denotes Lifetime
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REPUBLICAN COMMITTEE
Charles Baker
Sam Barr
John Brockelman
Joy E. Butters
John Butters
Bryan Butters
Bruce R. Chesley
Paul Debole
Connie Goudreau
Jane Inglis
Jeanne Leger
Francis A. Mancini
Kevin M. McGrath
Marianne McGrath
Paul Minsky
Arthur J. Palleschi
Edward Palleschi
Frank H. Perry Sr.
Frank H. Perry, Jr.
Frank H. Perry, III
Michele E. Perry
Robert E. Perry
Marilyn A. Perry
Joseph Sinatra
Beverly Sinatra
Alexander Tennant
John Thompson, Jr.
Linda J. Thompson
Donald J. Warnock, Jr.
Mary Susan Withrow
Robert Withrow
Mike Wood
Associate Member
Joyce Bargoot
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BOARD OF SELECTMEN
TOWN ADMINISTRATOR
Fiscal 2004 marked the beginning of the second year of the governing the Town under
the provisions of the new Town Charter, and as such was an eventful period that included a
renewed effort to implement organizational and process improvements. In addition, the
Selectmen's directed focus on improving the Town's infrastructure yielded key successes.
In August 2003, Reinhardt and Associates, an architectural firm specializing in municipal
building projects, provided the Selectmen with an update of the planned improvements and
renovation of the Elihu Thomson Administration Building (Town Hall). The first phase of the
project would go out to bid during the current fiscal year and was intended to complete repairs
that had been deferred for many years.
On October 7, 2003, the Town Administrator reported that a privately funded and
volunteer effort to build a gazebo on Linscott Park was underway. Local contractor Bruce
Paradise who was spearheading this project pulled a building permit for the facility. The project
was intended to take less than two months to construct.
In December of 2003, more than 95 residents attended a public hearing held by the
Board of Selectmen to support the submission of a Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG) application to the Department of Housing and Community Development. The $800,000
grant, if awarded, would fund the proposed ADA improvements to Town Hall.
The completion of the state mandated handicap accessibility improvements that began in
the spring of 2003 at Town Hall allowed the return of the Board of Selectmen to the Douglas F.
Allen Meeting Room in November 2003. Additional improvements need to be made to make the
building fully accessible. Those improvements will be completed as part of the second phase of
Town Hall improvements detailed earlier.
In January 2004, the Board unanimously voted to support the recommendation of the
Town Administrator to appoint Swampscott resident Gino Cresta Jr., as the new Director of Public
Works. At the same meeting the Board voted to appoint Mr. Jeffrey Vaughn as the new Director
of Public Health and Animal Inspector. Also in January, and after several public meetings
spanning more than three months, the Traffic Study Committee made recommendations to the
Board of Selectmen regarding parking modifications near the commuter rail station. Ten (10) new
spaces were created for use by commuters by altering existing parking regulations.
On February 24, 2004, the Selectmen reviewed, and adopted without modification, the
Fiscal 2005 Budget submitted by the Town Administrator. The budget consisted of total
anticipated expenditures of $41.7 million and represented an increase of $978,000 or 2.4% from
Fiscal 2004. For the second consecutive year the submission relied heavily on the use of one-
time revenues to offset significant increases in non-discretionary spending and level funded state
aid, while mitigating the impact on staffing levels.
In April 2004, the Selectmen pledged their in-kind support and a commitment of $20,000
from the Park and Open Space Article to a neighborhood group raising money to rebuild the
playground at Abbot Park. The estimated cost of the project was $80,000 and reconstruction was
scheduled for June 2004. In true "community build" fashion, funds were raised and with the
assistance of the Department of Public Works, the park was reconstructed on schedule.
Also in April 2004, the Board said farewell to longtime member Paul Levenson who did
not seek reelection. The Board sends heartfelt thanks to Mr. Levenson for his many years of
service on various boards and committees, and specifically for his efforts while a member of the
Board of Selectmen. The Board voted at their organizational meeting in April to appoint Daniel
Santanello as Board Chair and Reid Cassidy as Vice Chair.
At the annual Memorial Day service held on Monument Avenue, the Board of Selectmen
re-dedicated the Vietnam Veterans Memorial which had been destroyed by a hit and run driver
several months earlier. The Board would like to thank the residents and businesses for their
extraordinary generosity.
1
1
The Town Administrator concluded negotiations with Action Ambulance, the Town's
ambulance service provider, in May 2004 on a new seven-year contract at a zero subsidy. This
agreement, which was more than a year in the making, replaces the existing agreement with the
same provider at a savings of more than $950,000 over the life of the agreement. Action was
praised by the Board for the excellent service they provide the residents of Swampscott and for
working with the Town to reach the terms of a new agreement.
The Board and the Town Administrator would like to take this opportunity to express
heart felt gratitude to all those individuals who have taken time away from their families and
friends to serve on the many committees, commissions and boards that provide a positive future
for the Town. The Board and the Town Administrator are grateful for the depth of skill and
experiences that each individual brings to these committees. We would also like to recognize
Administrative Assistant, Maureen Gilhooley for her continued devotion to serving the public and
assisting the Town Administrator and the Board.
It is both an honor and a privilege to serve the Town as members of the Board of
Selectmen and we appreciate the opportunity you have given each of us to do so.
Respectfully submitted,
Daniel Santanello, Chairman
Reid J. Cassidy, Vice Chairman
Charles D. Baker
William Hyde, Sr.
Marc R. Paster
Paul Levenson (through April 2004)
Andrew W. Maylor, Town Administrator
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Town Clerk
Official Town Statistics
7/1/2003 to 6/30/2004
Marriage Intentions Filed/ Marriage Licenses Issued: 75
Marriages Recorded: 75
Female Births Recorded: 73
Male Births Recorded: 90
Female Deaths Recorded: 99
Male Deaths Recorded: 79
Applications for Variances and Special Permits Processed: 40
Oath of Office Administered to Town Officials; 1 33
Massachusetts Wetlands Protection Act
Commission Filings Processed:
Conflict of Interest Statements Recorded/Processed 9
Resignations of Town Officials Accepted & Processed 7
Applications for Planning Board Action Processed: 3
Site Plan Review Applications Processed: 12
Earth Removal Applications Processed; 1
Public Meeting Notices Recorded & Posted: 986
Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) Filings Processed:
Certificates of Business (DBA) Issued & Processed: 106
Gas Storage (Flammables) Renewal Permits Issued: 16
Raffle/Bazaar Permits Issued: 2
Dog Licenses Issued: 893
Note:
By vote of Town Meeting, the annual report of all municipal departments now covers the fiscal
year July 1 to June 30. Since many local, state and federal agencies require statistics for birth,
death and marriage to be on a calendar year basis, January 1 to December 31, we herewith
present the last three calendar years to maintain the historical integrity and usefulness of this
report:
2001 - Births, 139; Deaths, 90; Marriages, 58
2002 - Births, 155; Deaths, 182; Marriages, 73
2003 - Births, 147; Deaths, 170; Marriages, 66
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The Town of Swampscott
Town Warrant
April 2004
SS.
To either of the Constables of the Town of Swampscott
GREETING:
In the name of the Commonwealth, you are hereby required to notify and warn
the inhabitants of said town who are qualified to vote in elections and Town affairs to
vote at:
Precinct One Clarke School Norfolk Avenue
Precinct Two Clarke School Norfolk Avenue
Precinct Three First Church Congregational Monument Avenue
Precinct Four First Church Congregational Monument Avenue
Precinct Five Swampscott High School Forest Avenue
Precinct Six Swampscott High School Forest Avenue
on Tuesday, the twenty-seventh day of April, 2004, from 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. for the
following purpose:
To choose a Moderator for one (1) year
To choose two (2) members for the Board of Selectmen for three (3) years
To choose one (1) member for the Board of Assessors for three (3) years
To choose two (2) member for the School Committee for three (3) years
To choose one (1) member for the Board of Health for three (3) years
To choose one (1) member for the Planning Board for five (5) years
To choose one (1) member for the Trustees of the Public Library for three (3) years
To choose one (1) member for the Housing Authority for five (5) years
To choose three (3) Constables for three (3) years
To choose eighteen (18) Town Meeting members in precincts one, two, three, four, and
five for three (3) years
To choose twenty (20) Town Meeting members in precinct six for three (3) years
To choose two (2) Town Meeting members in precinct one for one (1) year
At the close of the election, the meeting will adjourn to Monday, May 17, 2004, at 7:15
p.m. at Swampscott Middle School on Greenwood Avenue, Swampscott.
For the results of the 2004 Town Election, see the report of the Election Commission.
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2004 ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
Return of Service:
Pursuant to the within Warrant to me directed, I have notified the inhabitants of the Town
of Swampscott, qualified to vote in elections and in town affairs, by posting an attested
copy thereof at the Town Administration Building, at the Post Office, and at least two
public and conspicuous places in each precinct in the Town, and at or in the immediate
vicinity of the Swampscott Rail Station. Said posting was done on March 18, 2004 and
not less than fourteen (14) days before the date appointed for said election.
Attest: Paul Minsky
Constable of Swampscott
Mailing of Warrants:
The Warrants for the Annual Town Meeting were mailed to Town Meeting
Representatives on 4/29/2004. Copies of the warrant were available, free of charge, for
any interested person at the Town Administration Building.
Notice of Annual Town Meeting:
The Annual Town Meeting of 2004 will convene on Tuesday, April 27, 2004, with
Article 1 (the Town Election) at 7:00 a.m. in the Town's regular polling places. At 8:00
p.m., the Town Meeting will be adjourned until Monday, May 17, 2004, 7:15 p.m., in the
auditorium of the Swampscott Middle School on Greenwood Avenue.
Notice of Adjourned Annual Town Meeting:
To the Town Meeting members:
Notice is hereby given in accordance with Article I, Section 2, of the Bylaws of the Town
of Swampscott that the Adjourned Annual Town Meeting will be held on Monday, May
17, 2004, beginning at 7:15 p.m. in the auditorium of the Swampscott Middle School on
Greenwood Avenue. Moderator Martin C. Goldman will preside.
Jack L. Paster
Clerk of Swampscott
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Meeting Certifications:
I hereby certify that in accordance with the adjournment of the Annual Town Meeting of
April 27, 2004 (the election) the Adjourned Annual Town Meeting (business portion) of
May 17, 2004 was held in the Swampscott Middle School auditorium on Greenwood
Avenue and was called to order at 7:19 pm with the necessary quorum present (184). At
9:04 pm it was voted to adjourn to Tuesday, May 18, 2004.
I hereby certify that in accordance with the adjournment of May 17, 2004, the Adjourned
Annual Town Meeting of May 18, 2004 was held in the Swampscott Middle School
auditorium on Greenwood Avenue and was called to order at 7:20 pm with the necessary
quorum present (164).
I hereby certify that the Annual Town Meeting of 2004 was dissolved at 9:56 pm on May
18,2004.
Attendance:
For the 2004 Town Meeting attendance, by precinct, see the list at the end of this report.
TOWN MEETING ACTION
The Return of Service was read by Town Clerk Jack L. Paster who then administered the
Oath of Office to the Town Meeting members.
Moderator Martin C. Goldman recognized those Town Meeting members who were
serving for the first time.
Rabbi Edgar Weinsberg of Temple Beth El in Swampscott was introduced to offer the
invocation.
Members of the Stanley School chorus, on the stage at the Middle School, performed
various musical pieces including some patriotic selections and then led the members in
the Pledge of Allegiance.
Moderator Goldman presented a Distinguished Citizens' Award to Joseph Markarian Jr.,
chairman of the School Building Committee and a member of the Finance Committee.
Markarian received a standing ovation from the members.
Moderator Goldman also presented the Boston Post Cane and a plaque of
commemoration to the oldest citizen of Swampscott, Anthony Pierro, age 108. Mr.
Pierro, a veteran of World War I, was accompanied to the podium by his nephew Rick
Pierro. The recipient received a standing ovation from the members.
ACTION UNDER THE ARTICLES:
ARTICLE 2. To hear and act on the reports of Town Officials, Boards and
Committees.
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Sponsored by the Board of Selectmen
Voted. That the following reports be accepted:
A 'State of the Town' report by Andrew Maylor, Town Administrator
A report of progress from Milton Fistel of the Noise Control By-Law Committee
A report of progress from Mark Barden of the Rail Trail Implementation
Committee
A report on the Fourth of July schedule of activities from Daniel Santanello,
chairman of the Board of Selectmen
A report of progress from Joseph Markarian of the School Building Committee
Majority Vote.
5/17/2004
ARTICLE 3. To see if the Town will vote to transfer unexpended balances as
shown on the books of the Town Accountant as of June 30, 2003, to the Surplus Revenue
Accounts, or take any action relative thereto.
Sponsored by the Town Administrator
Voted Article 3. That action on this article be indefinitely postponed.
Majority Vote.
5/17/2004
ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will vote to transfer from the Surplus
Revenue Account of the Town to the account of Current Revenue a sum of money to be
used and applied by the Board of Assessors in the reduction of the tax levy, or take any
action relative thereto.
Sponsored by the Town Administrator
Voted Article 4. That the town transfer the sum of $405,000 from the Surplus Revenue
Account to the account of Current Revenue as specified in the article.
Majority Vote.
5/18/2004
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ARTICLE 5. To see if the Town will vote to transfer funds from various
Town accounts which have monies remaining therein to such other Town accounts which
reflect a deficit, or take any action relative thereto.
Sponsored by the Town Administrator
Voted Article 5. That action on this article be indefinitely postponed.
Majority Vote.
5/17/2004
ARTICLE 6. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the necessary funds, by
borrowing or otherwise, for the following projects, or take any action relative thereto.
Each numbered item will be considered a separate appropriation. The budgeted amount
may be spent only for the stated purpose.
School Department
04-01 Handicap Access at Clarke School $250,000
04-02 Bituminous Repairs to School Parking Lots $75,000
04-03 Extraordinary Textbook Replacement $88,000
Program
04-04 Elec, Plum., and Heating service repairs $100,000
04-05 Instructional Technology $100,000
04-06 Windows at Clarke and Stanley - Phase 3 $ 100,000
04-07 Furniture $50,000
04-08 Univents and Heating Upgrades at Elem. $ 1 25,000
Department of Public Works
04-09 Prospect Street Drainage $ 100,000
04-10 Playground and Open Space $50,000
Improvements)
04-11 Public Buildings Maintenance $40,000
04-12 Andrew Chapel $50,000
Town Administrator
04-13 Town Hall Improvements $1,100,000
Library
04-14 Roof Drainage $53,700
Total funds $2,281,700
Voted Article 6. That the sum of $2,281,700 be appropriated for the purposes specified
in this Article; further that the Town Treasurer, with the approval of the Board of
Selectmen, be authorized to borrow the amount through the issuance of bonds or notes
under the appropriate sections of the Massachusetts General Laws, and that the Treasurer
be authorized to combine the borrowing with any other borrowing authorized by this
Town Meeting.
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Unanimous Vote.
5/17/2004
ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town will vote appropriate the necessary funds, by
borrowing or otherwise, for the following projects, or take any action relative thereto.
No. Purpose Requested Recommended
School Department
04-15 Roof, Vent, Gutter Replacement $250,000
04-16 Waterproof and Repoint Brick $175,000
04-17 Intercom Replacement at All Schools $100,000
04-18 Asbestos Tile Removal and Floor $100,000
Replacement
04-19 New Interior Doors at Hadley School $100,000
04-20 Exterior/Interior Finish Upgrades $100,000
04-21 Science Lab Conversion - H.S. $100,000
04-22 Stair and Glass Block Repair - Hadley $100,000
04-23 Bleacher/Gym Repairs - middle School $100,000
04-24 Stanley Cupola $150,000
04-25 New Boiler Middle School $400,000
Department of Public Works
04- Repair seawall and access ramp $50,000
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04-27 Purchase Stump Grinder and 4-wheel $70,000
drive pick-up
Recreation Department
04-28 Blockstidge Field Improvements $200,000
Police Department
04-29 Purchase 35 Ballistic Vests $10,500
04-30 Purchase and Install Elevator $69,850
04-31 Construct Handicap Accessible Lavatory $25,000
Fire Department
04-32 Purchase and Equip, a Fire Pumper Truck $350,000
Emergency Management
04-33 Purchase Communication Equipment $40,000
$2,490,350
Each numbered item will be considered a separate appropriation. The budgeted amount
may be spent only for the stated purpose.
Sponsored by the Capital Improvement Committee
L9
Voted Article 7. That action on this article be indefinitely postponed.
Majority Vote.
5/17/2004
ARTICLE 8. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the continuation of the Council
on Aging
Revolving Account as authorized by Chapter 44, Section 53E1/2, of the Massachusetts
General Laws, said account to be under the direction of the Council on Aging and used
for the deposit of receipts collected through public donations; and further to allow the
Council on Aging to expend funds not to exceed $25,000 for fiscal year 2005 from said
account for ongoing supplies and equipment. This would be contingent upon an annual
report from the Council on Aging to the Town on the total receipts and expenditures of
the Account each fiscal year, or take any action relative thereto.
Sponsored by the Town Administrator
Voted Article 8. That this article be approved.
Majority Vote.
5/17/2004
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the continuation of the Recycling
- Blue Bins Revolving Account as authorized by Chapter 44, Section 53E1/2, of the
Massachusetts General Laws, said account to be under the direction of the Health
Department and used for the deposit of receipts collected through the sale of recycling
bins; and further to allow the Health Department to expend funds not to exceed $5,000
for fiscal year 2005 from said account for ongoing supplies and equipment. This would
be contingent upon an annual report from the Health Department to the Town on the total
receipts and expenditures of the Account each fiscal year, or take any action relative
thereto.
Sponsored by the Town Administrator
Voted Article 9. That this article be approved.
Majority Vote.
5/17/2004
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ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the creation of a Recreation
Revolving Account as authorized by Chapter 44, Section 53E1/2, of the Massachusetts
General Laws, said account to be under the direction of the Town Administrator and used
for the deposit of receipts collected through user fees of recreation programs the Town
Administrator to expend funds not to exceed $15,000 for fiscal year 2005 from said
account for ongoing supplies, salaries and equipment. This would be contingent upon an
annual report from the Recreation Department to the Town on the total receipts and
expenditures of the Account each fiscal year, or take any action relative thereto.
Sponsored by the Town Administrator
Voted Article 10. That this article be approved
Majority Vote.
5/18/2004
ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the creation of a Gazebo
Revolving Account as authorized by Chapter 44, Section 53E1/2, of the Massachusetts
General Laws, said account to be under the direction of the Conservation Commission
and used for the deposit of receipts collected through the use of Gazebo at Linscott Park;
and further to allow the Conservation Commission to expend funds not to exceed $5,000
for fiscal year 2005 from said account for painting and repairs as necessary. This would
be contingent upon an annual report from the Conservation Commission to the Town on
the total receipts and expenditures of the Account each fiscal year, or take any action
relative thereto.
Sponsored by the Conservation Commission
Voted Article 11. That action on this article be indefinitely postponed.
Majority Vote.
5/17/2004
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Job Classification and Salary
Plan of the Personnel Board Bylaws, as it applies to those positions not covered by
collective bargaining agreements, and appropriate the necessary funds, by borrowing or
otherwise, as recommended by the Personnel Board, or take any action relative thereto.
The proposed modified classification schedule can be found in Appendix G.
Sponsored by the Personnel Board
Note: This article will increase the salaries of those positions covered under the Personnel
Board By-Laws by one percent, effective July 1, 2004. Funding is included in the
respective budgets.
Voted Article 12. That this article be approved.
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Majority Vote.
5/17/2004
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Personnel Board Bylaws, other
than wage and salary classification, as recommended by the Personnel Board, or take any
action relative thereto.
Sponsored by the Personnel Board
Note: New positions created on or after this date will not be eligible for a step increase or
cost of living increase until July 2005.
Voted Article 13. That this article be approved.
1. Create a new position of Director of Public Works at Grade M12
2. Eliminate Superintendent of Public Works at Grade M13
3. Add to Classification Plan - Grade "H" for hourly employees of Outreach
Worker, Van Driver and Activities Coordinator
4. Add Parking Clerk position to Grade "S" at $1500
5. Reduce the Wiring Inspector compensation to be the same as the Plumbing
Inspector - $20,515
6. Add to Grade "S" Fire Alarm Inspector & Traffic Light Inspector
7. Amend Article IV "Vacation Leave" to "Vacation leave must be taken in a
minimum of four (4) hour blocks". Amend Article VI "Personal Leave" to
"Personal leave must be taken in a minimum of two (2) hour blocks".
8. Change Grade for Assistant Engineer to M10
9. Make notation in the "Policy" that states that the Assistant Engineer and the
Director of Public Works work forty (40) hours per week commensurate with
the normal workweek of the Department of Public Works laborers' union.
10. Create a position of Recreation Director at Grade M5
1 1 . Create a position of Town Planner at Grade M8
Majority Vote.
5/17/2004
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Personnel Board Bylaws so as
to reclassify certain existing positions, as recommended by the Personnel Board, or take
any action relative thereto. The proposed modified classification schedule can be found in
Appendix G.
Sponsored by the Personnel Board
Note: This article allows the town to reclassify positions covered by the Personnel
Bylaws.
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Voted Article 14. That this article be approved.
Majority Vote.
5/17/2004
APPENDIX G
TOWN OF SWAMPSCOTT POSITION CLASSIFICATION PLAN FOR
EMPLOYEES
Grade M15
Town Administrator
Grade M14
Police Chief
Grade M13
Fire Chief
Grade M12
Town Accountant
Director of Public Works
Grade Mil
Open
Grade M10
Assistant Assessor
Building Inspector
Treasurer
Collector/Clerk
Assistant Engineer
Grade M9
Library Director
Health Director
Grade M8
Town Planner
Grade M7
Public Health Nurse (1)
Grade M6
Network Specialist
Personnel Manager ( 1
)
Council on Aging Director
Purchasing Agent
Assistant Library Director
Grade M5
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Assistant Town Accountant
Recreation Director
Grade M4
Administrative Assistant
Assistant Treasurer
Grade M3
Grade M2
Grade Ml
Grade SI
Plumbing/Gas Inspector
Wiring Inspector
Fire Alarm Inspector
Traffic Light Inspector
Veterans' Agent
Recreation Coordinator
Sealer of Weights & Measures
Harbormaster
Board Secretaries
Emergency Management Director
Local Inspector
Assistant Plumbing Inspector
Parking Clerk
Grade H
Outreach Worker
Activities Coordinator
Van Driver
Town of Swampscott
SALARY CLASSIFICATION PLAN FOR EMPLOYEES
As of July 1, 2004(1% Increase)
Grade
M15
Min
$95,950
Mid
$105,545
Max
$115,140
M14
M13
$86,355
$77,720
$94,991
$85,491
$103,626
$93,263
M12
Mil
M10
M9
M8
$69,948
$62,953
$56,658
$50,992
$45,892
$76,943
$69,248
$62,323
$56,091
$50,482
$83,937
$75,543
$67,989
$61,190
$55,071
M7 $41,303 $45,434 $49,564
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M6 $37,173 $40,890 $44,608
M5
M4
M3
M2
Ml
$33,455
$30,110
$27,099
$24,389
$21,950
$36,801
$33,121
$29,809
$26,828
$24,145
$40,146
$36,132
$32,519
$29,267
$26,341
Notes for "M" classified positions:
20% differential min to max
10% differential between grades
(1) Salary Classification based on FTE salary for employees working less than full-
time.
(2) Salary Classification of Director of Public Works and Assistant Engineer is based
on a forty (40) hour work week as opposed to all other "M" positions which are
based on an thirty-four (34) hour work week.
Grade Compensation
SI
Plumbing/Gas Inspector
Wiring Inspector
Fire Alarm Inspector
Traffic Light Inspector
Veterans' Agent
Recreation Coordinator
Sealer of Weights & Measures
Harbormaster
Appeals Board Secretary
Emergency Management Director
Local Inspector
Assistant Plumbing Inspector
Parking Clerk
$20,720
$20,720
$6,480
$2,500
$9,308
$7,048
$6,212
$6,832
$2,985
$1,384
$1,030
$1,223
$1,500
Grade
H
Min Mid Max
Activities Coordinator
Outreach Worker
Van Driver
$10.00
$14.55
$11.82
$11.00
$16.00
$13.00
$12.10
$17.60
$14.30
Notes for "H" classified positions
20% differential min to max
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ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the funds necessary,
by borrowing or otherwise, to implement the collective bargaining agreements between
the Board of Selectmen and the various unions under the Board of Selectmen for the
fiscal year beginning July 1, 2004, or take any action relative thereto.
Sponsored by the Board of Selectmen
Voted Article 15. That this article be approved.
Majority Vote.
5/17/2004
ARTICLE 16. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the funds necessary,
by borrowing or otherwise, to implement the collective bargaining agreements between
the School Department personnel and the Town, which includes, but is not limited to,
teachers, school administrators, custodians, cafeteria workers, clerical and non-union
employees for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2004, or take any action relative thereto.
Sponsored by the School Committee
Voted Article 16. That this article be approved.
Majority Vote.
5/17/2004
ARTICLE 17. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate a sum of money to repair,
construct or reconstruct streets, together with all necessary work incidental thereto,
including engineering, in conjunction with the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, under
General Laws, Chapter 90 or otherwise; and to transfer for this purpose any unexpended
balance of appropriations voted for this purpose at prior Town Meetings.
Sponsored by the Director of Public Works
Note: The purpose of this article is to appropriate monies approved by the Legislature for
highway and traffic safety projects as approved by the Massachusetts Highway
Department. The monies may be spent for more than one year.
Voted Article 17. That this article be approved.
Majority Vote.
5/17/2004
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ARTICLE 18. To act on the report of the Finance Committee on the Fiscal Year 2005
budget and to raise and appropriate or transfer from available funds money for the
operation of the Town's Departments and the payment of debt service and all other
necessary and proper expenses for the year, or take any action relative thereto.
Sponsored by the Finance Committee
Voted Article 18. That this article be approved and that the following amounts (as shown
on the Financial Statement which follows) be appropriated for the several purposes
hereinafter itemized. Each numbered item is to be considered a separate appropriation.
The budgeted amount ($42,728,292) may be spent only for the stated purposes.
Majority Vote.
5/18/2004
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TOWN OF SWAMPSCOTT
OFFICE OF THE TOWN CLERK
FY2005 OPERATING BUDGET and 2004 TM ARTICLES REPORT
Line Identification Voted: From: From: From: From: 1
Item Appropriation Tax Rate Avail. Funds Enterprise Bondi
"
1 Fin Com Expenses $ 275 $ 275
2 1 Selectmen - Expenses $ 10,850 $ 10,850 \ 1
3 Town Administrator - Salaries $ 136,210 $ 136,210
4 Expenses $ 2,000 $ 2,000
5 Law Dept. - Town Counsel Contract Expense $ 55,000 $ 55,000
7 Parking Ticket Clerk - Supplies $ 6,000 $ 6,000
8 Workers' Compensation - Expenses, $ 280,000 $ 280,000
Benefits and Insurance
9 Personnel $ 47,829 $ 47,829
10 Accounting Department - Salaries j $ 113,120 $ 113,120
11 Uncompensated Balances $ 50,000 $ 50,000
12 Expenses $ 35,000 $ 35,000
13 Technology Dept. - Network Specialist $ 42,000 $ 42,000
14 Expenses $ 88,000 $ 88,000
115 Treasurer - Salaries $ 93,334 $ 93,334
16 Expenses $ 12,320 $ 12,320
17 Town Clerk - Collector - Salaries $ 136,142 $ 136,142
18 Town Postage Account (for all depts.) $ 30,890 $ 30,890
19 Expenses $ 12,300 $ 12,300
20 Election Commission - Salaries $ 45,789 $ 45,789
21 Expenses $ 9,702 $ 9,702
22 Asessors - Salaries $ 139,558 $ 139,558
23 Expenses $ 8,200 $ 8,200
24 Outside Services $ 8,148 $ 8,148
25 Zoning Board of Appeals - Secretary $ 2,985 $ 2,985
26 Expenses I $ 4,100 $ 4,100
28 Planning Board - Expenses
j
$ 1,000 $ 1,000
29 Contributory Retirement - Pension Cont.
_$ 2,260,438 $ 2,260,438
30 Non-Contributory Retirement - Pen. Contrib. $ 220,000 $ 220,000
31 Police - Salaries $ 2,428,040 $ 2,428,040
32 Expenses $ 132,338 $ 132,338
34 Animal Control Officer - Salary $ 10,000 $ 10,000
35 Expenses $ 1,500 $ 1,500
36 Boarding Animals / Pound Supplies $ 1,500 $ 1,500
37 Fire - Salaries $ 2,199,028 $ 2,199,028
38 Expenses $ 78,000 $ 78,000
39 Protective Clothing $ 23,000 $ 23,000
40 Lynn Dispatch / Mutual Aid $ 60,500 $ 60,500
41 Training $ 30,000 $ 30,000
42 Harbormaster - Salary |$ 6,832 $ 6,832
43 Expenses $ 3,000 $ 3,000
44 Emergency Management - Director $ 1,384 $ 1,384
45 Expenses $ 3,300 $ 3,300
46 Sealer of Weights and Measures - Salary 6,212 $ 6,212
47 Expenses $ 535 $ 535
48 Constable - Salary $ 100 $ 100
49 Building/Plumbing/Gas Inspector - Salaries $ 148,008 $ 148,008
50 Expenses $ 9,960 $ 9,960
51 Conservation Commission - Expenses
T-
800 $ 800
52
' Insurance-Group Health/Property/Casualty $ 3,375,000 $ 3,375,000
53 Health Department - Salaries $ 117,794 $ 117,794
54 ! Expenses $ 2,500 $ 2,500
55" Inspections and Tests $ 5,300 $ 5,300
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TOWN OF SWAMPSCOTT
OFFICE OF THE TOWN CLERK
FY2005 OPERATING BUDGET and 2004 TM ARTICLES REPORT
Identification
j
Voted: From: From: Enterprise i From:
n
I
Appropriation Tax Rate Avail. Funds Ft inH i RonHinnj UUI \\J\\ \\A
56 i esis/oiaie onarges >t> O.UUU
^
$ 5,000
57 I 1 tl-v i an a! I Jaa\ /A 1A I /~vo f
AA 1 1AAt i /""\A r»nuuDisn ana necyciauies ooiieciions q> oio.yuu $ 815,900
58 rUDiic worKS - oenerai oaianes $ 560,082
59 General Expenses -i AO ~7AA $ 143,700
60 Snow and Icg <t 7C AAA $ 75,000
62 Sewer Salaries <t OOA C A ^ $ 280,541
63 Sewer Expenses <T 1 A -1 r\ i AA$ 1,010,100 $ 1,010,100
64 Sewer System Maintenance $ 50,000 $ 50,000
65 Indirect Expenses $ 392,469 $ 392,469
66 Water Salaries $ 289,334 $ 289,334
67 Water Expenses $ 1,587,120 $ 1,587,120
68 Water System Improvements A —7 r— AAA$ 75,000 $ 75,000
6Q Indirect Expenses $ 793,875 $ 793,875
/ \j Building and Grounds Salaries $ 154,930 $ 154,930
71
/ 1 Building and Grounds Expenses ft* -4 >l AAA$ 14,000 $ 14,000
72 DPW bpecial Accounts $ 147,500 $ 147,500
Recreation Commission - Salaries $ 93,548 $ 93,548
74 Expenses <t> A AAA$ 9,020 $ 9,020
75 Council on Aging - Salaries $ 69,214 $ 69,214
76 Part-time position |f» A A C"AA$ 11 ,500 $ 11,500
,
77 Expenses ft* A 4 r* A$ 16,150 $ 16,150
78 Veterans' Services - Director's Salary $ 9,308 $ 9,308
79 Expenses $ 2,300 $ 2,300
80 Assistance A ^ j|A^$ 7,407 $ 7,407
81 Debt - Municipal A 4
~~7 A f\ A /I A$ 1,740,940 $ 1 ,740,940
82 Debt - Water/Sewer $ 1,090,973 $ 1 ,090,973
8? Library - Salaries It* A
~7A A f~\ A$ 376,404 $ 376,404
84 Expenses A AA AAA$ 33,800 $ 33,800
as Materials A 4 A^ AA^$ 107,991 $ 107,991
P,Roo Town Reports $ 3,500 $ 3,500
ft7 Telephone Expense - most departments A A~T ^AA$ 27,500 $ 27,500
oo Street Lighting $ 140,000 $ 140,000
RQOC? Reserve Fund $ 155,000 $ 155,000
Audit <l» AA AAA$ 39,000 $ 39,000
Q1 Historical Commission 4ft J AAA$ 1 ,000 $ 1,000
Medicare Tax A A O f AAA$ 235,000 $ 235,000
Q3 Ambulance 4t> HA AAA$ 10,000 $ 10,000
94 Regional Vocational School A j AO AAA$ 128,000 $ 128,000
95 School Budget aha r- a aa r-$ 19,530,365 $19,530,365
TOTAL OPERATING BUDGET A /I A ~7A O AAA$ 42,728,292 $38,249,853 * $ 4,478,439
-
1
J |
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TOWN OF SWAMPSCOTT
OFFICE OF THE TOWN CLERK
FY2005 OPERATING BUDGET and 2004 TM ARTICLES REPORT
Line Identification Voted:
_
From: From: Enterprise From:
Item Appropriation Tax Rate Avail. Funds Fund Bondinq
A-4 Transfer to Current Revenue $ 405,000 $ 405,000
From Surplus Revenue Account
A-6 Capital Improvement Projects - 14 projects $ 2,281,700 $ 2.28T
A-15 Departmental Operating Budgets $42,728,292 $38,249,853 $ 4,478,439
A-20 Water System Improvements $ 560,266 $ 56a
A-22 Transfer to Current Revenue $ 175,000 $ 175,000
From Assessors' Overlay Surplus
A-23 Transfer to offset FY 2005 budget $ 450,000 $ 450,000
From Stabilization Fund
A-24 Transfer to offset FY 2005 budget $ 147,297 $ 147,297
From unexpended capital articles
TOTAL BUDGET AND ARTICLES $46,747,555 $38,249,853 $1,177,297 $ 4,478,439 $ 2,841,
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ARTICLE 19. To see if the Town will authorize the Chief Procurement Officer
or his designee, pursuant to the provisions of Article IV, section 22 of the General By-
Laws of the Town of Swampscott to rent, convey, abandon or otherwise dispose of the
town owned real property identified on Assessors' Map 14, Block 164, Lot 0, for at least
$1.00.
Sponsored by the Town Administrator
Note: The purpose of this Article is to allow the Town Administrator to issue a Request
for Proposal to dispose of an un-developable parcel located at Sunset and Worcester
Avenue, adjacent to 20 Worcester Avenue.
Voted Article 19. That this article be approved.
Unanimous Vote.
5/18/2004
ARTICLE 20. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $560,266 to improve the
Town's water system and that to meet this appropriation, the Treasurer, with the approval
of the Board of Selectmen is authorized to borrow $560,266 under MGL c. 44; and the
Board of Selectmen and/or the Board of Public Works be authorized to contract for and
expend any federal, state or MWRA aid available for the project, and to authorize the
Board of Selectmen and/or the Town Administrator to submit, on behalf of the Town, any
and all applications deemed necessary for grants and/or reimbursements from the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts or the United States under any state and/or federal
programs to receive and accept such grants or reimbursement for this purpose, and/or any
others in any way connected with the scope of this Article, provided that the amount of
the authorized borrowing shall be reduced by the amount of such aid received prior to the
issuance of bonds or notes under this vote and that the Board of Selectmen and/or the
Town Administrator be authorized to take any other action necessary to carry out this
project., or take any action relative thereto.
Sponsored by the Director of Public Works
Voted Article 20. That this article be approved.
Unanimous Vote.
5/18/2004
ARTICLE 21. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to
request a special act of the General Court for the purpose of establishing an alternative
method to that found in Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 31 (Civil Service) section
33, for computing seniority for members of the Swampscott Fire Department or take any
other action relative thereto.
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Sponsored by the Fire Fighters Union
Voted Article 21. That this article be approved.
Majority Vote.
5/18/2004
ARTICLE 22. To see if the Town will transfer $175,000 from the Assessor's Overlay
Surplus Account of the Town to the account of Current Revenue to be used and applied
by the Board of Assessors in the reduction of the tax levy, or take any action relative
thereto.
Sponsored by the Town Administrator
Voted Article 22. That the sum of $175,000 be transferred from the Assessors' Overlay
Surplus Account and be applied to the Current Revenue account as specified in the
article.
Majority Vote.
5/18/2004
ARTICLE 23. To see if the Town will authorize the transfer of $450,000 from the
Stabilization Fund to offset various Fiscal 2005 Town budgets.
Sponsored by the Town Administrator
Voted Article 23. That $450,000 be transferred from the Stabilization Account to the
account of Current Revenue as specified in the article.
Unanimous Vote.
5/18/2004
ARTICLE 24. To see if the Town will vote to transfer $147,297 from various
unexpended capital articles to offset various Fiscal 2005 Town budgets. A full list of
these capital articles can be found in Appendix A.
Sponsored by the Town Administrator
Note: A number of capital articles approved at previous Town Meetings have been
reviewed and excess funds identified. The transfer amount has been recommended as
available funds to balance the budget. Refer to the Appendix for a complete list of the
article and funds.
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REPORT OF UNUSED CAPITAL ARTICLES
Balance Balance Amount To Be
ID# Description 6/30/2003 4/21/2004 Used in FY05
00-03 DPW Paving Streets 33,519.37 33,519.37 33,519.37
97-24 Soccer Lights 24,939.36 24,939.36 24,939.36
99-11 DPW Rail Fish Pier 24,555.50 24,555.50 24,555.50
00-06 Phillips Park Drain 15,341.45 15,341.45 15,341.45
00-07 Fire CAIRNS 2,641.45 2,641.45 2,641.45
00-10 Recreation Phillips Track 46,300.00 46,300.00 46,300.00
TOTAL OF ARTICLES TO FUND FISCAL
2005 Budget 147,297.13 147,297.13 147,297.13
Voted Article 24. That this article be approved.
Majority Vote.
5/18/2004
ARTICLE 25. To see if the Town will vote to amend its vote under Article 26 of
the 2003 Annual Town Meeting warrant, which authorized the Board of Selectmen and
the Town Administrator to lease a portion of land adjacent to and including Phillips Park
for the purpose of constructing and operating an Ice Rink/Community Center and
imposing certain conditions thereon, by extending the time to raise all money for the
construction and initial infrastructure by one year until the 2005 Annual Town Meeting,
or take any action relative thereto.
Sponsored by the Board of Selectmen
Voted Article 25. That this article be approved.
Majority Vote.
5/18/2004
ARTICLE 26. To see if the Town will vote to amend the General By-Laws for the
purpose of preserving and protecting significant buildings within the Town of
Swampscott that constitute or reflect distinctive features of the architectural, cultural,
economic, political or social history of the town and to limit the detrimental effect of
demolition on the character of the town. Through this by-law, owners of preferably
preserved buildings are encouraged to seek out alternative options that will preserve,
rehabilitate or restore such buildings and residents of the town are alerted to impending
demolitions of significant buildings. By preserving and protecting significant buildings,
streetscapes and neighborhoods, this by-law promotes the public welfare by making the
town a more attractive and desirable place in which to live and work. To achieve these
purposes the Historical Commission is authorized to advise the Building Inspector with
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respect to demolition permit applications. The issuance of demolition permits is
regulated as provided by this by-law. The entire text of the proposed by-law can be
found in Appendix H.
Sponsored by the Swampscott Historical Commission
Voted Article 26. That the General By-Laws of the Town of Swampscott by amended by
adding a new section to Article IX (Uses of Land) to be known as Section 4 as follows:
Section 4. The Preservation of Historically Significant Buildings.
Section 1: Intent and Purpose
This by-law is enacted for the purpose of preserving and protecting significant buildings
within the Town of Swampscott that constitute or reflect distinctive features of the
architectural, cultural, economic, political or social history of the town and to limit the
detrimental effect of demolition on the character of the town. Through this bylaw,
owners of preferably preserved buildings are encouraged to seek out alternative options
that will preserve, rehabilitate or restore such buildings and residents of the town are
alerted to impending demolitions of significant buildings. By preserving and protecting
significant buildings, streetscapes and neighborhoods, this bylaw promotes the public
welfare by making the town a more attractive and desirable place in which to live and
work. To achieve these purposes the Historical Commission is authorized to advise the
Building Inspector with respect to demolition permit applications. The issuance of
demolition permits is regulated as provided by this by-law.
Section 2: Definitions
For the purposes of this by-law, the following words and phrases shall have the meanings
set forth below:
2.1 APPLICANT-Any person or entity who files an application for a demolition
permit. If the applicant is not the owner of the premises upon which the building
is situated, the owner must indicate on or with the application his/her assent to the
filing of the application.
2.2 APPLICATION-An application for the demolition of a building.
2.3 BOARD OF SURVEY- the board that is ordered to respond under Massachusetts
General Laws Chapter 143 Section 8, when an owner of a building or structure
fail to take action on a notice that the building or structure is unsafe. The board
shall consist of the Town Engineer, the Fire Chief, and one disinterested person to
be appointed by the Building Inspector.
2.4 BUILDING-Any combination of materials forming a shelter for persons,
animals, or property.
2.5 BUILDING INSPECTOR - The person occupying the office of Building
Inspector or otherwise authorized to issue demolition permits.
2.6 BUSINESS DAY- a day that is not a Saturday, Sunday or a recognized municipal
or federal holiday.
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2.7 CHAIRPERSON- the head of the Commission, the person performing the
functions of the chairperson in the event that no one holds that title, or any other
person to whom the chairperson has delegated authority to act according to this
ordinance.
2.8 COMMISSION - The Swampscott Historical Commission or its designee.
2.9 DEMOLITION-Any act of pulling down, destroying, removing, dismantling or
razing a building or any part thereof.
2.10 DEMOLITION PERMIT - The building permit issued by the Building
Inspector, as required by the State Building Code, for a demolition of a building,
excluding a building permit issued solely for the demolition of the interior of a
building.
2.11 FINAL DETERMINATION- a decision made by the Commission in accordance
with Section 4.2(A.) of this chapter.
2.12 INITIAL DETERMINATION- any determination made by the Commission in
accordance with Section 4.2(A.) of this chapter.
2.13 OWNER- the person with legal title to a building or structure. Where the term
"owner" is used, it shall include the owner's legally authorized representative.
2.14 PERMIT- the document issued by the Building Inspector for demolition of a
building or structure pursuant to an application.
2.15 PERSON- a private individual, firm, corporation, partnership, association, trust
or society.
2.16 PREFERABLY PRESERVED - Any significant building which the
Commission determines, following a public hearing, that it is in the public interest
to be preserved rather than demolished. A preferably preserved building is
subject to the nine-month demolition delay review period of this bylaw.
2.17 SIGNIFICANT BUILDING OR STRUCTURE - Any building or structure
within the town which is in whole or in part seventy-five years or more old (at the
time of the request for the demolition permit) and which:
A. Is listed on, or is within an area listed on, the National Register of Historic
Places; or which is the subject of a pending application for listing on the
National Register, or
B. Is or has been designated by the Commission to be eligible as a significant
building or structure after a finding that the building or structure is either:
i. Importantly associated with one or more historic persons or events,
or with the broad architectural, cultural, political, economic or
social history of the Town of Swampscott or the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts; or
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ii. Historically or architecturally significant (in terms of period, style,
method of building or construction, or association with a reputed
architect or builder) either by itself or in the context of a group of
buildings or structures, or
iii. Listed in the Swampscott Historical Commission Survey,
originally published in 1986, as periodically amended. A copy is
available for review at Town Hall and the Swampscott Public
Library.
and therefore it is in the public interest to be preserved or rehabilitated rather than
to be demolished.
C. Any additions, outbuildings or other structures relating to the significant
building that are less than 75 years old are exempted from this by-law,
with sufficient documented proof of age as determined by the Commission.
2.18 STRUCTURE- any constructed, erected, or placed material or combination of
materials in or upon the ground, excluding sidewalks and paving on streets,
driveways, parking areas, and patios.
2.19 VOLUNTARILY- any act(s) done by design or intention, which is proposed,
intended, or not accidental.
Section 3: Computation of Time
For the purposes of computing any period of time regarding the demolition review
process, excluding age of the building or structure, the day of the act after which the
designated period of time begins to run is excluded. The last day shall be included,
unless it is a Saturday, Sunday, or municipal or federal holiday, in which case, the period
runs to the next business day.
For the purpose of calculating the age of a building or structure, any point on a calendar
year shall be counted as a complete year; e.g.: a building or structure built in June 1930
shall be considered 75 years old on January 1, 2005.
Section 4: Procedure
4.1 Upon receipt of a demolition permit application, the Building Inspector will
immediately date stamp the application. If the Building Inspector can determine
with certainty that the building or structure is not significant per Section 2.17,
then the permit may be issued according to current laws.
4.2 If the building or structure is significant per Section 2.17, or the Building
Inspector cannot determine its status with certainty, then the Inspector shall notify
the Historical Commission in writing within seven (7) business days, that he/she
has received a demolition permit request, attaching a copy of the application to
the notice. The Building Inspector shall also forward copies of the notice to the
applicant and the owner (if different).
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Commission's Determinations
A. Initial Determination: The Commission shall make a written
determination of whether the building or structure to be demolished is
significant within forty-five (45) days after receipt of the application, and
complete the following:
If the Commission determines that the building or structure is not
significant, the Commission shall so notify the Building Inspector, the
applicant, the owner (if different) and the Town Clerk in writing. The
applicant shall not be required to take any further action in regard to
this ordinance.
If the Commission determines that the building or structure is significant,
the Commission shall so notify the Building Inspector, the applicant, the
owner (if different) and the Town Clerk of their determination in writing.
If the Commission fails to respond to the Building Inspector's notice
within forty-five (45) days of receipt of the notice, the Building Inspector
may grant the demolition permit.
B. Public Hearing: The Commission shall hold a public hearing on the
initial determination and the application within forty-five (45) of filing the
initial determination with the Town Clerk. The Town of Swampscott shall
give public notice of the hearing by publishing the time, place and purpose
of the hearing in a local newspaper and in a conspicuous place in town hall
for a period of not less than seven (7) days prior to the hearing. The Town
of Swampscott shall also send notice of the public hearing to applicant and
owner (if different), and abutters by certified mail, at least seven (7) days
prior to the hearing, as defined in Chapter 40A of Massachusetts General
Laws.
The applicant for demolition permit may voluntarily submit to the
Commission a demolition plan that may include:
A brief description of the type of building or structure and the reason for
the proposed demolition, with supporting data.
A scaled plot plan showing the location of the significant building or
structure on the property and with reference to neighboring properties.
Photographs of all elevations of the building or structure in the context of
its surroundings.
C. Final Determination: Within ten (10) days of the close of the public
hearing the Commission shall file a written final determination with the
Town Clerk. The Commission shall simultaneously send a copy of the
final determination to the Building Inspector and send copies to the
applicant and the owner (if different) by certified mail. If the
Commission determines that demolition of the significant building or
structure would be detrimental to the architectural, cultural, political,
economic, or social heritage of the Town, such building or structure shall
be considered as preferably preserved.
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If the Commission determines that the building is not preferably
preserved, the Commission shall so notify the Building Inspector and
applicant and owner (if different) in writing. The Building Inspector may
then issue the demolition permit.
4.4 If the Commission determines that the building is preferably preserved, the
Commission shall notify the Building Inspector and applicant and owner (if
different) in writing. No demolition permit may then be issued for a period of
nine (9) months from the date of the determination. If the Commission does not
so notify the Building Inspector in writing within ten (10) days of the public
hearing, the Building Inspector may issue the demolition permit.
Upon a determination by the Commission that any building which is the subject
of an application is a preferably preserved building, no building permit for new
construction or alterations on the premises shall be issued for a period of nine (9)
months from the date of the determination. During this period, the applicant is
encouraged to locate a purchaser for the building or structure who is willing to
preserve, restore or relocate the building or structure.
No permit for demolition of a building determined to be a preferably preserved
building shall be granted until all approvals necessary for the issuance of a
building permit are obtained; including without limitation any necessary zoning
variances or special permits, and all appeals from the granting of such approvals
must be concluded.
The Building Inspector may issue a demolition permit or a building permit for a
preferably preserved building within the nine months if the Commission notifies
the Building Inspector in writing that the Commission finds that the intent and
purpose of this bylaw is served even with the issuance of the demolition permit or
the building permit.
Following the nine-month review period, the Building Inspector may issue the
demolition permit.
Prior to the commencement of the demolition process, the property owner shall
allow the Commission to make a proper photographic record of the interior
and exterior of the building, and allow for salvage of any unique
architectural detail that would otherwise be lost during the demolition process.
4.5 Emergency Demolition and Unsafe Structure
A. Emergency Demolition: If after an inspection, the Building Inspector
finds that a building or structure subject to this bylaw is found to
pose an immediate threat to public health or safety due to its
deteriorated condition and that there is no reasonable alternative to
the immediate demolition of the building or structure, then the
Building Inspector may issue an emergency demolition permit to
the owner of the building or structure. The Building Inspector shall
then prepare a report explaining the condition of the building and
the basis for his decision, which shall be forwarded to the
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Commission.
B. Unsafe Structure: In the event that a Board of Survey is convened
to consider the condition of a building or structure under
Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 143, Section 8, the
Chairperson shall be notified to accompany the Board during its
inspection.
4.6 Enforcement
A. The Commission and/or the Building Inspector are each specifically
authorized to institute any and all actions and proceedings, in law or
equity, as they may deem necessary and appropriate to obtain compliance
with the requirements of this by-law or to prevent a threatened violation
thereof.
B. Anyone who voluntarily demolishes a building or structure without first
obtaining a demolition permit in accordance with the provisions of this
bylaw shall be subject to a fine of not more than ten percent of the
assessed property value. No building permit shall be issued for a period of
two years from the date of the demolition on the subject parcel of land or
any adjoining parcels of land under common ownership and control unless
the building permit is for the faithful restoration or unless otherwise
agreed to by the Commission.
Section 5: Historic District Act
If any of the provisions of this by-law conflict with the Historic Districts Act,
Massachusetts General Law, Chapter 40C, that act shall prevail.
Section 6: Severability
In case any section, paragraph or part of this by-law be for any reason declared invalid or
unconstitutional by any court, every other section, paragraph, and part shall continue in
full force and effect.
Majority Vote.
5/18/2004
ARTICLE 27. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate from available funds
the sum of $3,500 for the purpose of partially funding the cost of a memorial for the
thirteen people who died in the Swampscott Train Wreck of February 28, 1956.
Sponsored by the Swampscott Historical Society
Voted Article 27. That action on this article be indefinitely postponed.
Majority Vote.
5/18/2004
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ARTICLE 28. To see if the Town will adopt a non-binding resolution asking elected
members of Congress to repeal those sections of the U.S.A. Patriot Act that violate the
U.S. Constitution and the Bill of Rights. The full text of the resolution can be found in
Appendix F.
Sponsored by Margaret Somer, The League of Women Voters, et al.
Voted Article 28. That the town adopt the following non-binding resolution as specified
in the article:
RESOLUTION
A Resolution for the Town of Swampscott, Massachusetts Regarding the USA
PATRIOT Act and the Protection of Civil Rights and Civil Liberties
WHEREAS United States law is founded in the Declaration of Independence, the United States
Constitution, and the Bill of Rights; and that these historic documents enshrine the fundamental
and inalienable rights of Americans, including the freedoms of religion, speech, assembly and
privacy; and
WHEREAS: Swampscott is a politically diverse and democratic community whose residents are
committed to preserving the human rights and civil liberties enunciated in these founding document
and
WHEREAS the Town of Swampscott has with gratitude for their supreme sacrifice memorialized th
in the Armed Forces who have died in battle protecting these same cherished rights and liberties;
WHEREAS each of the Town of Swampscott's duly elected public servants has sworn to defend anc
uphold the United States Constitution and the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts;
WHEREAS the Town of Swampscott denounces and condemns all acts of terrorism, wherever
occurring; and
WHEREAS attacks against Americans such as those that occurred on September 11, 2001, have
necessitated the crafting of effective laws to protect the public from terrorist attacks; and
WHEREAS any new security measures of federal, state, and local governments should be carefully
designed and employed to enhance public safety without infringing on the civil liberties and rights of
the citizens of the Town of Swampscott; and
WHEREAS certain provisions of the USA PATRIOT Act, also known as the Uniting and Strengthens
America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act, allow the
federal government more liberally to detain and investigate citizens and engage in surveillance activit
that may violate the rights and liberties guaranteed by our state and federal constitutions;
We believe the USA PATRIOT Act:
• Replaced a system of checks and balances with executive branch decisions.
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• Expands a Court (the FISA Court) outside the judicial branch of government;
• Limits judicial supervision of telephone and Internet surveillance;
• Expands the government's ability to conduct secret searches;
• Grants government broad access to personal medical, mental health, financial, and
educational records without the traditional need to show probable cause;
• Gives the Attorney General and the Secretary of State the power to designate
domestic groups as "terrorist organizations;" and
• Creates the new crime of "domestic terrorism," whereby those exercising First
amendment rights of freedom of speech can be considered terrorists if their goal is
to "influence policy of government ... by intimidation or coercion."
Whereas, we believe the rights and civil liberties guaranteed under the Constitution are
precious and are now threatened.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT:
The Town of Swampscott, acting in the spirit and history of our community, do hereby declare that:
The Town of Swampscott supports the government of the United States of America in its campaign
against terrorism, and affirms its commitment that the campaign be waged with all due regard for the
constitutional civil rights and liberties of the people of this country; and
The Town of Swampscott requests and urges all Massachusetts state and federal legislators, especially
our delegation in the U.S. Congress, to monitor the implementation of the USA PATRIOT ACT and to
amend those provisions that violate the U.S. Constitution and the Bill of Rights, and that violate the
civil liberties of all, citizen and non-citizen alike; and to oppose any pending and future federal
legislation to the extent that it infringes on Americans' civil rights and liberties.
Majority Vote.
5/18/2004
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ARTICLE 29. To see if the Town will vote to change the date in the seventh line
of the General By-laws, Article V, Section 14C, from January 31 to December 31 so that
the seventh line will read: "Further, should any owner or keeper of a dog fail to license
that dog before December 31 (or the first business day after December 31), that owner or
keeper shall pay a late fee of $5.00 before obtaining said license, excepting a dog brought
into town as provided in Section 138 of Chapter 140 of the Massachusetts General
Laws."
Sponsored by the Town Clerk-Collector
Voted Article 29. That the General By Laws of the Town of Swampscott be amended as
specified in the article.
Majority Vote.
5/18/2004
ARTICLE 30. To see what action the Town will take in relation to the salaries of
elected Town Officials for the ensuing year.
Sponsored by the Board of Selectmen
Voted Article 30. That the salary of the elected constable be set at $100 for the ensuring
year (7/1/2004 to 6/30/2005).
Majority Vote.
5/18/2004
ARTICLE 31. To see if the Town will rescind its acceptance of G.L. c.71, sec.
7 IF, which was originally approved at the spring 1995 Town Meeting and which
established a revolving account to receive and spend without further appropriation funds
received from non-resident students.
Sponsored by the Finance Committee
Voted Article 3 1
. That the town rescind its acceptance of Massachusetts General Laws
Chapter 71, Section 7 IF effective 7/31/2004.
Unanimous Vote.
5/18/2004
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ARTICLE 32. To see if the Town will authorize the Chief Procurement Officer to
sell a parcel or parcels of land conveyed to the town as part of the lease with the
Swampscott VFW identified on the Town's Assessor's maps as; Map 9, Lots 581, 582,
588, 590, 591 and 592 per the provisions of Massachusetts General Law Chapter 30B and
for the proceeds of said sale to be used as General Fund Revenue in Fiscal 2005 as
allowed by Massachusetts General Law Chapter 46, Section 1 17 of the Acts of 2003 and
to take any other action relative thereto.
Sponsored by the Town Administrator
Voted Article 32. That this article be approved.
Unanimous Vote.
5/18/2004
ARTICLE 33. To see if the Town will vote to approve an extension, for a period
of five years, of the inter-municipal agreement between the Town of Swampscott and the
City of Lynn for providing dispatch services for the Swampscott Fire Department, or take
any action relative thereto.
Sponsored by the Fire Chief
Voted Article 33. That this article be approved.
Majority Vote.
5/18/2004
ARTICLE 34. To see if the Town will vote to accept the provisions of
Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 59, Section 2A allowed under Chapter 653, Section
40 by the acts of 1989 which reads: "Notwithstanding the foregoing, in any City or Town
which accepts the provisions of this sentence, buildings and other things erected on or
affixed to land during the period beginning on January second and ending June thirtieth
of the fiscal year preceding that to which the tax relates shall be deemed part of such real
property as of January first."
Sponsored by the Board of Assessors
Voted Article 34. That the town accept the provisions of Massachusetts General Laws
Chapter 59, Section 2A as specified in the article.
Majority Vote.
5/18/2004
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ARTICLE 35. To see if the Town will vote to accept the provisions of
Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 32B, Section 18. The full text of the statute can be
found in Appendix I.
Sponsored by the Town Administrator
Voted Article 35. That the town accept the provisions of Massachusetts General Laws
Chapter 32B, Section 18 captioned Medicare extension plans; mandatory transfer of
retirees.
Majority Vote.
5/18/2004
ARTICLE 36. To see if the Town will vote to accept the provisions to increase
the exemption amount granted to Seniors 70 and Older under Clause 41C (Chapter 181,
Section 1 of the Acts of 1995) by 100% of the preceding year's Consumer Price Index
(CPI), as petitioned by the Board of Assessors.
Sponsored by the Board of Assessors
Voted Article 36. That the town accept the provisions of Massachusetts General Laws
Chapter 59, Section 5, Clause 41C.
Majority Vote.
5/18/2004
ARTICLE 37. To see if the Town will vote to accept the provisions to increase
the exemption amount granted to Surviving Spouse-Minor and Persons over 70 under
Clause 17D (Chapter 181, Section 1 of the Acts of 1995) by 100% of the preceding
year's Consumer Price Index (CPI), as petitioned by the Board of Assessors.
Sponsored by the Board of Assessors
Voted Article 37. That the town accept the provisions of Massachusetts General Laws
Chapter 59, Section 5, Clause 41D.
Majority Vote.
5/18/2004
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ARTICLE 38. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning By-law in
Section 5.4.2.1. Commercial by replacing the semicolon after the word "area" with a
comma and adding wording: construction of WCF and accessory structures;.
Sponsored by the Planning Board
Voted Article 38. That the Zoning By-Laws of the Town of Swampscott be amended as
specified in the article.
Unanimous Vote.
5/18/2004
ARTICLE 39. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning By-law by
changing the definition of Story in ARTICLE VI DEFINITIONS by replacing the word
"compromised" in the last sentence with the word "comprised".
Sponsored by the Planning Board
Voted Article 39. That the Zoning By-Laws of the Town of Swampscott be amended as
specified in the article.
Unanimous Vote.
5/18/2004
ARTICLE 40. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and raise, by
borrowing or otherwise, under any general or special law which authorizes the Town to
raise money, by borrowing or otherwise, such sums of money as may be necessary for
any and all of the purposes mentioned in the foregoing articles.
Sponsored by the Board of Selectmen
Voted Article 40. That action on this article be indefinitely postponed.
Majority Vote.
5/18/2004
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2004 SPECIAL TOWN MEETING - May 18, 2004
Return of Service:
Pursuant to the within Warrant to me directed, I have notified the inhabitants of the Town
of Swampscott, qualified to vote in elections and in town affairs, by posting an attested
copy thereof at the Town Administration Building, at the Post Office, and at least two
public and conspicuous places in each precinct in the Town, and at or in the immediate
vicinity of the Swampscott Rail Station. Said posting was done on April 29, 2004 and not
less than fourteen (14) days before the date appointed for said election.
Attest: Paul Minsky
Constable of Swampscott
Mailing of Warrants:
The Warrant for the Special Town Meeting was mailed to Town Meeting Representatives
on 4/29/2004 as part of the Warrant for the Annual Town Meeting. Copies of the warrant
were available, free of charge, for any interested person at the Town Administration
Building.
Notice of Special Town Meeting:
To the Town Meeting members:
Notice is hereby given in accordance with Article I, Section 2, of the Bylaws of the Town
of Swampscott that a Special Town Meeting will be held on Monday, May 18, 2004,
beginning at 8:00 p.m. in the auditorium of the Swampscott Middle School on
Greenwood Avenue. Moderator Martin C. Goldman will preside.
Jack L. Paster
Clerk of Swampscott
Meeting Certifications:
I hereby certify that the Special Town Meeting of May 18, 2004 was held in the
Swampscott Middle School auditorium on Greenwood Avenue and was called to order at
8:12 pm with the necessary quorum present (184). At 8:14 pm it was voted to adjourn.
I hereby certify that in accordance with the adjournment of May 18, 2004, the Adjourned
Special Town Meeting of May 18, 2004 was reconvened in the Swampscott Middle
School auditorium on Greenwood Avenue and was called to order at 9:04 pm with the
necessary quorum present (164).
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I hereby certify that the Special Town Meeting of 2004 was dissolved at 9:49 pm on May
18, 2004.
Attendance:
Attendance for the 2004 Special Town Meeting, by precinct, is included in the list at the
end of this report
ACTION UNDER THE ARTICLES:
ARTICLE 1. To see if the Town will vote to amend the action taken by the 2002
Annual Town Meeting under Article 8 item 03-05, Andrews Chapel Repair in Cemetery,
to indicate that the funds for this project will come from Cemetery Perpetual Care and not
from taxation.
Sponsored by the Town Administrator
Voted Article 1. That this article be approved.
Majority Vote.
5/17/2004
ARTICLE 2. To see if the Town will vote to amend the action taken by the 2002
Annual Town Meeting under Article 8 item 03-08, Demolish Buildings at 531 Humphrey
St., to indicate that the funds for this project will come from the Water and Sewer
Enterprise Funds and not from taxation.
Sponsored by the Town Administrator
Voted Article 2. That this article be approved.
Majority Vote.
5/17/2004
ARTICLE 3. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen
and the Town Administrator to transfer the following two parcels of land at Forest
Avenue from the custody of the Board of Selectmen for school purposes to the custody of
the Board of Selectmen for the purpose of sale to the Swampscott Conservation
Commission for use as parkland including athletic fields and structures accessory thereto
pursuant to the provisions of Article 97, and any other state provisions relevant to the
subject intended use of the land, as contemplated by MGL Chapter 40, Section 15A:
First, a parcel of land consisting of approximately 2.29 acres identified as Lot 2 on Map
18 on the Town's Assessor's maps; Second, a parcel of land consisting of approximately
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8 acres identified as Lot 52 on Map 17 and Lot 5 on Map 18 on the Town's Assessor's
maps.
The approval of Town Meeting is subject to the following conditions:
1. Approval of all documents by Town Counsel.
2. All approvals in regard to zoning, environmental, and by-law issues and all approvals
of School Building Assistance reimbursement shall be obtained prior to the Board of
Selectmen and the Town Administrator executing such transfer.
Sponsored by the Board of Selectmen
Voted Article 3. That this article be approved.
Unanimous Vote.
5/17/2004
ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen
and the Town Administrator to convey the following two parcels of land at Forest
Avenue to the Swampscott Conservation Commission for use as parkland including
athletic fields and structures accessory thereto pursuant to the provisions of Article 97,
and any other state provisions relevant to the subject intended use of the land, as
contemplated by MGL Chapter 40, Section 3: First, a parcel of land consisting of
approximately 2.29 acres identified as Lot 2 on Map 18 on the Town's Assessor's maps;
Second, a parcel of land consisting of approximately 8 acres identified as Lot 52 on Map
17 and Lot 5 on Map 18 on the Town's Assessor's maps.
The approval of Town Meeting is subject to the following conditions:
1. Approval of all documents by Town Counsel.
2. All approvals in regard to zoning, environmental, and by-law issues and all
approvals of School Building Assistance reimbursement shall be obtained prior to
the Board of Selectmen and the Town Administrator executing such conveyance.
Sponsored by the Board of Selectmen
Voted Article 4 That this article be approved.
Majority Vote.
5/17/2004
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Swampscott Town Meeting 2004 Attendance
Pre Name ft A -4 —TMay 17 May 18
1
A 1_
—ft l.illam 1 1
Alpert, Julius n. O
1 baidacci, Hicnard H. X X
1 batcnelder, Kathleen X X
1 Bates, Wallace T. X X
1 bicKTord, baroara X X
1 Birchmore, Sally o o
1 Bitman, Bernard X X
1 blonder, Uindy M. X X
1 blonder, Jeffrey b. X X
1 Brenner, Lawrence X o
1 Buchanan, Susan X X
1 Caron, Mark X X
1 Choumard, uonrad L. X X
1 Chouinard, Madeline X X
1
/""N M _ _ » . ..... A I _
uresta, Gino A. Jr. X X
1 oropley, John H. Jr. X X
1 Uandreo, Hobert X X
1 Uandreo, William o o
1 Dorgan, Denise X X
1 Feinberg, Helen 1. o
1 Finlay, Patricia X X
1
/""N
_ _ _ _ A 1 _ _ n _ _ft| _ AAGenest, Lee bartlett X X
Harrington, Vera C. X X
1 Hartmann, Eric X X
Healey, Mary Uonerty o o
1
1 1 TL ^ _ 1 IIIHealey, Thomas J. Ill X o
1 Hyde, bally A. X \/X
1 Hyde, William R. X X
1 Johnson, Maryalice X X
1 Kaloust, Gerald J. X X
1 Kaloust, Roberta A. o
1 Kearney, Sheila \/X X
1 Kessler, Nelson X X
1 Legere, Arthur J. X X
1 Lombard, James G. o X
1
fc J _ 1_ \ A / - 1 1 * ft mMaher, William M. v/X X
1
ft a a I i i n i l i
Maitland, J. Richard o
1
ft J _ •« 1 I f-v
Maitland, Susan X X
1 Marrs, Mary Regan X X
1 Montague, Neil X X
1 Niram, Gadi R. o o
1 Patrikis, Theodore A. X X
1 Perry, Robert E. o o
1
m . i ii i i a
Picanello, John A. X X
1 Picariello, Lawrence X X
1 Ralph, Jennifer o o
1 Rizzo, Carole X X
1 Rizzo, John F. o
1 Shannon, Cynthia X \/X
1 Shapiro, Barbara R. o
1 Speranza, Frances M. X X
Speranza-Hartmann, Marianne vX vA
Washburn, Ken X X
Whittier, Douglas o
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Pre Name May 17 May 18
2 Bacik, Lisa A. Carrigan O
2 Barden, Eugene X X
2 Booras, Peter J. X X
2 Bowen, David X X
2 Brown, Mary Lisa X X
2 Cameron, Janell A. X X
2 Carey, George O o
2 Carey, Lisa X
2 Cassidy, Timothy P. X
2 Collins, Diane O
2 Curry, Martha X X
2 Doherty, Daniel E. X X
2 Doherty, John J. X X
2 Dunn, Judith F. X X
2 Dunn, Larry A. X X
2 Gioiosa, Kellie X
2 Hamel, Gregg X X
2 Hebert, Donald o X
2 Hebert, Janet X X
2 Huber, Carol X X
2 Huber, Richard X X
2 Hunt, John o
2 Hunt, Stephen R. X X
2 Jackson, Lorene X X
2 Jackson, William
2 Laband, Andrew X X
2 I
/~\ X 1 ft 1LaConte, Louise M. X
2 LaConte, Vincent A. X
2 Lyons, Wendy A. X X
2 ft M ft A
il_ 1Marcou, Martha L. X X
2 ft A II A itMorrell, Agatha X X
2 ft M l_
r-» /—
\
Murphy, Brian C. o
2 Myette, Robert J. o
2 Newhall, Linda A. X X
2 Rvl~_.__.l_ II til IxNewhall, Walter X X
2
j—> II | • |— 1 A
Palleschi, Edward A. X X
2 Palleschi, Sheila o
2 Pinkerton, Don X X
2
r*"4-_ ft a _ 1 |
Pitman, Michael X X
2 Ramstine, Patricia Karamas X X
2 Reardon, Ellen M. X X
2 Richmond, David E. X X
2 Romano, John L. o
2 Rubin, Debra X X
2 Ruggiero, John X X
2 Ryan, Leah o X
2 Schultz, Jackson X X
2
r~- *l_ II* A xl A
Scibelh, Anthony A. o X
2 Shanahan, Joseph E. Jr. X X
2 Strauss, Danielle o X
2 Strauss, Mathew o X
2 Sullivan, Brian X o
2 Taverna, Joseph X X
2 Whelan, David X X
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Pre |Name May 17 May 18
3 Bennett, Ralph E. II X X
3 Boggs, Deborah A. X X
3 Breen, Kevin X X
3 Breen, Leslie A.
3 Campbell, Michael S. X X
3 Cardenas, Patricia X X
3 Cassidy, John R. X X
3 Coletti, John M. X X
3 Cormier, Kathleen X X
3 Dandreo, Daniel J. Ill X X
3 Donaher, Karen X X
3 Donaher, Kevin X X
3 Donnelly, Robert
3 Driscoll, Anne X X
3 Eldridge, Barbara F. X X
3 Fox, Deborah X X
3 Gay, Donna X X
3 Golden, Edward X X
3 Hayes, Paul E. X X
3 Hitchcock, Sarah P. X X
3 Holmes, Betty Dean X X
3 Jolly, Linda J. X X
3 Jolly, Robert V. Jr. X X
3 Kelleher, Martha G. X X
3 Kelly, Nancy X X
3 Kenney, Stephen X X
3 Lawlor, James C. X X
3 Ledbury, Lisa J. X
3 Legere, Donald R. Jr. X
3 Lincoln, Loring B. Jr. X
3 Lincoln, Maria F. X X
3 Luke, Gerald X
3 Magee, Kathleen X X
3 Marvosh, Smilia X
3 Mcintosh, Richard T.
3 Meister, Bunny Young X X
3 Moltz, Sandra X X
3 Mulgay, Mark H. X X
3 Patriarca, Michael X X
3 Perry, Gerard D. X
3 Pilotte, Denis A. X X
3 Richard, Dianne M. X X
3 Sachs-Freeman, Barbara X X
3 Sainato, Maryann X X
3 Sheehan, Neil G. X X
3 Thomsen, Maureen o X
3 Vogel, John M. X X
3 Vogel, Kristen S. X X
3 Weaver, David S. o
3 Webster, Mary X X
3 Welch, Thomas F. X X
3 White-DePaolo, Jan X X
3 Wright, Suzanne X X
3 Zeman, Cynthia X X
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Pre Name May 17 May 18
4 Anderson, Dana X X
4 Baker, Janet N. X X
4 Balliro, Anita X X
4 Balsama, Joseph J. X X
4 Barden, Marc X X
4 Bonazzoli, Paula M. X X
4 Brown, Andrew X X
4 Brown, Rachel X X
4 Carlson, Elizabeth
4 Cassidy, Marilyn T. X
4 Ciarametaro, Daniel X X
4 Cunningham, Kelly X X
4 Dawley, Thomas X X
4 DeChillo, Mary H. X X
4 DiMento, Carol A.G. X X
4 DiMento, William R. X X
4 Donelan, Robert E. X X
4 Donnenfeld, Neil D. X X
4 Drummond, Brian J. X X
4 Drummond, Ellen M. X X
4 Duffy, Pauline O
4 Falco, Michael X X
4 Foley, Phyllis Serafini X X
4 Goldman, Iris X X
4 Goudreau, Connie X X
4 Hall, David S. X X
4 Hughes, Nancy T. X X
4 Johnson, Anne M. X X
4 Johnson, Paul W. X X
4 Keeter, Terri X X
4 Krippendorf, Edward W. Sr. X X
4 Leger, Jeanne X X
4 McClung, Michael D. X o
4 Mcenaney, John T. X X
4 McNerney, Cynthia X X
4 Meninno, Christine X X
4 Morretti, Nunzio X X
4 Moynihan, John X X
4 O'Brien, Laurie X X
4 Paster, Glenn P. o
4 Paster, Jack L. X X
4 Phelan, John V. Ill X X
4 Poska, Matthew P. X
4 Powell, Amy X X
4 Reagan, John X o
4 Santanello, Daniel X X
4 Scolamiero, Dennis M. X X
4 Shanahan, Patricia D. X X
4 Shanahan, William E. X X
4 Somer, Margaret X X
4 Stone, Myron S. X X
4 Vaucher, Catherine M. X X
4 Walsh, Kary LK X X
4 Withrow, Marysusan Buckley X X
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Swampscott Town Meeting 2004 Attendance
Pre Name May 17 May 18
5 Akim, Marta O
5 Belhumeur, Cynthia Hatch
5 Belhumeur, Thomas R. X X
5 Brooks, Gerald A. X X
5 Burke, Scott Douglas O X
5 Caplan, Edward X X
5 Carangelo, Lisa X X
5 Carr, Heather M. X X
5 Cerra, Anthony W. Jr. X X
5 Chapman, Randy X X
5 Connolly, Loretta X X
5 Devlin, Michael K. X X
5 Forman, Amy X X
5 Garner, Ronald L.
5 Goldsmith, Alice X X
5 Graham, David X o
5 Hennessey, William F. X X
5
i i i f—
Jancsy, John F. X X
5 Karwowski, John R. X X
5 Keller, Ellen Long X o
5 Lawler, John X
5 Lawler, Sami X X
5 Levy, Eric S. X X
5 Lewis, Susan E. X X
5 Lipson, Philip D. X X
5 Nellis, Veeder C. X X
5 Patkin, Randall X X
5 Potash, Leola X X
5 Pye, Darlene X X
5 Reardon, Carl X X
5 Reichert, Leslie E. X
5 Rodenstein, Claudia X X
5 Rogers, Roberta C. X X
5 Rossman, Neil X X
5 Rubin, Kenneth A. o o
5 Rubino, Stephen M. X X
5 Samilijan, Peter X X
5 Sneirson, Gerald X X
5 Spartos, Mary Anne X X
5 Steinman, Roy H. X X
5 Stephens, Thomas J. o
5 Sullivan, Jill X X
5 Talkov, Roger X X
5 Toner, Colleen X X
5 Tripolsky, Sharon Jaffe X X
5 Van Dam, David S. X X
5 Vanderburg, Linso X X
5 Weiner, Lawrence J. X o
5 Wilson, Catherine E. X o
5 Winston, Alice Jane X
5 Zarinsky, Irma X X
5 Zeller, David E.
\sA vA
5 Zeller, Virginia X X
5 Zuchero, William R.
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Swampscott Town Meeting 2004 Attendance
Pre Name Mav 17IVlUy I / Mav 1R
6 Baker Robert Y/\ x
6 BavarH Susan o o
6 Rppmann Jack M x x
6 Belkin Svlvia R x x
6 Rlnrk lna-1 pp x x
6 Block 1 awrpnpp fi x x
6 Rurkp Minhapl F x x
6 Oa^iriv RpiH .1uuooiuy | i iciu w. x x
6 f^a^inV-nri^pnll Tara 1 x x
5 Dpmhnw^ki (*"^lairp OL/CI 1 IUUVVOiM
,
uiuil u v_y
.
x o
6 Dri^mll Thnma^ H «lr1 IOUUII, I MUM IUO 1 1 . U . x o
6 Driipa^ f^hri^i—J \ UvUO| Vl II IO x x
6 Dus&auH Rarhara x x
5 Frlirh Nnrmanl— 1 llul lj 1 lUI II lUl 1 x x
r finlH Annp Wvju ivj
,
r\i 1 1 1c vv. x x
fi (nolHhprn Arthur x x
6 finldman Jpffrpv W o x
6 (nolHman Martin OUUIUI 1 1C1I 1, IVIUI 111 1 V-/
.
x x
6 C5orman Paul .1 x o
6 Gunta Marv KpIIpvu uiu, iviui y i\cnv/y x x
Q Hnrwit7 PatriHa Kravtini iui vviu.) i n iwiu i v i u v 1 1 1 i x x
Q Jaooh^ finnan x x
ft Kanp finnan Kl\UI IC
,
OUOull l\. x x
Q Knidin JillIXWIVJIIIj W o x
6 1 pupn<?on Paul FLCVCIMUII) 1 QUI 1— x x
6 1 pvpnQnn ShprvlLt VCI IOUI 1, Wllwl VI x x
5 1 ripkp Judith FLUvlNCj UUUIII 1 L_ x x
6 Markarian Jo^pnhIVIUI l\UI IUI 1 1 UUOCUI 1 x o
6 Mprklp Ovnthiaivici r\iC| V—/ y 1 1 ii i lu x x
6 O'Harp Marv Mirhapl\~y i iui c , iviui y ivmui iuui x x
6 Pa^tpr Marp1 UO IUI
,
IVIUI V x x
R Paster Ruth1 UOICI
,
1 lull 1 x x
R Ppllptipr Maria1 WllvllCI | IVIUI SCI x o
R Pitman Martha
I I U 1 lal 1, 1 vial 11 la nu n
6\J Pollison Richard P1 U1IIOUI 1 , 1 UUI IUI U 1 x x
6 Pnlli^nn fiharnn1 UIIIOUI l| UllUlull x x
Rntnpr Kim1 lull ICl , 1 \ll 1 1 x x
Rntnpr Philin1 IU U ICI j 1 1 Mill-/ x x
6 Rvan Danipl H1 IV Ul 1) La/U 1 1 1w 1 la x x
r ^arkptt fihpllv A x Y
R Qplinman PHwarHociiyinaii, L_vj vvaiu x y
R fi hill kin Oathprinp\Jt IUI i\ll 1 ) WU 11 Id II lu x x
R Shulkin Randall S\
—
> t lUIIVll 1
,
1 IUI IUUII KJ m x x
R fthutzer Carole B\ l 1 1U LaWW 1 | \u/U 1 v v 1
—
> x x
R Shutzer Kpnneth BUl IUU.CI | l\t/l II lull 1 l—
J
x x
R fiimm^ Rnhhvp 1 ouuii i ii i 10, uuuu y u I—w
u
x x
R Vallp Mirhplp MV Ul W] IVIIwl lulu IVI. x/A x
R Wannpr Flizabpth fiwiftV V UUI lul j LII(.UUUll 1 U» W ll x x
fi Walsh Kerin TV VQIwl 1) ixullll l > x x
Waknn Rrian TV V U IOU 1 1
,
Ul IUI 1 1 • x x/\
ft Witt Sherri LVVIU, ul ICI 1 1 i—
.
x x
6 Yaeger, Dan x x
6 Yaeger, Lisa L. X X
6 Yellin, Benjamin X X
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TOWN COLLECTOR and COLLECTOR OF TAXES
Denise M. Dembkoski
IN ACCOUNT WITH THE TOWN OF SWAMPSCOTIr - 07/01/03 TO 06/30/04
COLLECTIONS:
Real Estate Taxes $ 98 007 Q76 QQ
Personal Property Taxes $ 390 fi7Q 47
Tax Title Collections « 1Q 49fi 91
Deferred Tax Collections
Automobile Excise Taxes $ 1 ftft4 63Q ^9
Water/Sewer Collections $ 3 70Q QQ7 79
Water Service Charges $ ft fi30 3fi
Harbor Mooring Fees $ 1Q650Q0
Boat Excise Taxes $ 7 79fi 3ft
Note:
Interest/charaes/demand fees are included in ahnwe fmnre*tfillw § v«/ ul# V i 1U I Ww w/ W Iff *—4 f 1w f w w o CI # w 1 / iVI C#w t/W 1 / I Gl 1—* O* V 1 / \J C* ' C7
O
Non-Contributorv Reimburspmpnt«i $ 1Q RQ1 09
School Tuiton*; $ 1 083 881 00
Rentals (Fish House C&L etc} « 24 326 00
Fire Alarm Box Fees $ 7,650.20
Other interest/charges/demand fees/RMV mark & clear fees $ 9,216.13
Fees for preparing Certificates of Municipal Lien $ 26,340.00
Total Collected - July 1, 2003 to June 30, 2004 $ 35,150,031.90
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TREASURER
Denise M. Dembkoski
Treasurer's Cash Statement
In account with the Town of Swampscott:
Balance on hand July 1
,
2003: $1 4,57 1 .896
Receipts and income from all sources: $51 ,161 ,936
Less warrants paid (payroll and vendor): ($50,380,548)
Balance on hand June 30, 2004: $15,353,284
Interest income earned 07/01/03 - 06/30/04: $141 ,031
TOWN OF SWAMPSCOTT TRUST AND SPECIAL FUNDS
Balance Deposits Interest Withdrawals Balance
7/1/2003 06/30/04
Cemetery Gifts & Bequeaths $73,347 $0 $1,055 $0 $74,402
Cemetery Perpetual Care $347,051 $33,500 $5,066 $0 $385,617
Library - General Library Trust $69,084 $0 $969 $0 $70,053
Library - Linscott Trust $89,720 $0 $1,277 ($9,816) $81,181
Library - Hussey Trust $69,197 $0 $972 ($9,009) $61,160
Library - Johnson Trust $45 $0 $1 $0 $46
Police - Dare Account $34,885 $510 $489 ($18,090) $17,793
Police - Community Policing $437 $19,555 $50 ($20,041) $1
Police - Drug Enforcement $4,037 $0 $60 ($797) $3,299
Police - Law Enforcement $2,759 $4,000 $39 $0 $6,798
Stabilization Account $1,160,828 $0 $15,448 ($353,500) $822,776
Conservation Fund $78,813 $528 $1,107 $0 $80,447
Phillips Medal $3,009 $0 $42 ($118) $2,933
MWRA Program $27,600 $0 $388 $0 $27,988
Performance Bonds $93,279 $0 $0 $0 $93,279
War Memorial Fund $123,046 $1,400 $1,684 ($4,400) $121,730
Totals $2,177,137 $59,493 $28,645 ($415,772) $1,849,503
Respectfully Submitted,
Denise M. Dembkoski
Treasurer
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TOWN ACCOUNTANT'S REPORT
For the Fiscal Year Ending 2004 the Town of Swampscott had to comply with Governmental
Accounting Standards Boards Statement 34 for fixed assets. The Town had an inventory done in June
2002 for all assets valued over $1,000 with the Town's threshold for GASB34 being $15,000. We were
also required to operate Enterprise Funds for Water and Sewer. The Funds are now known as
Proprietary Funds.
The following is the Fiscal Year 2004-year end Governmental Funds Balance Sheet, Statement
of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances for Governmental Funds, Statement of Net
Assets for Proprietary Funds, Statement of Revenue, Expenses and Changes in Fund Net Assets for
Fiduciary Net Assets for Fiduciary Funds and Schedule of Revenue, Expenditures and Changes in Fund
Balance, Budget to Actual for the General Fund.
Respectfully Submitted,
David Castellarin
Town Accountant
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GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS
BALANCE SHEET
)UNE30,2004
ASSETS General Stabi 1 ization
Bonded Capital
Npw High School
Nonmajor
Governmental
Total
Governmental
Receivables, net of allowance for uncollectible amounts:
Tax bens
Restricted assets:
Cash and short-term investments
* 2*399 191
330359
234,020
110,617
232
822,775
-
_
4,650,128
_
361,680
c9
202,939
1 5390,198
330359
234320
110317
232
202,939
5,011308
TOTAL ASSETS $ 3,074,419 $ 822,775 $ 4,650,128 $ 361,680 s 2371,171 $ 11,780,173
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
LIABILITIES:
$ 283,270
194346
228,769
611313
$ - $ 82325 $
3,200,000
$ 85,939 $ 451/434
194346
228,769
611313
3,200,000
TOTAL LIABILITIES 1318,198 82,225 3.200,000 85,939 4,686362
FUND BALANCES:
Res6rved fon
Other specific purposes
Unreserved:
Undesignated, reported in:
Special revenue funds
295,264
-
405,000
1,055,957
-
-
822,775
-
-
4367,903
-
-
(2338320)
AIA 0/Y7
428344
1349,041
70340
295364
436307
428344
405300
1355,957
2,671316
1,729383
70340
TOTAL FUND BALANCES 1,756,221 822,775 4,567,903 (2,838320) 2.785,232 7,093311
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES $ 3,074,419 $ 822,775 $ 4,650,128 $ 361,680 I 2371,171 $ 11,780,173
See notes to basic financial statements.
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GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS
STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2004
Nonmajor Total
Bonded Capital Governmental Governmental
General Stabilizalion Articles New HiRh School Funds Funds
REVENUES
$ 27,814,416 $ - $ - $ $ - $ 27314,416
1341357 - 1341357
17,125 17,125
2790371 2790371
6,400,077 1,110,685 7310,762
95,643 - - 95,643
234,795 - 126388 361,683
100768 - 100,768
565,994 - - 167331 733325
. 63327 63327
141,031 15,448 13,199 169,678
TOTAL REVENUES 37,211,406 15,448 3,772,001 40.998355
EXPENDITURES
Current:
1,788,224 5,775 _ 50,917 1344.916
- 97,796 462385 5,934311
17,478,665 623,131 1303314 3,216320 22321,630
Public works 1,005326 • 141,239 71,908 1,218,673
1,140313 1327 57,957 1700,097
578,982 - 10,728 - 41301 630,711
5,181,998
3,237,969 _ _ _ 3737,969
222.078 - - 222.078
518398 - - - 518398
Debt service:
Principal 1,446300 1,446,000
261,734 - - - 261,734
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 38,234,817 - 880,196 1303314 3,900388 44319,215
fcAt. tyro (Ubri(_IfclNl_Y) Ur KhVhlNUto
OVER EXPENDITURES (1,023,411) 15,448 (880,196) (1303314) 028387) (3320360)
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES)
1,11X912 1,112,912
1,754,000 270380 2,024380
Premium from issuance of bonds and notes 39,061 39,061
(937360) (353300) (181391) 0,477,951)
TOTAL OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES) 214,413 (353,500) 1372,109 270380 1,703,602
NETCHANGE IN FUND BALANCES (808,998) (338,052) 691,913 (1303314) 141,693 0316,758)
FUND BALANCES AT BEGINNING OF YEAR 2,565,219 1,160327 3.875,990 335,006) 2,643339 8,910369
FUND BALANCES AT END OF YEAR $ 1,756,221 $ 822,775 $ 4367,903 S (2,838,320) $ 2,785,232 $ 7,093,811
See notes to basic financial statements.
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PROPRIETARY FUNDS
STATEMENT OF NET ASSETS
JUNE 30, 2004
Business-Type Activities - Enterprise Funds
ASSETS Water Sewer Total
Current assets:
$ 461,218 $ 600,435 $ 1,061,653
Restricted cash and short-term investments 2,921,288 - 2,921,288
Receivables, net of allowance for uncollectible amounts:
Water 1,394,571 1394,571
1,007,128 1,007,128
13,190 10,705 23,895
11,059 11,059
4,790,267 1,629,327 6,419,594
Noncurrent assets:
Receivables, net of allowance for uncollectible amounts:
819,062 819,062
Capital assets not being depreciated 2,542 249,640 252,182
Capital assets, net of accumulated depreciation 1,639,699 16,152,063 17,791,762
Total noncurrent assets 1,642,241 17,220,765 18,863,006
Total assets 6,432,508 18,850,092 25,282,600
LIABILITIES
Current liabilities:
Warrants payable 96,011 16,166 112,177
Accrued interest 8,614 241,462 250,076
Long-term bonds and notes payable 529,054 956,962 1,486,016
Total current liabilities 633,679 1,214,590 1,848,269
Noncurrent liabilities:
3,937,451 9,757,310 13,694,761
4,571,130 10,971,900 15,543,030
NET ASSETS
Invested in capital assets, net of related debt (2,824,264) 6,517,552 3,693,288
4,685,642 1360,640 6,046,282
$ 1,861,378 $ 7,878,192 $ 9,739,570
See notes to basic financial statements.
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PROPRIETARY FUNDS
STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENSES AND CHANGES IN FUND NET ASSETS
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2004
Business-Type Activities - Enterprise Funds
Water Sewer Total
OPERATING REVENUES
.... $ 2,111,936 $
127^56
28,475
1,556,578 $
86,148
20,011
3,668,514
213,504
48,486
TOTAT OPFR ATTMn RFVFMT IFC; 9A7 7A7Z,ZO/ ,/0/
OPERATING EXPENSES
Depreciation
2,085,865
39376
866,991
503,304
2,952,856
542,680
TrvTA T /"IT>I?I? ATTMP 17VT3T7MCI7C z,l/D,Z4l 1 QTH IOC 3,4yD,D3o
OPERATING INCOME (LOSS) 142,526 292,442 434,%8
\TA\ir\DCT5 ATlXir T") T7"\ 7T7XT1 TT?C /T7VDT7KTCCO\NONOrbKATING RbvbNUbb (bXrbNbbis)
Intergovernmental
(27,165)
429,579
^592 232^
429,579
f619 3971
TOTAL NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES), NET (27,165) (162,653) (189,818)
INCOME (LOSS) BEFORE TRANSFERS 115,361 129,789 245,150
TRANSFERS
Transfers out (402,825)
937,560
(174,696)
937,560
(577,521)
TOTAL TRANSFERS (402,825) 762,864 360,039
CHANGE IN NET ASSETS (287,464) 892,653 605,189
NET ASSETS AT BEGINNING OF YEAR 2,148,842 6,985,539 9,134,381
NET ASSETS AT END OF YEAR .... $ 1,861378 $ 7,878,192 $ 9,739,570
See notes to basic financial statements.
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FIDUCIARY FUNDS
STATEMENT OF FIDUCIARY NET ASSETS
JUNE 30, 2004
ASSETS
Pension
Trust
(As of 12/31/03)
Private
Purpose
Trust Agency
Cash and short-term investments
Investments
Interest and dividends
Receivables, net of allowance for uncollectible amounts:
Intergovernmental
$ 1,412,251
24,430,788
81,159
97,127
$ 282,278 $
_
185,872
_
Total assets 26,021325 282,278 185,872
T T A T1TT I'l ' I 1 'OLIABILITIES
Warrants payable
Liabilities due depositors
195,821
185,872
Total liabilities 195,821 185,872
NET ASSETS
Held in trust for pension benefits and other purposes $ 25,825,504 $ 282,278 $
See notes to basic financial statements.
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FIDUCIARY FUNDS
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FIDUCIARY NET ASSETS
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2004
Pension Private
Trust Purpose
(As of 12/31/03) Trust
ADDITIONS
Contributions:
Employer $ 2,114,983 $
Employee 746,892
Private donations - 5,133
Total contributions 2,861,875 5,133
Net investment income:
Net appreciation/ (depreciation) in fair value of investments 2,699,994
Interest 737,820 187
Total investment income (loss) 3,437,814 187
Less investment expense (160,245)
Net investment income (loss) 3,277,569 187
Intergovernmental 217,517
Transfers from other systems 144,204
-
TOTAL ADDITIONS 6,501,165 5,320
DEDUCTIONS
Administration 142,543
Retirement benefits and refunds 3,807,893
Transfers to other systems 232,483
Scholarships awarded
-
17,350
TOTAL DEDUCTIONS 4,182,919 17,350
CHANGE IN NET ASSETS 2,318,246 (12,030)
NET ASSETS AT BEGINNING OF YEAR 23,507,258 294,308
NET ASSETS AT END OF YEAR $ 25,825,504 $ 282,278
See notes to basic financial statements.
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GENERAL FUND
STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
BUDGET AND ACTUAL
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2004
Variance
Original Final Positive/
Budget Budget Actual (Negative)
REVENUES
Real estate and personal property taxes $ 27,758,058 $ 27,758,058 $ 27,974,105 $ 216,047
Motor vehicle and other excise taxes 1,818,260 1,818,260 1,841,557 23,297
17 1l/,lZo
o,\J/D o,\J/D \o,\J/D)
q 'XfX. oi c0,000,0io OAR CI £ 0. /tOA A77 CA 0£9
O0,OD4 or cc/i80,0D4 7J,040
1 7£ aaa 1 7c; AAA 00,1 70c Dy,/yD
70,07/ OA ^Q7 1 AA 7£QlUU,/oo A 1114,0/1
7/1 R Qq7 7/fC 007 300,774
1 Q.C: AAA IOC AAA 1/11 AOI
oJJAx
TOT AT RFVFWTTFC; %i 1 R7 QQA 04 1 07 QQA0*±,1Q/,770 OA 4A1 AQC04,ftUl,U70 Zlj,U77
TTVDTTXTTim TOCChA_r fcrM DI 1 UKhb
Current:
2,080,655 1,996389 1,772,773 223,616
Public safety 5,241,114 5,425,794 5,267,308 158,486
17,540,980 17,486,527 17,442,776 43,751
Public works 1,197,770 1,043,146 979,792 63354
1,052,870 \,2oA,io6 1,137,780 96,656
584,557 584,557 570,865 13,692
2,226,870 2,211,998 2,211,998 -
3,090,000 3,246,188 3,237,969 8,219
**t(\r\ r\i~\r\200,000
MAA AHA
222,078 222,078
506,860 506,860 ci ono518,898 /1 1 AO 0\(12,038)
Debt service:
1,446,000 1,446,000 1,446,000
46o,zz4 OOA Q17 Z0l,/o4 /O/i QA7\(o4,oU/ )
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 35,630,900 35,630,900 35,069,971 560,929
EXCESS (DEFICIENCY) Or KbVbJNJUEb
OVER EXPENDITURES (1,442,904) (1,442,904) (668,876) 774,028
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES)
1,112,912 1,112,912 1,112,912
39,061 39,061
(937,560) (937,560) (937,560)
TOTAL OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES) 175,352 175,352 214,413 39,061
NET CHANGE IN FUND BALANCE (1,267,552) (1,267,552) (454,463) 813,089
FUND BALANCE AT BEGINNING OF YEAR 2,341,690 2,341,690 2,341,690
FUND BALANCE AT END OF YEAR $ 1,074,138 $ 1,074,138 $ 1,887,227 $ 813,089
See notes to basic financial statements.
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BOARD OF ASSESSORS
John V. Phelan III, Chairman
Vera C. Harrington, Secretary
Neil G. Sheehan
Michael A. Tumulty, Assistant Assessor
Pamela Hogan, clerk
Linda R. Paster, clerk
In accordance with Article 4 Section 2 of the by-laws of the Town of Swampscott, the
Board of Assessors herewith submits its annual report to the citizens of the Town of Swampscott
for the fiscal year 2004.
In Fiscal 2004, real estate values continued to increase, not only in Swampscott, but also
across the state. As a result the Assessing Department conducted and interim year analysis and
adjusted real estate values based on market indications. Consequently, real estate assessments
increased an average of 16% for fiscal 2004.
Under the provisions of Proposition 2 1/2 , the Department of Revenue requires all real
estate to reflect 100% of market value every three years at minimum. However, the Department
of Revenue strongly recommends the property assessments to be analyzed every year and the
assessments reflect the real estate values every year. This process is referred to as interim year
adjustments (those fiscal years between the three year mandated revaluation). Since no interim
year adjustment was done in 2003, the 2004 increase in assessments was necessary to reflect
fair and accurate town wide assessments.
Additionally, under proposition 2/2, the town is required to physically measure and
inspect all real estate within the community every ten years. The last time a complete measure
and listing of all properties was conducted was in 1995. Therefore the assessors have
implemented a measure and inspection program, which will be complete by the end of 2005.
Taxpayers are asked for their cooperation since this process ensures a more accurate
assessment resulting in fair and equitable assessments, and a fair and consistent distribution of
the tax burden.
The second half of fiscal 2004 was devoted to extensive analysis of the 2003 real estate
sales in preparation for the fiscal 2005 tri-ennial revaluation. Department of Revenue approval for
2005 assessments is expected in late September of 2004. New assessments will be available for
public review in early October.
The practice of interim year adjustments has allowed the Board to maintain fair and
defensible values at the Appellate Tax Board. This has resulted in the Board voting once again to
release $175,000 in fiscal 2004 from the overlay reserve to the surplus account. This release
brings the total amount released by the Board to $1 .7 million since 1997.
After 4 years, the much-anticipated Appellate Tax Board case, Town of Swampscott vs.
Bertram house of Swampscott went to trial in March 2004. As of June 30, 2004, no finding of fact
had been issued by the ATB.
At the town wide election in April, Mr. Neil G. Sheehan was elected to his second three-
year term. Subsequently, at the Board of Assessors reorganizational meeting, Mr. John V.
Phelan III serving in his 3 rd 3-year term on the Board, was voted Chairperson. Mrs. Vera C.
Harrington, serving in her 43 rd year of service to the town was elected secretary to the Board.
The senior abatement work-off program is now in its 5,h year and continues to benefit
both the town and seniors through the voluntary work performed by 28 senior citizens throughout
the town. The total amount of abatements issued through the program for Fiscal 2004 was
$11,011
In a joint meeting on December 9, 2003, the Board of Selectmen once again voted to
maintain a split tax rate. The approved rates for Fiscal 2004 are $12.12 per thousand for
residential property and $22.37 per thousand for commercial, industrial, and personal property.
Statutory exemptions, which are mandatory under Chapter 59 MGL totaled $118,472 to
221 qualified homeowners.
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MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE TAX
Number of Vehicles
Excise Tax
BOAT EXCISE
13,967
$1,872,985
Number of Vessels
Excise Tax
208
$9,851.00
The Board of Assessors wishes to express its appreciation to Mr. Andrew Maylor, David
Castellarin, Jack Paster and Denise Dembkoski for their cooperation and assistance throughout
the year.
The Board of Assessors herewith submits its figures used to determine the tax rate for
Fiscal year 2004.
Respectfully submitted,
John V. Phelan, III, Chairperson
Vera H. Harrington, Secretary
Neil G. Sheehan
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THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
FISCAL 2004 TAX LEVY LIMITATION FOR
SWAMPSCOTT
FOR BUDGET PLANNING PURPOSES
I. TO CALCULATE THE FY2003 LEVY LIMIT
A. FY2002 Levy Limit
_
A1 ADD Amended FY2002 Growth
_
B. ADD ( IA + IA1 ) X 2.5%
C. ADD FY2003 New Growth
_
D. ADD FY2003 Override
_
E. FY2003 Subtotal
F. FY2003 Levy Ceiling
25,067,513
626,688
259,116
»
25,953,317
l|$ 25,953,317~
47,321,088 FY2003 Levy Limit
II. TO CALCULATE THE FY2004 LEVY LIMIT
A. FY2003 Levy Limit from I. 25,953,317
A1 ADD Amended FY2003 Growth
B. ADD ( IIA + IIA1 ) X 2.5% 648,833
C. ADD FY2004 New Growth 208,245
D. ADD FY2004 Override
E. FY2004 Subtotal 26,810,395
F. FY2004 Levy Ceiling 54,699,447
II. m 26,810.395
FY2004 Levy Limit
III. TO CALCULATE THE FY2004
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE LEVY
A. FY2004 Levy Limit from II
B. FY2004 Debt Exclusion(s)
C. FY2004 Capital Expenditure Exclusion(s)
D. FY2004 Other Adjustment
E. FY2004 Water/ Sewer
F. FY2004 Maximum Allowable Levy
26,810,395
1,183,644
$ 27,994,039
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ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS
The Swampscott Zoning Board of Appeals year got off to a rather tumultuous start. Prior to its
first meeting of the year, long time Chairman Kenneth B. Schutzer, longtime member Robert Baker and
Associate member Michael Gorenstein unexpectedly tendered their resignations. This followed the
decision of Vice Chairman Anthony Scibelli not to seek reappointment to the board in June of 2003. It is
my pleasure to commend all of them for many years of hard work and meritorious service to the town and
its residents.
Prior to the Board's first meeting in July, the Board of Selectmen appointed Peter Spellios, Esq.
and Harold Pass, Esq. as new regular members to join the remaining members, Edward M. Breed, Daniel
Doherty, Esq. and David Janes. They were warmly greeted at the first meeting in July and were quick to
get deeply involved in the Board's discussions. At that meeting Edward M. Breed was voted in as
Chairman, Daniel Doherty, Esq. as Vice Chairman and Peter Spellios as Secretary. By August the Board
was back to full strength as the Selectmen appointed two new associate members, Damon Seligson, Esq.
and Donald Hause.
As always, 2003-2004 was an interesting year for the Board. Among its more notable
(controversial) decisions, the Board approved the site plans for the town's new high school and allowed
the CVS store in Vinnin Square to remain open 24 hours a day. It was a very busy year for the ZBA as
the Board met 18 times and heard over 100 cases. At the final June meeting David Janes announced
that he would not seek reappointment to the Board after ten years of service. Each Board member
expressed their regrets and admiration of ten years of service without absence from a meeting. All were
particularly sure to miss Mr. Janes characteristic cut to the chase attitude and refreshing views on the
many matters before the Board.
Respectfully submitted,
Edward M. Breed
Chairman
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BUILDING DEPARTMENT
INSPECTOR OF BUILDINGS: JOSEPH LATRONICA
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT: MICHELE POSTE
LOCAL INSPECTOR: KATHY MAGEE
PLUMBING INSPECTOR: PETER MCCARRISTON
ALTERNATIVE PLUMBING/GAS INSPECTOR: MICHAEL WALDMAN
ELECTRICAL INSPECTOR: DANIEL CAHILL
ALTERNATIVE ELECTRICAL INSPECTOR: GORDON LYONS
The Building Department is charged with the interpretation and enforcement of the
Massachusetts State Building Code and the Town of Swampscott Zoning By-Laws. The review of
all projects and issuance of permits to construct, re-construct, alter, repair and demolish.
The Town of Swampscott Building Department, in its continuing effort to better serve the
community, has worked over the past year to centralize permit and inspection process. The
department has begun to put forward information checklists for zoning applications, general
building permits, swimming pools, demolition and wood stoves.
The department has also reviewed and updated all permit fee schedules and reorganized
the general building permit application form. All information is now accessible on the Town of
Swampscott web site. The department is continuing its efforts to retrieve archived material and
build complete and accessible property files.
The following information outlines the Building Department activity for the fiscal year 2004
(July 1, 2003-June 30, 2004). Fire Alarm Master Box invoices sent out were (48) the total amount
collected was $9600.00. Total number of permits issued, fee amounts and estimated construction
costs that have been collected are as follows:
Permits & Fees: Total # of permits: Total $ of fees: Total Constr. Cost:
Building 507 $127,649.75 $12,281,969.00
Plumbing 373 $13,439.00
Gas 313 $9,993.00
Wiring 435 $22,438.00
Cert, of Inspection 10 $355.00
Cert, of Occupancy 37 -0-
1675 $173,874.75 $12,281,969.00
Respectfully,
Joseph P. Latronica
Inspector of Buildings
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Nelson Kessler, Cochairman
Mark T. Mahoney
Thomas Ruskin
Geralyn P.M. Falco, Cochairman
Joseph P. Crimmins, Esquire
Peter Vasiliou, P.E.
The Conservation Commission is a seven member appointed body. Its function is to oversee
activities in the coastal zone and other wetlands in town, enforce the Massachusetts Wetlands Protection
Act, and to uphold the Massachusetts Rivers Protection Act.
In fiscal year 2004, the Commission held thirteen (13) meetings, at which: three (3) Requests for
Determination of Applicability was made, followed up by one (1) Negative Determination of Applicability
with conditions, one (1) Positive Determination of Applicability, and one (1) applicant withdrew the
application; one (1) Abbreviated Notice of Intent and six (6) Notices of Intent were made, followed up by
the issuance of eight (8) Orders of Condition; no Extensions of an Order of Condition was issued; no
Enforcement Order were issued; and three (3) Certificates of Compliance were granted. Several
informational meetings also were held regarding environmental and conservation issues, including
meetings with the School Building Committee to clarify issues surrounding the building of a new high
school at Jackson Park.
The Commission would also like to thank the DPW, the Building Inspector, and all of the officials
both public and private that have worked with us throughout the year. We would like to extend our special
thanks to Antigone Simmons for her work on the Commission. Antigone moved out of town in February
2004 and therefore retired form the Commission. The Commission still has an opening for a member, for
anyone interested in the conservation of the wetlands in Swampscott.
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COUNCIL ON AGING
MISSION STATEMENT
• To serve all seniors with dignity and positive regard
• To identify and respond to the needs of elders and to advocate on their behalf
• To promote an awareness in the community of issues regarding seniors
BOARD MEMBERS
Mary Abramson, Chairperson Martha L. Marcou, Executive Director
Estelle Epstein, Special programs Warren Hopkins, Outreach Worker
Mary Cobbett, Secretary Susan Pierce, Office Assistant
Bea Breitstein, GLSS Board Member Howard Conley, Van Driver
Felice Litman, Arts, S.H.I.N.E. Counselor Helen Richard, GLSS Site Manager
Marion Stone, Special Events
Arlene Rosen, Special Projects, Treasurer
Deborah Giovannucci, Special Projects
Claire Dembowski, Programs
The Swampscott Council on Aging is a policy making board. At the present time we have
a full board serving on special committees.
HIGHLIGHTS OF 2003-2004
The volunteer lunch with entertainment by Howie Conley was held at the Porthole Pub.
Cheryl Gresek and Marc Paster presented awards of recognition from Congressmen's Tierney's
office. The recipients of the awards were Leslie Sweeney for her help with computers, Sue
Fisher, retiring board member who helped a great deal with policies, Ella Corke for help with the
Men's Club mailing, Joe Balsama for his presentations and A/V equipment, and Marie Galvin for
her valuable assistance in the kitchen, and finally Susan Pierce who received her award for
excellence as an employee serving as a volunteer. Folks enjoyed the annual holiday party, the
summer cookout in Nahant with their Senior Center and the trip to Foxwood as well as the French
Chef, and the Turkey Train.
TRANSPORTATION
Transportation continues to be a critical issue for seniors. The Council continues to offer
transportation to and from the lunch program Monday through Friday. Food shopping and
banking take place Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday. Local trips to department stores take place
on Friday. Reservations are made by calling the Senior Center on the day the ride is needed.
Medical transportation can be arranged through GLSS, The Ride and private vendors.
OUTREACH
One of the primary functions of any senior center is their outreach effort. Currently a
professional who meets with or visits with elders in our community staffs Swampscott's outreach
program. This service requires strict attention on the part of our staff when it comes to listening to
and understanding people's problems. In this way we can refer them to the proper agency and
minimize the amounts of forms and telephone calls for those involved. Medical and legal
concerns along with health care, housing, transportation, finance, and insurance are some of the
issues that are addressed.
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL
The information and referral service provides a very essential function for the senior
community. Although we try to assist elders and their families directly when possible, many times
we act as the intermediary, referring people to various agencies. Issues regarding transportation,
home health care, and meals on wheels, nursing homes and adult day care are just some of the
many areas in which information and assistance are available.
ELDER OUTREACH
In January of 2003 an Elder Outreach Group was formed to encourage people in the
community to be aware of elders in their neighborhood and to watch for signs of distress. The
committee consists of a representative from the Board of Selectmen, Council on Aging, Health
Department, C.O.A. Board of directors, Police Department, Fire Department, representatives from
GLSS and the Attorney Generals Office. The results of these meetings led to the establishment
of "Are You OK?" a telephone reassurance program formed in conjunction with the Nahant Police
Department.
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CAREGIVER SUPPORT GROUP
A caregiver support group facilitated by Debby Segil, a social worker from GLSS meets
twice a month at the Senior Center. This group functions as a support activity for those caring for
elderly family members or friends who are ailing.
S.H.I.N.E.
S.H.I.N.E. (serving health insurance needs of elders) counselors Felice Litman and
Warren Hopkins have completed extensive training and attend meetings to constantly update
their information. They meet with clients every Thursday at 1 1 :00am and by appointment.
MEN'S CLUB SPEAKER SERIES
In August 2003 Bill Gullickson and George Barbuzzi spoke on the subject of long-term
care. September brought Steve Dembowski, Fran York, Steve O'Brien and the 2003 Swampscott
High School football captains to kick off the football season. Attorney Stephen Spanos was the
October presenter who addressed ways to protect life savings. An interesting historical
perspective of the police department was given by Police Chief Ron Madigan while Fire Chief
Larry Gallante spoke about the updates on fire apparatus. Sheriff Frank Cousins of Essex
County started the year 2004 by reviewing the sheriffs responsibilities and the community
assistance programs that run out of the sheriffs office. Joe Balsama was very well received as
he spoke about trolley cars of the North Shore in March. Dr. Mark Lewis was most informative as
he prepared folks to take precautions to prevent skin cancer during the summer and year round.
The Lynn English High School Marine Corp. Jr. ROTC drill team preformed for the Men's Club in
May, and Ian Thompson from Sports Illustrated gave an inside look at life as a reporter in June.
MEN'S CLUB
The Men's Club continues to grow under the direction of Outreach worker Warren
Hopkins with Chuck Marcou acting as captain of the golf group and bowling group. This past
spring we have had over 20 men participate in golfing at various times. Bowling will resume in
the fall.
NUTRITION
Meals are served five days a week from 1 1:45 until 12:30. No reservations are required
for lunch. Presently, Greater Lynn Senior Services deliver approximately 50 meals daily to
homebound residents. The Inter-faith Food Pantry collects non-perishable foods from local
churches and temples and distributes groceries at the Senior Center and Senior Housing units
monthly.
PROGRAMS, CLASSES, TRIPS
Several classes and trips are offered to seniors. Information on classes and trips appear
in our monthly newsletter, the Compass, The Swampscott Reporter, Lynn Item and Salem News.
New classes established this year are Musical keyboarding and Tai Chi.
HEALTH PROGRAMS
The town health nurse, June Blake has increased hours at the center. She is on-site
every Thursday at lunchtime and also on Wednesday evenings from 6pm until 8pm. She is
available for consultation regarding medical issues, prescriptions, and blood pressure readings.
Blood pressure clinics are also held every Tuesday at lunchtime, they are staffed by GLSS,
Costal Care, Swampscott/Marblehead VNA and All care VNA. Each yea a flu clinic is held with
over one hundred people attending.
NEWSLETTER
The Compass is published monthly and contains the monthly menu, activities for the
coming month, the directors column, original poems from the writing group and the latest
information of interest to seniors.
FRIENDS OF THE COUNCIL ON AGING
The Friends of the Swampscott Council On Aging was formed in February of 1995 and
continues to lend assistance to the Center.
THANK YQU
A very special thanks to all who helped make 2003-2004 a successful year. A very
special thank you to all who volunteered at the Senior Center. Your efforts are greatly
appreciated.
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TOWN COUNSEL
In the last six months of 2003 and the first six months of 2004, Town Counsel responded to a
number of requests for opinions from Town officials on a wide variety of issues and represented the Town
in several pending court actions. We advised the Board of Selectmen with respect to numerous zoning
appeals, town meeting procedure, amendments to bylaws, wetlands issues, site plan review procedures,
procurement and contract issues, comprehensive permit issues, issues related to the construction of the
new high school and community sports center and various other general municipal matters.
As always, we strive to provide fast and concise responses to requests for advisory opinions.
Town Counsel has represented the Town and its officers in judicial proceedings before the District Court,
Superior Court, Land Court and Housing Court, and has represented the Town in administrative hearings
before the Civil Service Commission. We have also worked hard to provide effective representation of
the Town in all of the Town's pending litigation. We continue to represent the Town in various litigation
matters, and have successfully defended numerous zoning appeals.
The office of Town Counsel has continued to work with the Town to reduce municipal legal costs,
by researching many issues of municipal law and mailing Memoranda addressing those issues at no
charge to the Town. For example, in the last twelve months, we have advised the Town with regard to
USA Patriot Act, Authority of Administrative Agents to Enter Private Property to Conduct Inspections,
Marriage License Fees, Affordable Housing Tax Agreements, the Municipal Relief Act, the Annual Civil
Litigation Fee, the Supreme Judicial Court's Decision Regarding Same-Sex Marriage, and many other
timely municipal topics.
We have attended meetings of the Board of Selectmen and other Town Boards at the Town's
request, and with permission of the Board of Selectmen, to provide advice on pending litigation and for
the purposes of risk management.
Town Counsel's objective continues to be to provide high quality legal services to the Town in a
responsive and timely manner at a reasonable cost.
We extend our appreciation to the Board of Selectmen for their confidence in retaining this firm,
and we appreciate the assistance and cooperation we have received on all matters from the Board of
Selectmen and other Town Boards and personnel. We look forward to working with members of the
Swampscott town government in the future.
Respectfully submitted,
Leonard Kopelman, for the firm
of Kopelman and Paige, P.C.,
Town Counsel
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EARTH REMOVAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE (ERAC)
In 1993, former owner of the quarry Bardon Trimount, clear-cut a three-acre parcel of
trees just north of Overhill road. Many neighbors felt increases in dust and noise. The Selectmen
appointed a group and an Earth Removal by-law was voted in by town meeting in 1994.
One of the first tasks of the newly formed "ERAC" was to place remaining undisturbed
trees and property into a no-cut, no-disturb GREENBELT area for the protection of the neighbors.
In addition, Bardon Trimount was forced to replant and replicate the three-acre site that was cut
down without permits.
The ERAC feels that the negative effects of dust and noise the neighbors experienced
and felt when the three acre parcel was clear-cut, is more than enough evidence to insist that the
GREENBELT Buffer remain in place. This past permit, the Board of Selectmen requested that
language be inserted in the GREENBELT paragraph to potentially allow the school department to
obtain use of now forest acreage to build fields associated with a new proposed high school;
without placing Aggregate Industries in jeopardy of violating their permit which requires that the
GREENBELT not be touched. The ERAC's opinion is that the GREENBELT Buffer should not be
violated.
The ERAC has continued to insist upon quarry modernization at the Aggregate Industry
Operation on Danvers Road.
Over the past year, the ERAC has monitored dust testing, testing of water at Fosters
Dam, monitored noise studies and continued to build a date file in regards to the health and
environmental issues surrounding the quarry operation.
The ERAC monitors the daily operation of the quarry in regards to all activities in the
quarry. The ERAC generally handles all complaints and inquiries at the Aggregate property.
The ERAC has been working and pushing Al to update and modernize the plant and
equipment at the quarry since inception of the by-law in 1994. Using a strong, but fair guiding
hand over the past few years, we can report that the quarry operation has been perhaps 80%
modernized with the Primary Crushing operation the last remaining piece of the puzzle. The
ERAC has negotiated fairly, but firmly. Many meetings have been confrontational with neither
side wanting to back down. This seems to be a common occurrence in other local communities
that have quarries located in them.
Recognizing the size of the operation and understanding the complexity of replacing and
modernizing a plant of such physical spanning size, the ERAC has worked with Al in directing,
and sometimes selecting what was going to be done and in what order. For instance; the old
secondary crusher was located right in the driveway of the old entrance. Crushing, screening,
and loading of trucks were taking place just 200 feet from the entrance of the facility. Despite
witnessing some valiant efforts by Al, both physically and financially to rein in the dust problem at
this major section of plant, Al was unable bring dust containment down to an acceptable level. In
order for the ERAC to recommend renewal of their permit Al had to relocate and upgrade this
operation to an area of the quarry which was further back from the road, and into the upper part
of the "hole." This plant has historically operated from the hours of 6:00 AM to 10:00 PM. The
ERAC; in no uncertain terms has continuously informed Al that the plant and equipment should
be sized properly to meet all their production needs within a 10-12 hour work day. The ERAC
has clearly informed Al that after 2004, rock crushing past 5:00 or 6:00 PM in the evening was not
realistic; and that the town and residents will not want to hear this equipment at that time of the
evening and to be absolutely sure that their equipment and plant are sized to get the job done
during typical construction hours. The ERAC continues to investigate some outstanding
engineering questions in regards to the secondary plant but is very encouraged by the plants
operation. The noise level produce by this plant is the measurement in which the ERAC shall
measure against the new Primary Plant in 2004.
** The ERAC has stated that should Al be able to conduct operations that would be
oblivious to the neighbors and residents of Swampscott and Salem, that we would not mind a 24-
hour operation. "If we can't hear you, we will not know you're there."
Another key decision by the ERAC was the relocation of the front entrance. In an effort
to cut down on dust blowing off trucks and to try and achieve a 50/50 split with truck traffic
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traveling through Salem & Swampscott, the ERAC "suggested" that the entrance be relocated.
The ERAC believed that by moving the entrance further down the road, a majority of dust would
blow off the trucks before reaching the populated areas of Swampscott and Salem. Although the
traffic goal of 50/50 has not been realized, and dust blowing off trucks has been substantially
reduced, dust still blowing off trucks remains a problem. When the push was made to relocate
the entrance, the truck wash station that was to be installed during the summer of 2001 was
delayed in part to properly place the equipment within the area of the new entrance; an entrance
that involved a substantial effort to build. A truck wash station is not a mobile piece of equipment.
It made no sense to install this equipment at the old entrance when a new exit was being
constructed. The ERAC has been working of some type of truck wash since 1998, but has
prioritized our improvement requests as we see fit.
And finally the last piece of the puzzle: The primary crusher moves to the bottom
by 2004.
The ERAC has reached the end of a ten-year effort to modernize the operation of the
quarry. The primary crusher moving to the bottom of the hole is the final piece of the puzzle. But
first some background on the current primary crusher: The primary crusher is the machine that
most of the town is hearing. It is a machine that has two gigantic adjustable "jaws." It is also the
first piece of equipment that the blasted rock is introduced to. Ledge rock is blasted from the face
of the quarry, and hauled via huge trucks to the "hopper" of the primary plant. The trucks dump
directly into the hopper and the rock falls into the "jaw" of the crusher. The jaw is set to a
dimension to reduce the large raw blasted boulders into smaller rocks that are then screened and
conveyed onto the secondary crushing plant. The primary plant is only one crusher . The
secondary plant has many smaller crushers and screens that reduce and process the finished
rock product. An interesting observation of the "jaw" crusher is that is makes less noise and runs
faster if the raw material being dumped in the hopper is not all large stones. Interesting because
the blasting technique has a lot to do with the size of the raw material that is dumped into the
hopper. A lesser and maybe weaker "blast" seems to produce much larger raw material. This
larger raw material dumped into the hopper of the "jaw" make the "jaw" work that much harder,
and is that much louder. Improved blasting techniques, as well as a new blasting contractor
seem to have reduced the amount or larger rocks that go through the crusher as well as the
blasting readings and complaints have diminished substantially over the past 6 years.
The ERAC has worked to place the primary crusher in bottom of the hole for several
reasons:
1. Noise. The hope is that noise will be reduced to the level of the secondary crushing
plant. This is the standard that we have talked about for the past several years. In 1997, before
the secondary plant was replaced, the ERAC, in conjunction with former superintendent Marty
McKenney, and Bardon Trimount noise engineer Mike Nutting, conducted several tests at various
locations. We stood at the corner of Nichols and Martin road, the top of Overhill road, and at the
intersection of Eastman and Minerva.
With no measuring equipment set up, we conducted the following simple test: first we listened as
the entire plant operated at full capacity. Marty then radioed the plant and had the secondary
plant shut down. We noticed no change in the amount of noise. Next Marty radioed to run the
secondary plant again, and this time shut down the primary plant, the "jaw." There was virtually
no noise with the secondary plant running and the primary plant off. We performed this test
at the other locations and heard the same results. This is to be the test for the new primary
plant
. In order to maintain the existing historical hours of operation, Bardon Trimount would have
to reach the noise level of that when the secondary crusher is running by itself. No measure of
decibels; a simple test of the naked ear . It is Dan Dandreo's contention that the new plant will
not be able to be achieved these noise levels even with the new primary crushing plant in place,
which is why new capacity is so important.
2. Capacity. The ERAC, concerned that noise reduction goals cannot be met, has
continuously insisted that the new primary crusher is sized properly to ensure needed and
contract production can be met within a 10-12 hour workday. ." This plant has historically
operated from the hours of 7:00 AM to 9:00 PM. The ERAC; in no uncertain terms has
continuously informed Al that the plant and equipment should be sized properly to meet all their
production needs within a 10-12 hour work day. The ERAC has clearly informed Al that after
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2004, rock crushing past 5:00 or 6:00 PM in the evening was not realistic; and that the town and
residents will not want to hear this equipment at that time of the evening and to be absolutely sure
that their equipment and plant are sized to get the job done during typical construction hours.
3. Dust. The ERAC is optimistic that by placing the Primary Crusher deeper into the hole
will reduce the dust from escaping the rim of the quarry because the dust will have to travel much
further to leave the property. In addition, there appears to be several "foaming" products that are
available that may be able to be adapted to the plant equipment to further reduce dust before it
becomes airborne.
Closing thought. Moving the primary crusher to the bottom of the hole by no means
guarantees that all will be well at the end of 2004. By the end of 2004-2005, it appears that the
quarry operation will be fully modernized. The Town of Swampscott, the City of Salem, and the
quarry may be at a crossroad. Should the quarry, after ten years of intense modernization, not be
able to reduce noise, dust and truck traffic to level's which allow it to co-exist with its neighbors,
and not be able to reach and follow requirements out lined under the bylaws of the Town of
Swampscott, the realization that a quarry of such magnitude just cannot fit in such a tight
populated area may have to be made. Perhaps a new use of the land along the lines of the now
closed Rowe quarry in Revere, or the Innis quarry in Danvers may indeed be the most
appropriate use of the property.
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ELECTION COMMISSION
Linda J. Thompson, Chairman
Barbara Devereux
Edward Golden
Paul Debole
The Election commission met on a regular basis for their monthly meetings. The yearly
census was conducted thru this office, which showed a population of approximately 13,500
residents. Two elections were held between July 1, 2003 and June 30, 2004. On March 2, 2004
the Presidential Primaries were held, at the time of the election there were a total of 9,719
registered voters, of which 1,826 voted in the Democratic Primary, 112 voted in the Republican
Primary, and 1 vote in the Green-Rainbow and Libertarian party, for a total of 1 ,940 voters about
a 20% voter turnout. The results are as follows:
DEMOCRATIC PARTY:
OFFICE CANDIDATE TOTAL VOTES
President John F. Kerry 1,381
President John Edwards 291
President Dennis J. Kuninch 50
President Howard Dean 31
President Joseph Lieberman 20
President Al Sharpton 18
President Wesley Clark 8
President Richard Gephardt 3
President Carol Mosley Braun 3
President Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr
President No Preference 10
President Blanks 8
President Write-ins 3
MEMBERS OF THE DEMOCRATIC TOWN COMMITTEE AS OF APRIL 8, 2004:
25 Regular, plus 4 lifetime members *denotes lifetime:
Margaret Somer, Chairmen Jeffrey Blonder, Vice-Chairmen
Ted Patrikis, Treasurer *Mary Regan Marrs, Secretary
*Edith Baker •Robert Baker Hebert Belkin
Paula Bonnazoli Reid Cassidy Mary DeChillo
Barbara Devereaux Ralph (Skip) DiPesa Lenore Frenkel
Rich Frenkel Nanette Fridman Ed Golden
Fran Golden Collette Green John Green
Kurt Halbert Anthony Hart Richard Huber
Nancy Kaufman Sheila Kearney John Maloney
Chris Mauriello John Moynihan Mark Mulgay
Dan Munnelly Marc Paster John Phelan
Burt Rosenthal Bill Shanahan Carole Shutzer
Jim Smith William Sneierson Brian Watson
Gary Young Mona Young
Associate members:
Dan Diamant Cheryl DiPesa Ed Kalman
Rep. Doug Petersen David Richmond Marcia Richmoni
Alix Smullin Gerdy Weiss Barbara Whalen
REPUBLICAN PRIMARY:
OFFICE CANDIDATE TOTAL VOTES
President George W. Bush 100
President No Preference 8
President Blanks 2
President Write-ins 2
7"
MEMBERS OF THE REPUBLICAN TOWN COMMITTEE AS OF APRIL 8, 2004:
Robert E. Perry, Chairmen Michelle Perry, Vice-Chairmen
Linda J. Thompson, Secretary Frank H. Perry, Treasurer
Charles Baker Sam Barr John Brockelman
Joy E. Butters John Butters Bryan Butters
Bruce R. Chesley Paul Debole Connie Goudreau
Jane Inglis Jeanne Leger Francis A. Mancini
Kevin M. McGrath Marianne McGrath Paul Minsky
Arthur J. Palleschi Edward Palleschi Frank H. Perry Sr
Frank H. Perry III Marilyn A. Perry Joseph Sinatra
Beverly Sinatra Alexander Tennant John Thompson Jr
Donald J. Warnock, Jr Mary Susan Withrow Robert Withrow
Mike Wood Joyce Bargoot, Associate member
The Annual Town Election was held on Tuesday April 27, 2004, at the time of the election there
were 9,723 registered voters, of which 2,725 voted a 28% voter turnout, the results are as
follows: * denotes elected
OFFICE CANDIDATE TOTAL
Moderator *Martin C. Goldman 1,684
Blanks 988
Write-ins 53
Board of Selectmen *Charles D. Baker 1,840
*Daniel R. Santanello 1,266
Neil Rossman 1,113
Charles A. Patsios 391
Blanks 817
Write-ins 4
Board of Assessors *Neil G. Sheehan 1,548
Blanks 1,162
Write-ins 15
School Committee *Mary H. DeChillo 1,542
*Paula M. Bonazzoli 1,532
Blanks 2,345
Write-ins
'
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Trustee of the Public Library \Joanne Vanderburg 1,706
Blanks 1,011
Write-ins 8
Board of Health "Lawrence S. Block MD 1,739
Blanks 978
Write-ins 8
Planning Board *Jill Sullivan 1,588
Richard T. Mcintosh 844
Blanks 285
Write-ins 8
Housing Authority *James L. Hughes Jr 1,703
Blanks 1,106
Write-ins 6
Constables *Paul A Minsky 1,411
*Carl Reardon 1,355
"Stephen B. Simmons 1,317
Blanks 4,072
Write-ins 20
The following poll workers have retired from working at the polls, and were recognized by the
Election Commissioners, and the Board of Selectmen: Ida Pinto, 2 years, Libby Kessler,
Doris Glowacz, Jill MacCormact, 10 years, James Kapoll, 14 years, John Cropley, 15 years,
Angela Kapoll 31 years, Marie Cropley 43 years, and Elizabeth Schultz with 64 years of service.
These individuals will surely be missed by the Commissioners and by the voters at the precincts.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
Bruce Gordon, Director
Chief Laurence Galante, Deputy Director
Chief Ronald Madigan, Deputy Director
The Swampscott Emergency Management Agency continues to work on protecting the
people and assets of Swampscott during an emergency. The role of the Agency is to bring
resources into Swampscott when the capabilities of the Town have been exceeded. The Town
has a Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan that is constantly being updated to keep it
current.
Over the last year the agency has received communication equipment to enhance the
Town's interoperability capabilities. We have received hardware and software to better manage
mass causality incidents and large incidents that require registering individuals. The Town's
Comprehensive Emergency Plan was completely rewritten and hazardous material and terrorism
annexes were added. The plan is in the process of being converted to an electronic media so it
can be more easily updated. We have worked very closely over the last year with the
Metropolitan Area Planning Council in a pre-hazard mitigation program. This fall the plan will be
submitted to the Selectmen for adoption which will than make the Town eligible for any upcoming
grants.
This coming year we will be working with the Police and Fire Departments in creating an
Emergency Operations Center with the new police/fire building construction. We will continue to
develop resources and enhance training throughout the Town and with our first responders. We
encourage all residents to check Town Hall for a variety of publications provided by various
agencies. They offer a variety of excellent information in areas such as health and preparedness
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Chief Galante and Chief Madigan for their
ongoing assistance and cooperation. I could not perform the job without it. Geno Cresta and Jeff
Vaughn from DPW and Health are true professionals and provide guidance and direction as well
as any assistance they and their department can provide. June Blake, our Health Nurse is a
wealth of information in all health related issues we have had and makes our job much easier in
assessing the various threats. I would like to thank the residents through their support at Town
Meeting as well as the volunteers that have come forward to offer their assistance.
I would urge residents to prepare themselves for emergencies. Stay current with news
and events. During hurricane and winter pay particular attention to the warnings issued and follow
them. Maintain your own "shelter" - have extra food and water, flashlights, batteries and portable
radios, warm clothing and blankets, prescriptions and gas for your car. These are common sense
items that we need to have all the time because of where we live. Monitor your neighbors,
especially the seniors and lend a hand when necessary.
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FIRE DEPARTMENT
ORGANIZATION:
Our mission is to respond to the needs of the community in the areas of fire protection and prevention,
emergency medical services and code enforcement. To accomplish this goal the department operates internally
in 3 sections or divisions. The first is Administration, which includes the Chief of Department, the Training and
Operations Officer (TOPS) and the Fire Investigation Unit (FIU).
The TOPS (Training and Operations) officer works directly for the Chief of Department and is a
Lieutenant (Kevin Breen) who works days giving him access to all working shifts for training purposes. This
position is a stabilizing influence on the department and insures that all shifts are trained and operate in the
same manner.
This past year the entire department completed and certified in a 24-hour Hazardous Materials
Operation course that we ran in conjunction with the Marblehead Fire Department. We also conducted extensive
training in the area of ice rescue, Incident Command System and rapid intervention of fire incidents. In addition
all personnel continuously receive training in the basics of fire operations and EMS continuing education in a
program developed by TOPS and co-administered by Action Ambulance Company.
Besides training, Lt. Breen is the department's computer information person and works closely with the
towns Information Technology Department to keep our department technically current. We are presently working
to have real time Internet based communications with the Lynn fire alarm office so that we can access
inspection and hazard information gathered during in-service inspections. Hopefully this data will be available on
the apparatus through mobile data terminals.
The FIU is made up of 3 firefighters who are normally assigned to suppression duty but have been
trained in fire investigation and do so in addition to their normal duties. One member of the team has received
his state certification as a Certified Fire Investigator and the two others are working towards that goal. Their job
is to investigate the cause and origin of all fires as mandated by Massachusetts law. The FIU is also comprised
of Swampscott Police Department personnel who likewise have been trained, and continue to be trained, in fire
investigation. This team approach to investigations has proven to be most effective.
In April 2004 we experienced a significant fire loss at 225 Humphrey Street. The fire was determined to
be a set fire and is still an active and ongoing investigation. Through the State Arson Reward Program there is a
$5,000.00 reward for information leading to the arrest and conviction of those involved in this fire.
Fire Prevention constitutes the second operating division. Captain David Fessenden operates this one-
man office and is charged with code enforcement along with new construction plans review and the issuing all
the various permits that a fire department issues. He also inspects all homes that are sold or refinanced for
properly operating smoke detectors and inspects all oil burner installations and oil tank removals and
installations. Between inspections and permitting this division has over 1000 customer contacts each year.
During the past year we moved fire prevention into new office space making dealings with that office much more
customer friendly.
Additionally fire prevention oversees the annual inspection of all commercial property and residential
property that house three or more families. The suppression division carries out these inspections as a part of
their duty tour. This serves not only to get the building inspected for hazards but servers to acclimate
department personnel with the property. Familiarity aids the department immensely in the event of a fire.
Some of the activities that revolve around fire prevention are our annual open house during fire
prevention week, public safety day, held in conjunction with Swampscott Police, and my favorite, breakfast with
the Fire Chief. The four students who produce the best exit drill plan for their home are invited to "dine" with the
on-duty fire crew and then are driven to school in a fire truck.
Captain Fessenden in conjunction with the Council on Aging received a grant for 240 smoke detectors
that this department will install for elderly residents in need of smoke detectors.
Suppression/EMS is the third division. The suppression division is made up of four sub-divisions or
shifts of 9 very dedicated people. Each division works a rotating 24-hour shift to give the people of Swampscott
24/7
-fire protection. Each division is under the command of a captain.
This is the heart of the fire department and these firefighters answered 2031 calls for service during the
past fiscal year of which 19 were building fires, 54 fire incidents in buildings but not involving the building, and
41 other type fires not involving structures. We responded to 57 motor vehicle accidents and 849 requests for
medical aid. The remaining 1011 calls involved every conceivable type incident from mutual aid to other
communities to water rescues. For its size Swampscott continues to be a busy place.
PERSONNEL
During the past year one firefighter, Robert Dube, retired and four new firefighters were added to fill this
position as well as 3 existing vacancies bringing the department up to its full 39-man compliment. The new
firefighters are Patrick Keating, Anthony Barbuzzi, Daniel Waters and Jennifer Bleiker. Keating and Barbuzzi as
well as firefighter Brian Crescenzo graduated from the 1 1 week recruit training class at the Massachusetts Fire
Academy in Stow. Firefighters Waters and Bleiker will attend that class this fall.
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giving us an exceptional level of professionalism in providing emergency medical care. In addition the Town has
a contract with Action Ambulance Company for Advanced Life Support ambulance service. This two-tiered
system of medical service provides the residents of this town with the excellent EMS system that they deserve.
APPARATUS AND EQUIPMENT
The planned replacement of our small equipment and tools is nearly complete; the reminder of the
needed equipment will arrive with our new ladder truck, which is currently scheduled for delivery in late August.
The department runs two engines, one of which is in good shape and one of which needs replacing. I anticipate
that we will present a proposal for a new engine at the next town meeting. Through two grants we have added
defibrillators to our cars. Now every fire department vehicle contains one of these life savings devices.
BUILDINGS
The two buildings maintained by the fire department, Headquarters on Burrill Street and the Phillips
Beach fire station on Phillips Avenue continue to show their age. The Philips Beach station, which is home to
the Action Ambulance paramedic crews, has been upgraded to improve living conditions. However, the building
is still in need of new windows and exterior repair. Headquarters station has had new office space created in the
last year and it is anticipated that once the police station addition is complete that our weight room will be moved
into that facility freeing up much needed space for a locker room. The building has long since been outgrown by
the fire department and the town will need to address fire department building needs in the next few years.
CONCLUSIONS
The fire service has evolved over the years to include EMS, haz-mat, fire prevention and a multitude of
specialized rescue disciplines. The Swampscott Fire Department has tried to keep pace with these changes
and for the most part has done so. In the next year we hope to increase our expertise in the area of hazardous
materials because that threat always looms over us. We will also continue to keep current with firefighting
techniques and EMS protocols.
It has been my observation over my 33 years with this department that the town has always supported
the fire department and has been rewarded by receiving first class service in return. I see no reason why this
excellent relationship should not continue for years to come.
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HARBOR ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Michael Gambale, Chairman
Lawrence P. Bithell
William F. Hennessey, Clerk
Paul Debole
Peter C. McCarriston
Geralyn P.M. Falco
John J. O'Shea
During the period covered by this report, the Harbor Advisory Committee met on three
occasions to discuss matters of importance regarding Swampscott's waterfront. As a result, a
total of fourteen specific points of concern were identified. These were submitted to the Board of
Public Works as well as to the Town Administrator along with a priority listing and
recommendations for remedial action. Details concerning those points of concern, although too
lengthy for this report, are public information and are contained in May 13, 2003 Meeting Minutes,
available from the office of the Town Clerk.
In response to concerns related to the committee by the Town Administrator, two meetings
covered the matters of winter boat storage at the fish house parking lot and the seasonal storage
of boat trailers at the parking lot at Phillips Park. With regard to boat storage, the Town
Administrator felt that the then present arrangement did not afford the Town sufficient protection
in terms of liability should a problem develop attendant to boat storage in particular. As a result,
interested parties including town officials, commercial and pleasure boaters, bathers, and others
were brought together to discuss the situation with a view toward establishing a set of rules along
with a Boat Storage Contract satisfying the concerns of all. The Harbor Advisory Committee, by
means of discussion, compromise, and cooperation, facilitated a solution which seems to be
working to the satisfaction of everyone involved. This remains a "work in progress" and will be
monitored from time to time to make certain that things continue to go smoothly. Seasonal trailer
storage in the Philips Park lot was a fairly simple matter with issues surrounding that subject
remedied primarily with common sense and consideration for all who would use that facility.
The Harbor Advisory Committee welcomed new member, Paul Debole, who was appointed
to the committee by the Town Administrator. We look forward to Mr. Debole's good counsel as
the committee attempts to maintain this focal point of our seaside community in the best possible
manner.
The Harbor Advisory Committee, as the name stipulates, is an advisory group to the Board
of Selectmen, to the Town Administrator, and to the Town as a whole. Members are appointed by
the Administrator for their expertise and for their special interest in matters effecting the
Swampscott waterfront. As members, we appreciate the opportunity to be of service to the
community. By the same token, we realize that committee members are not the only repositories
for good ideas; thus, we solicit any and all citizen input on waterfront related matters.
Respectively submitted,
Michael Gambale, Chairman
William F. Hennessey, Clerk
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HARBORMASTER'S DEPARTMENT
Lawrence P. Bithell, Harbormaster
Assistant Harbormasters
Roger Bruley
John Cawley
Roger Carroll
William Hennessey
The boating season this past year was a pleasant one. It was marked by fairly benign
weather conditions such that there were no significant events involving loss or properly damage.
As is most often the case, the Swampscott waterfront bustled with wholesome recreational
activity.
The number of vessels moored in Swampscott waters remained essentially the same
versus the prior year at approximately two hundred vessels. With a couple of exceptions, all who
sought mooring space here were accommodated. Vessels turned away were simply too large to
be accommodated based upon length, draft, and the fact that depth of the harbor is decreasing
following the dredging program undertaken several years ago. It is a reality that, when one digs a
hole in the ocean, mother nature does her best to fill it back in. Shore-side, resources remain
severely strained, primarily due to limited parking in the harbor vicinity and there appears to be no
near-term remedy for this situation.
The pier, the floats, and the launch ramp served the boating public well this past season.
Launch service made available by the Swampscott Yacht Club made boat access more
convenient while the launch operators who remain on duty seven days a week throughout the
boating season provide yet another set of "eyes and ears" at the waterfront. They are thus able to
alert the harbormaster and assistants to problems and potential problems before situations
become serious.
For the past five years, in cooperation with the Recreation Commission, the Harbormaster's
Department places fifteen designated swim markers along town beaches. These markers prove
to be extremely beneficial in terms of deterring vessels, particularly jet-ski types, from
encroaching upon beaches crowded with bathers. The markers also provide the department with
basis for issuing citations to those who would violate designated swim areas in spite of these
prominent signals to the contrary.
The town boat completed its twentieth year of service while continuing to serve the
community extremely well. At twenty-one years now, the boat is showing clear signs of age;
therefore, it is prudent to begin the process to replace the vessel soon. We are working in concert
with the Swampscott Capital Improvement Committee and Town Administrator to establish
specifications and to start the procurement process for a new harbormaster's boat. It should
always remain uppermost in mind that this vessel is an emergency vehicle which must be called
upon to operate reliably at all times. The present boat is truly on its "last legs" when keeping its
critical mission in mind.
Again this year, the Harbormaster's Department provided weekly assistance to the Health
Agent by transporting him to all seven beaches in town for state and town mandated water purity
testing.
In past years, the Health Agent was required to go to each beach by land, put on hip boots, and
wade out into the surf with his test equipment. Approaching the seven test locations by boat
saves the Health Agent approximately five hours per week and provides for a more consistent
testing process. This assistance to the Health Department was provided by Assistant
Harbormasters on a volunteer basis at no cost to the town.
Your Harbormaster and Assistant Harbormasters continue to be very active in the North
Shore Harbormaster's Association. This organization is comprised of Harbormaster's
Departments from Winthrop to Salisbury and all coastal communities in between. As in previous
years, we participated in essential training programs designed to enhance our competence and
readiness to better serve the boaters of Swampscott. Because of our active involvement in this
organization, a Swampscott student is eligible to compete for a $1,000.00 college scholarship
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sponsored by the North Shore Harbormasters Association. Those having internet access may
wish to log on to the N.S.H.A.'s web site, www.harbormasters.org where the Swampscott
Harbormaster's Department maintains a page. The web site contains much valuable information
for boaters navigating throughout the north shore. Of interest too might be the Swampscott Yacht
Club web site, www.svccompass.com for information attuned even more locally. For radio
communications, the Swampscott Yacht Club monitors UHF Channel 8, while the Harbormaster
monitors emergency channels 9 and 16.
The mission of the Swampscott Harbormaster's Department remains one totally oriented to
the community. We strive to accomplish our mission in a user friendly, efficient, professional, and
cost efficient manner while enforcing federal, state, and local regulations within our jurisdiction.
Managing the mooring permit system and maintaining department equipment remain very
important aspects of our responsibilities as well.
To be successful in accomplishing the department's mission, cooperation of many
individuals, organizations, boards, and committees is essential. We therefore extend our
appreciation to Town Meeting, to the Finance Committee, to the Board of Selectmen, to the Town
Administrator, to the Department of Public Works, to the Police and Fire Departments, to the
Swampscott Yacht Club for the use of their launch service and other considerations, and to the
Town Clerk and staff for their considerable assistance, especially with the mooring permit system.
Special appreciation is extended to the Assistant Harbormasters who devote so much time on a
voluntary basis, for our mission could not be accomplished without these dedicated individuals.
Lastly, special appreciation is extended to the boaters of Swampscott whom we serve. Their
cooperation in terms of deportment upon Swampscott waters and their support of Harbormaster
Department's objectives in general make our mission truly worthwhile.
Respectively submitted,
Lawrence P. Bithell, Harbormaster
William F. Hennessey, Assistant Harbormaster
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BOARD OF HEALTH
Dr. Larry Block, Chairman of the Board of Health
Nelson Kessler
Dr. Martha Pitman
The Board of Health has been committed to promoting health and well being for the residents of
Swampscott. The Board of Health continues to value the importance of educating residents in many
areas of public health and safety. As well, the Health Department works with many other departments
and communities to ensure a sound environment.
RELOCATION
Many changes are taking place at the Town Hall, including the relocation of the Health
Department. We are now on the first floor making the office more easily accessible to our elderly and
handicapped residents.
STAFF CHANGES:
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC HEALTH
The Director of the Health Department, James Marotta retired in 2003. After an exhaustive
search, the Board of Health, Town Administrator and Selectmen appointed Jeffrey W. Vaughan as the
incoming Director of Public Health. Mr. Vaughan comes to us from the Salem Board of Health where he
was employed as Senior Sanitarian. He has more than nine (9) years of experience in the Public Health
field and holds many certifications such as: Certified Health Officer, Massachusetts Certified Lead Paint
Determinator, Massachusetts DEP approved Soil Evaluator and Title V System Inspector, ServSafe food
handler, Certified Pool Operator and Registered Sanitarian. Mr. Vaughan is also a member of the
Massachusetts Health Officers Association and the Massachusetts Environmental Health Association. In
the few months that Director Vaughan has been on staff, he has proven to be a valuable asset to the
Swampscott Department of Public Health.
The Swampscott Board of Health would like to thank James J. Marotta for his years of service
and wish him the best in retirement.
PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE
Although June Blake remains the Public Health Nurse, she has had her hours changed so that
she is more accessible to the public for longer periods of time. Her hours have changed from a few hours
per day during the week to two (2) full days and one (1) full evening. Nurse Blake works on Tuesdays
and Thursdays from 8:00 AM to 4:30 PM and Wednesdays from 3:00 PM to 8:00 PM. Nurse Blake also
splits her time between her office at the Town Hall and the Council on Aging.
The Board of Health and Health Department staff would like to congratulate June G. Blake, RN,
BSN, for graduating from the Bachelor of Science in Nursing program at Salem State College this past
May.
TRASH & RECYCLING
Trash and recycling continue to be the largest part of the Board of Health's day-to-day operation.
The Health Department deals with multiple phone cails, questions, requests and complaints many of
which need to be investigated before they can be resolved. Our recycling contracts, as well as the
rubbish contract, is with Northside Carting, Incorporated. DeRosa Landfill Management is utilized for the
recycling needs of the Schools and Municipal buildings.
Recycling continues under the direction of the Recycling Committee, as well as the chairman of
recycling, Nelson Kessler. This year showed a decrease in recycling tonnage collected by one hundred
nineteen point thirty tons (119.30). The Board urges all Swampscott residents to recycle more diligently
as it is beneficial to the town, both ecologically and economically.
Our contract with Northside Carting has provisions for increased limits and bulk items. There is a
drop-off area at the Department of Public Works yard on Paradise Road for the disposal of white goods
(i.e.: washing machines, dryers, hot water heaters) and light clean iron only . This is different from the
past metal drop-off days as we will not accept mixed materials. For example: bicycles must have all
rubber tires and plastic removed before disposal. We will NOT accept any refrigerators, freezers, air
conditioners or microwave ovens. This is very important. Any materials that are not deemed recyclable
will be returned to the Town of Swampscott and cost the taxpayers to dispose of it in an alternative way.
If this system is abused it will be terminated.
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In the past year, the Board of Health sponsored continuous white metal drop-offs and one (1)
Cathode Ray Tube (CRT). We collected approximately two hundred and forty (240) televisions and
computer monitors, as well as other electronic devices.
The 2004 hazardous waste drop-off was conducted with Clean Harbors for the residents of
Swampscott. In 2004, hazardous waste drop-off was held in conjunction with the Marblehead Board of
Health for both communities. We accepted one hundred seventeen (117) carloads of waste products.
There were six (6) curbside leaf pickups. Also, the residents wishing to dispose of yard waste
could purchase a sticker through the Department of Public Works for twenty-five dollars ($25.00) and
bring their leaves and grass clipping up to the Northside Carting facility on Swampscott Road.
RESTAURANT INSPECTIONS
Restaurant inspections are conducted bi-annually. This includes approximately seventy (70)
establishments in the Town of Swampscott. If a restaurant fails, Jeffrey Vaughan makes follow-up visits
until that establishment is in compliance with the State Health and Sanitary codes. Yearly, after the May
inspections, the Health Department sends out approximately three hundred (300) permits to these
establishments. In the past, each permit was handwritten with some establishments having as many as
seven (7) permits issued. This year the Health Department reevaluated its permitting process and
determined to combine multiple permits to one sheet, reassessed the fee structure and printed the
permits by computer.
BEACH TESTING
Beach testing is performed weekly. We have seven (7) beaches that are required to be tested
throughout the summer. There were no beaches closed in 2003.
This season's beach testing began on June 9, 2004. The Board of Health asked the Department
of Public Works to continue to post cautionary signs at all the outflow pipes on all the beaches which
read: "Caution. Water flowing from this pipe may be unsafe for human contact. Do not play or swim near
out flow." The Board is concerned that the outflow water contains bacteria that could be harmful when
children or pets wade or play in the shallow pools that form.
The Board of Health wants to extend its sincere appreciation to Harbormaster, Larry Bithell, and
his staff for assisting the Board of Health with beach inspections.
CLINICS
INFLUENZA
The Board of Health conducted three (3) public flu clinics this past year. These clinics were held
at Temple Beth El (2) and Senior Center (1). Our Public Health Nurse, June Blake, R.N. along with
several volunteer nurses were able to immunize approximately one thousand two hundred (1200)
individuals. The flu clinics were very successful due to the many volunteers that came forward to
participate. We want to thank Rabbi Weinsberg and Martha Marcou for the use of their facilities. We
would also like to thank June Blake, R.N. (Public Health Nurse) for preparing all flu clinics for the town of
Swampscott. The Public Health Nurse billed all senior health plans for the administration costs and
collected a total of two thousand eight hundred thirty-one dollars and ninety-three cents (2831 .93)
The Health Department thanked the volunteers of the flu clinics with a luncheon. We appreciate
their support and commitment.
BLOOD PRESSURE
As in previous years, the nurse performed twelve (12) scheduled blood pressure clinics at the
Senior Center. This year was particularly rewarding due to the fact that one resident with extremely high
blood pressure was advised to contact his physician. This turned out to be lifesaving advice.
The Public Health Nurse is available every Wednesday night at the Senior Center to assist
residents with questions or health concerns.
LIFE LINE SCREENINGS
In May, the Health Department, in conjunction with Life Line Screening, offered a screening for
the community to determine the onset of stroke, artery disease and osteoporosis. A total of one hundred
fifty-six (156) people were screened with fourteen (14) individuals falling in the "high risk" category. We
feel this was an important service provided to our citizens in the effort to better educate the public about
health care issues and potentially life threatening diseases.
HEPATITIS B
Hepatitis B vaccines continue for eligible town employees. Each new town worker for the
Department of Public Works, Police Department, Fire Department and School Department may choose to
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be immunized against Hepatitis B. This is recommended especially for first responders who would be
more at risk. Several employees were immunized in the past twelve months.
Due to budget restraints, there is a freeze on adult Hepatitis B vaccine. At the present time, we
do not know how this will effect future immunizations.
TUBERCULOSIS
The Public Health Nurse tested fifty (50) Bertram House employees for Tuberculosis. The
Bertram House purchased the solution and supplies.
MENINGITIS
In the past year, the meningitis program continued for all our high school seniors. We offered
meningitis shots for all seniors interested and have held our fourth clinic on May 18, 2004. We immunized
twelve (12) students and educated many more. We continue to educate individuals on the disease of and
immunization for meningitis.
IMMUNIZATIONS
DISPENSEMENT
Each month the Public Health Nurse must travel to Tewksbury State Hospital for the
Massachusetts Public Health Nurses meeting. At this time she also picks up any immunizations that will
be needed by the doctors in the Town of Swampscott. The public health nurse logs in the lot numbers
and expiration dates and dispenses the medications as needed. This includes all of the flu vaccine
immunizations that the doctors are allotted by the State of Massachusetts. It is also the responsibility of
the public health nurse to account for all the vaccinations that are returned by the doctors for any reason.
These medications must then be returned to Tewksbury State Hospital.
COMMUNICABLE DISEASE
Our Public Health Nurse tracked all communicable diseases in the town, watching closely for any
clusters or outbreaks.
GRANTS
NORTHSHORE & CAPE ANN EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS COALITION
The Northshore & Cape Ann Emergency Preparedness Coalition is comprised of fifteen (15)
communities on the North Shore of Massachusetts. This coalition received a grant from the
Massachusetts Department of Public Health to respond to public health threats and emergencies such as
bio-terrorism and outbreaks of infectious disease.
The monies received by the North Shore and Cape Ann Emergency Preparedness Coalition must
be earmarked for Health Department needs only. The money cannot be turned over to the general funds.
The City of Salem will be the host community and disperse funding to each community in accordance with
population and need.
Swampscott received seven thousand dollars ($7,000.00) from this grant to purchase emergency
equipment including computer technology, as well as, a generator, projector and screen, bullhorn, foul
weather gear and various sundries such as rope, blankets, caution tape, and etcetera.
MELANOMA GRANT
The Health Department applied for the annual (Ban the Burn) grant offered by the State of
Massachusetts. However, we were denied.
The Health Department, in conjunction with the parks and recreation department, continue to
educate Swampscott individuals with sun safety facts when residents come in to purchase a beach
sticker. Each resident is provided with free literature provided by the State. We want to thank Barbara
Rafferty, Bill Busch and Connie Hayes and the many people responsible for distribution of parking
stickers for helping out in this joint effort.
CAMP INSPECTIONS
In June of each year, the Director and Public Health Nurse inspected nine (9) summer camps for
the purpose of meeting the regulations developed by the Massachusetts Department of Public Health and
local rules. This is another state required mandate that must be done for the safety of our children. This
inspection included a thorough investigation of the campsite to insure that the environment was safe for
the attending children.
• Safe structures and equipment
• Sanitary facilities
• Adequate supervision of the campers at all times
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• Plans and protocols in place for medical emergencies, including medicine administration,
natural and physical disasters
• Sufficient health care coverage
• Injury and fire prevention protocols
• CORI and SORI checks for all employees
• To ensure that there is a health supervisor on site over the age of eighteen (18) who knows first
aid and CPR
• Up to date immunization records for staff and campers
A MESSAGE FROM THE BOARD OF HEALTH COLUMN
The Board of Health continues to print columns on pertinent health issues and concerns. These
articles included:
• Melanoma
• Influenza
• West Nile Virus
• Osteoporosis
Dr. Block wrote guest commentary regarding the hazards of consuming mercury found in fish, as well
as interviewed for numerous periodicals.
Dr. Martha Pitman also wrote guest commentary regarding Celiac disease.
REGULATIONS
The Board of Health mandated that all establishments selling fish post consumer advisories
noting the potential hazards of mercury ingestion to women of childbearing age, nursing mothers or
children under the age of twelve (12).
MONTHLY HEALTH EDUCATION FOR MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES
The Swampscott Board of Health in conjunction with MIIA. Massachusetts Interlocal Insurance
Association (MIIA) offers the town a budget of six thousand dollars ($6,000.00) for health education. June
Blake developed monthly health programs for municipal employees. We provided the following programs
this year:
• Therapeutic Chair Massage
• Ten (10) weeks yoga series
• Men's Health Issues
• Healthy cooking program held at the Fire Department with a guest chef.
• Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD)
• "Make Every Step Count" pedometer walking program
This program will continue into next year. We want to thank Jane Cassidy, RN, Nancy Lord,
Personnel Manager and Claire Allemian, Wellness Director (MIIA), as well as her staff, for their
assistance in this program. We would also like to thank the Fire Chief, Larry Galante and his staff for the
use of their kitchen facilities.
WEST NILE VIRUS PROTOCOL
The Board of Health continues to support the West Nile protocol, which was developed in
conjunction with the Pesticide Awareness Committee and North East Mosquito Control and Wetlands
Management District. The Swampscott Board of Health is also investigating other methods of combating
the mosquito problem that will be safe for the environment and residents of Swampscott.
ANIMAL TESTING
Periodically, the Board of Health receives telephone calls regarding dead animals. Generally, the
Health Department will dispatch Philip Whitten to dispose of them. On occasions, when the species is a
crow or blue jay and seemingly dead less than twenty-four (24) hours, the Health Department will submit
the bird to the Massachusetts State Laboratory for testing of West Nile Virus disease. In the past year,
we had two (2) birds submitted for testing which had positive results for West Nile Virus. The Board
would like to thank Philip Whitten for his many years of dedicated service.
The Health Department would like to acknowledge Jeffrey Vaughan, Director of Public Health, as
Animal Inspector for the Town of Swampscott. This is a position that is mandated by the State of
Massachusetts.
NORTH SHORE WELLNESS FAIR
This year's North Shore Wellness Fair was another huge success. We were able to offer health
screenings, educational materials, a 5k-road race, fun and entertainment for all ages. This year saw the
first of a series of lectures given by local doctors in the community. Chairman for the Swampscott Board
of Health, Dr. Lawrence Block, participated in the Wellness Fair by giving a lecture on the health
concerns of toxic chemical use to the environment and the effect these products have on the
development of children. Dr. Barry Sears spoke about the Zone diet and nutrition. Dr. Lewis Hayes
spoke about taking charge of and making informed health care decision particularly in end of life care.
Dr. Harvey Zarren's lecture was entitled "Making Health Sense Of It All - Music Of Life 2004". The
Healthy Villi support group hosted a booth on Celiac Disease, which was staffed by our own Dr. Martha
Pitman, appearing on behalf of the Board of Health and as a concerned Mom. We have already started
planning next year's event
MINI HEALTH FAIR
The Health Department participated in a mini health fair at the Council on Aging Senior Center by
offering cholesterol and bone density screenings.
CONFERENCES ATTENDED
The Health Department attended conferences or were educated in the following
• Administration of Small Pox vaccine
• Isolation and Quarantine
• Emergency Management
• Global Awareness
• Health Alert Network Training
• Hepatitis C
• Customer Relations Training
OTHER POINTS OF INTEREST
The Health Department performed lead testing on numerous children entering Kindergarten this
year.
We are pleased to announce that we are sponsoring a preceptor with Salem State College. A
nursing student spends an internship with the Department of Public Health to get perspective on Public
Health Nursing and the duties and responsibilities associated with the Department of Health.
Each year, the League of Women Voter's bring students to tour the Town Hall so that they can
better comprehend how local government works. This year, while teaching the children about the duties
and responsibilities of the Health Department, we also provided them with sun safety facts and pencils
stenciled with "Swampscott Board of Health" on them.
The Health Department took part in the first Town of Swampscott Holiday Parade in December.
We built a float depicting "Home for the Holidays" which was a living room scene with emergency
personnel on board. We would like to thank Brenda Corso and Marcia Willis from the Clerk/Collector's
Office for their help with decorating the float. Also, many thanks to Robbie George of the Northside
Carting and Recycling for the donation of their vehicle and candy. Thank you to Gino Cresta and his staff
at the Department of Public Works for use of their facility, generator and manpower. Finally, we would
like to thank Public Health Nurse, June Blake, Officer Jack Dube and Firefighter Bob Faulkner and their
children for bearing the cold weather to ride on the float tossing candy to the onlookers. We appreciate
the help and participation by all who made this parade addition a huge success.
The Health Department participates in the following committees:
• The Senior Outreach Committee
• Health Advisory Committee
VITAL STATISTICS
The Town of Swampscott welcomed ninety-nine (99) new residents with males outnumbering the
females. There were fifty-three (53) males and forty-six (46) females born. Congratulations to all!
This year there were one hundred forty-seven (147) deaths in Swampscott. The leading cause of
death was cardiac conditions followed by respiratory failure and various cancer conditions.
In closing, we would like to thank all the dedicated staff and volunteers for making July 2003
through June 2004 a very dynamic and triumphant time for the Board of Health.
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HISTORICAL COMMISSION
The past year was a busy and productive one for the Historical Commission, highlighted
by the passage of a Demolition Review by-law at the last Town Meeting.
Members of the Commission also worked on the ad hoc committee, chaired by Dan
Yaeger, for the Olmsted District walking tour, consisting of an educational brochure and
introductory video explaining the history and architecture of the area.
The Commission presented Swampscott's first Preservation Awards to several
homeowners and groups to recognize their efforts to retain the town's historic character through
preservation and restoration. Plans to make this a yearly event, coinciding with the State's
Preservation Month in May, are in progress and this year's recipients will be announced shortly.
The Commission was also a driving force in the current restorations of the Fish House
and the Elihu Thomson Administration Building, and remains a proponent for the additional
renovations to Town Hall that would make the building 100% ADA compliant.
Lastly, we would like to recognize Commission Member Sylvia Belkin, who served as our
Chair for several years. It was through her leadership, determination and effort that we may
credit many of our successes. The creation of the Olmsted District, the Demolition Review by-
law, the continued preservation of Town Hall and the Fish House, the 150th Anniversary Book,
and the Historical Commission website www.swampscotthistorv.orq would not have been
successful without Sylvia as chair. Sylvia continues to be an important member of the
Commission, but her many important accomplishments while serving as chair will remain her
legacy. Well done and thank you, Sylvia.
The Historical Commission looks forward to continuing its work toward preserving the
historic fabric of our town in the coming year. We are currently pursuing archival grants to
catalog and preserve our holdings, with long-range plans to make them publicly accessible.
Brian K. Best, Chair
Jean Reardon, Vice Chair
Sylvia Belkin
Douglas Maitland
Mary Doane Cassidy
Sheila Leahy, Treasurer
Angela Ippolito, Public Relations
Associate Members
Louis Gallo
Rev. Louise Mann
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HOUSING AUTHORITY
James L. Hughes, Chairperson
Albert DiLisio
Barbara Eldridge
Marianne McGrath
Patricia Krippendorf
The winter of 2003-2004 was the first full heating season for the new boilers at Duncan Terrace.
The contractor, Poirier & Springer, Inc., HVAC Mechanical Contractors of Billerica, MA, the engineers,
Cronis, Liston, Nangle & White, LLP of Danvers, MA, the DHCD Construction Coordinator and the
Authority Maintenance Supervisor worked closely with one another throughout the heating season to fine
tune the heating systems. The tenants of Duncan Terrace enjoyed sufficient, dependable, heat and hot
water throughout the winter season. Because of the successful heating season, the Authority was able to
sign off on the completion of the modernization contract.
In April of 2004, a segment of the original underground gas lines installed at the time of
construction of Duncan Terrace in 1959 ruptured. The immediate effect of the failure of the system was
limited to Duncan Terrace, Building A. The corrective action required involved three separate excavations
in Duncan Terrace by a specialized gas-line repair firm and the constant monitoring of the repair by
Russo Plumbing on behalf of the Authority and Mr. Peter McCarriston, the Swampscott Plumbing
Inspector, as well as Key Span personnel. Due to the expertise of the personnel on site and the
extraordinary cooperation of all involved, service was restored, safely, to all tenants in less than 24 hours.
The day-to-day accomplishments in administration and maintenance and maintenance
management, while not as dramatic and apparent as the successful completion of a major modernization
program, have made a significant difference to the quality of life for all tenants in all programs, family,
elderly and handicapped. The Executive Director, Donna McDonald, has continued to improve the record
keeping, tenant administration, and maintenance management of the Authority by aggressively
cooperating in the development of specialized software for smaller authorities and by promptly
implementing such programs in the Swampscott Housing Authority systems. Because the Authority has
such a small staff in both administration and in maintenance, any time saved by the implementation of
enhanced computer programs results in a significant increase in time available to address quality of life of
tenant issues. The computerized maintenance management program allows the Director and the
Maintenance Supervisor to identify maintenance trends in units and in buildings and in many cases allow
for corrective action to be taken before a problem becomes catastrophic in nature. The improved tenant
administration system relieves the Director from tedious paperwork in calculating rents, recording
payments and reconciling bank statements. The result is greater attention to improving quality of life such
as the program initiated this year to improve the landscaping around every Housing Authority Community.
The beautification of the Authority property is a priority. Landscaping around the residences has been
improved; it is expected that as the Authority works to upgrade the appearance of the properties, more
tenants will pitch in to keep the housing areas looking good.
The Authority has continued its cooperation with the Inter-Faith Food Pantry of Swampscott by
establishing food distribution points at Duncan Terrace and Doherty Circle. Authority personnel also
assist in actual monthly distribution of the free food to elderly and handicapped residents, when needed.
In the April 2004 Town Election, James L. Hughes was re-elected to the Board of Governors of
the Swampscott Housing Authority.
The Swampscott Housing Authority would like to thank numerous Town officials and employees
for their help during the past year. In particular, the Authority would like to acknowledge the invaluable
assistance provided to the Authority by Town Plumbing Inspector, Peter McCarriston during and after the
gas line rupture at Duncan Terrace. With Mr. McCarriston's help and cooperation the Authority is
confident that a reasonable, permanent solution has been developed. The Authority would like to also
acknowledge the valuable assistance of Swampscott Police Patrolman, Saverio (Savy) Caruso as the
Swampscott Police Department liaison to the Housing Authority.
The Board of Governors, the Executive Director, and the staff of the Swampscott Housing
Authority continue to be committed to providing safe, comfortable and affordable housing for qualified
tenants.
Respectfully submitted,
James L. Hughes
Chairperson
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PUBLIC LIBRARY
Once again the Swampscott Public Library is a hotbed of activity. Our doors are open to
one and all and over 64,000 people entered our building this year.
Despite the fact that budget constraints reduced our hours of operation from 58 to 53, our
circulation of materials increased. In FY03 we checked out over 154,00 items, in Fy04 we
circulated over 1 56,00 items.
The head of circulation Maureen McCarthy, who was one of the nominees for
Massachusetts Paraprofessional of the Year, tries to purchase materials that appeal to all facets
of society. The Adult Department offers two book discussion groups, a popular title book group
and a mystery book discussion group. Throughout the year there are many programs offered for
the adults of the community. We have an historical group, poetry programs, author appearances
and informational presentations. The Town Wide Read has become an annual event and the
book we selected for this year was The Perfect Storm by Sebastian Junger. This type of program
allows for members of different generations to come together and discuss a book. We offer a
Holiday Craft Fair, Tax Assistance and a Film Discussion Group. The library tries to provide
information and entertainment for all in the community.
Susan Conner, the Assistant Director, who oversees most of the technology in the
building, has an extremely busy position. Susan maintains our computers, updates our system
and provides computer classes for many of the townspeople. The Reference Room has seen
more than 14,000 public computer usage sessions since July 2003. At any time of any day you
will find every computer occupied by a patron. There is a great deal of need for computer
enhancements and Susan provides the library with her skill and expertise in this area.
Our Children's Room under the direction of Beth Coughlin and Izzi Abrams has been
extremely busy again this year. The summer programs ran the gamut from a train ride to
Rockport, to a Mother Goose visit, to a picture day with cartoon character "SpongeBob
Squarepants". Story times run throughout the year for all ages as well as many holiday
programs.
During this year we were able to apply for and receive several grants. The Cultural Arts
Grant helped to fund a children's program on decorative stamping. A Massachusetts Board of
Library Commissioners' Grant allowed us to set up learning kits. A five hundred dollar grant from
the Northeast Regional Library System enabled us to enhance our health and business collection
and finally a "We the People Bookshelf grant sponsored by the American Library Association
provided us with several children's books with the theme of courage.
The library is an integral part of this community and we enjoy sharing our resources with
other town departments. The Senior Center is offering some computer classes in our computer
lab. We supply summer reading for all grade levels for the school department. The Children's
Librarians and the Young Adult Librarian, Sandy Moltz, offer class visits to the library and also
librarian's visits to the Middle school and High School. The grant that we received from the
Massachusetts Board of Library Commissioners will enable us to construct kits for use in the
schools to enhance their curriculum. The Young Adult Librarian, Sandra Moltz, is a member of
ARTS (Art Resources for the Town of Swampscott) and has welcomed several ARTS programs
here at the library. As Young Adult Librarian, Sandy has offered many new programs aimed at the
teens of the town. Two of her most successful this year were a coffee house, which was
attended by 80 students and a College Panel night that was well attended by teens and their
parents. The library is also available for many town departments and agencies and they have
held many meetings here.
The library staff has remained fairly constant over the year with just one change in
personnel. Rebecca Ingalls left her position as library aide to establish her own business and
Megan O'Toole replaced her. We have a new library Trustee, Joanne Vanderburg, who replaced
interim trustee Madelyn Kelly.
The Friends of the Swampscott Public Library continue to support the library in all
endeavors. Their constant funding of museum passes, children's, teen and adult programming
has helped us to continue to offer a fine selection of activities. The Friends hosted a second
"Friends Night" at the library. This year the theme was a "Tea Party". The night was well
attended with activities for adults in the meeting room and for children in the Children's room.
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The goal of these nights is to make people aware of the Friends Group and of the services that
they help to provide.
As in years past, the library could not exist without the many volunteers who come and
help out. Our newsletter ladies meet every other month and fold, stamp and package 1,000
newsletters for distribution throughout out the town. Those volunteers who come to the library
and help us to process books, read shelves, and other tasks are the lifeblood of the building.
Without all of these capable people, we would be unable to provide the services that we do.
In closing I would like to thank the dedicated staff, the supportive Board of Library
Trustees, the Friends of the Swampscott Public Library and the many volunteers who make my
work that much easier. It is our goal to provide the town with the best possible services and
because we all work together so well, I feel we are able to do so.
Respectfully submitted,
Alyce Deveau
Library Director
BOARD OF LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Carl Reardon, Chairman
John Karwowski, Vice Chair Joanne Vanderburg, Secretary
LIBRARY STAFF
Alyce Deveau, Director
Sandra Moltz, Reference Librarian
Elizabeth Coughlin, Children's Librarian
Marcia Harrison, Cataloguer
Barbara Wermuth, Tech Aide
Joanne Janakas, Library Aide
Maralyn Keay, Library Aide
Cynthia Zeman, Library Aide
Marie Epstein, Library Aide
Susan Conner, Assistant Director
Maureen McCarthy, Circulation
Izraela Abrams, Children's Librarian
Ann Nechtem, Library Assistant
Dorothy Forman, Administrative Assistant
Megan OToole, Library Aide
Yelena Kuzmina, Library Aide
Sami Lawlor, Library Aide
Penny Longhurst, Library Aide
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MBTA ADVISORY BOARD
Swampscott Representative
Joseph J. Balsama
The MBTA Advisory Board is made up of representatives from 175 cities and towns that are
serviced by the MBTA. The office is located at 177 Tremont Street, 4th Floor, Boston, Massachusetts
02110-1020. Paul Regan is the Executive Director. The telephone number is (617) 426-6054, Fax:
(617) 451-2054, E-mail: advbrd@erols.com; web site: www.mbtaadvisoryboard.org. The function of the
Board is to advise the MBTA on policy matters and approve the operating budget. The Advisory Board
budget can be no more than one-quarter of one percent of the MBTA assessments on cities and towns.
For the 2004 fiscal year the Advisory Board budget was $345,680.
The chairman is David Cohen, the mayor of Newton; Vice-Chairs are Barbara Marcks of Lincoln and
Marcia Crowley of Wayland; the clerk is Vineet Gupta of Boston.
Meetings of the full Advisory Board were held on October 30, 2003, March 5, 2004, April 13,
2004, and June 3, 2004. All meetings were held on the second floor of the State Transportation Building
at 10 Park Plaza in Boston. Much time was spent during the meetings discussing transit plans during the
Democratic National Convention.
The MBTA services the Town of Swampscott directly through buses and commuter rail, and
indirectly by the Blue Line, when commuters drive to Wonderland in Revere and park and board the Blue
Line trains for Boston. The Blue Line extension to Lynn has been approved by congress and will
probably be completed in 2006. The latest train and bus schedules, which change four times a year are
available at Fiory's Variety Store, the Town Clerk's Office, the Swampscott Public Library and several other
places around town. You can buy commuter rail tickets at Fiory's. THE RIDE, (the MBTA's paratransit
service), which transports people with disabilities, is administered by the Greater Lynn Senior Services,
Inc.(GLSS), 105 Summit Drive Peabody, MA 01960. The telephone is (978) 573-9300. More information
can be obtained from the Swampscott Council On Aging at (781)-596-8866.
Some items that may directly affect the citizens of Swampscott:
1 . Swampscott's MBTA FY 2005 assessment is $312,448 compared to $356,247 in FY 2004; that is
down $43,799 or 12.29%. The assessments will drop again in FY 2006 and after that will rise 2.5% or the
consumer price index, whichever is less.
2. The fare increase began in January 2004. The MBTA is at a point where it can only fund existing
commitments; any new projects will have to be funded by other means (i.e. state or Federal government).
3. On June 3, 2004, the Blue line's new Airport Station, a state-of-the-art facility opened replacing the old
Airport Station.
4. All Blue line stations will eventually accommodate 6-car trains (instead of 4) just as does the Red and
Orange lines.
5. New trains for the Blue line have been ordered and probably will arrive early in 2005.
6. On June 18, 2004, the new two-level-super North Station with both Green and Orange line trains
opened under the Fleet Center. At that time service on the last remaining elevated structure ended.
Patrons wishing to go to Science Park and Lechmere are now bussed. The elevated structure will began
to be torn down after the Democratic National Convention. Full service to Lechmere will be restore in
about a year.
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7. The older buses, many of which are in disrepair, are gradually being replaced with rebuilt ones. These,
in turn, will eventually be phased out and replaced with new ones.
8. The Newburyport and Rockport lines of the Commuter Rail System not only have the most passengers
but also the most daily trips.
9. The Automatic Fare Collection System should in place on the subway system in the fall of 2004; and six
months later it will be fully implemented.
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METROPOLITAN AREA PLANNING COUNCIL
The Metropolitan Area Planning Council is the regional planning and economic development district
representing 101 cities and towns in metropolitan Boston. In addition, the Council shares oversight
responsibility for the region's federally funded transportation program as one of 14 members of the
Boston Metropolitan Planning Organization. The Council's legislative mandate is to provide technical and
professional resources to improve the physical, social and economic condition of its district, and to
develop sound responses to issues of regional significance. The Council provides research, studies,
publications, facilitation and technical assistance in the areas of land use and the environment, housing,
transportation, water resources management, economic development, demographic and socioeconomic
data, legislative policy and interlocal partnerships that strengthen the operation of local governments.
The Council is governed by 101 municipal government representatives, 21 gubernatorial appointees, and
10 state and 3 city of Boston officials. An Executive Committee composed of 25 members oversees
agency operations and appoints an executive director. The agency employs approximately 30
professional and administrative staff. Funding for Council activities is derived from contracts with
government agencies and private entities, foundation grants, and a per-capita assessment charged to
municipalities within the district.
In the past year, the Council has focused on initiatives that respond to regional challenges, some of which
include:
• Municipal planning: working with more than 25 communities under the Executive Order 418
program. EO 418 provides communities with up to $30,000 in state funding to undertake overall
visioning on local planning issues, including housing, economic development, natural resources,
and transportation.
• Bringing advanced technology to cities and towns in the region: a contract with Pictometry
International will provide aerial photographic images that municipal departments, including police
and fire, can utilize to improve service delivery.
• Adoption of smart growth principles: MAPC developed and adopted principles of good
planning practice that will encourage sustainable patterns of growth to benefit people living
throughout the metro Boston region. MAPC is also a founding member of the Massachusetts
Smart Growth Alliance.
• Metro Data Center: The Center is an official US Census affiliate, helping to distribute
demographic data throughout the region, including demographic, economic, and housing profiles
for all 101 communities in metro Boston.
• Transportation planning: as vice chair of the Boston Metropolitan Planning Organization, MAPC
worked to develop the 25-year Regional Transportation Plan as well as the annual Transportation
Improvement Program, including transportation spending priorities for the region. We also
spearheaded development of transportation spending criteria, taking into account environmental,
economic, and equity considerations.
• Metropolitan Highway System Advisory Board: MAPC staffs this board, established in 1997
by the Commonwealth to advise the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority on issues relative to land
use, air rights, zoning, and environmental impacts associated with development of land owned by
the authority.
• Regional Services Consortiums: The four regional consortiums established by MAPC
collectively purchased $18 million in office supplies and highway maintenance services for its 31
member municipalities. The project also facilitates collegial forums among members' chief
administrative officers focused on collaborative problem solving and resource sharing.
• Metro Mayors Coalition: Working with the mayors and city managers of 10 municipalities in the
urban core on issues such as group purchasing, employee health insurance, security and
emergency coordination, and municipal relief legislation.
• Homeland security: addressing homeland security issues by facilitating cross-municipal
partnerships between police, fire, and emergency management departments to acquire and share
equipment, and more generally to plan for emergencies involving multiple municipalities.
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• Hazard mitigation: initiating a federally-funded partnership to produce a hazard mitigation plan
to protect nine coastal communities in the event of natural disasters, including flood, winter storm,
wind, fire, and geologic hazards.
Please visit our website, www.maDc.ora. for more details about these and other activities.
Metrofuture: Making A Greater Boston Region
MAPC has launched a new civic process, called MetroFuture, to create an updated regional vision and
growth strategy for metropolitan Boston. MetroFuture engages city and town governments, state
agencies, non-profits, business, labor and academic groups in this planning process. The outcome will be
a vision and growth strategy that puts the region on a sustainable path in terms of land use, economic,
environmental and social issues. MAPC will need the support of a broad range of organizations in the
region to help plan, fund and implement this new framework for addressing the challenges facing
metropolitan Boston.
The effort to create this new strategy was launched on October 29, 2003 at a Boston College Citizens
Seminar. More than 400 citizens from a wide range of local and regional groups attended the event, and
expressed their opinions on the region's resources and challenges as well as their own visions for the
future. This input will be critical as we move to the next phase of this exciting multi-year project. Please
visit the project web site, www.metrofuture.org. for more information.
North Shore Task Force (Beverly, Danvers, Essex, Gloucester, Ipswich, Manchester by the Sea,
Marblehead, Middleton, Peabody, Rowley, Salem, Swampscott, Topsfield, Wenham)
During the past year the members of the North Shore Task Force took part in a variety of activities,
including the following: learned about the availability of obtaining environmental technical resources
through Coastal Zone Management and the Massachusetts Bays Program; learned about Pictometry
from MAPC staff; took part in a Transportation Improvement Program criteria session with MAPC and the
Central Transportation Planning Staff (CTPS); was presented MAPC's Decade of Change presentation
by MAPC staff outlining demographic changes gleaned from the 2000 census; offered comments to and
heard presentation from CTPS staff on operational improvements planned for Route 128 from Beverly to
Gloucester; learned about the Ipswich River Watershed Management Plan and how they could contribute
to it; heard from MAPC staff on how to take advantage of savings offered under the MAPC Regional
Services Consortium; took part in a presentation and commented on proposed changes to MGL 40A
under the Land Use Reform Act; in conjunction with CTPS staff, helped to develop and then review final
results of the North Shore Congested Signalized Intersection Study; commented on the Metropolitan
Planning Organization Transportation Plan and Unified Planning Work Program, began to learn how
North Shore area municipalities can learn more about alternative energy options from the Massachusetts
Technology Collaborative and actively participated in developing a participation strategy for the North
Shore region for the "Visions Across the Region" Regional Vision and Growth Strategy.
MAPC Annual Report prepared and submitted by Marc D. Draisen, Executive Director, Metropolitan Area
Planning Council.
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NORTH SHORE REGIONAL VOCATIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT SCHOOL COMMITTEE
JANUARY 1, 2003 - DECEMBER 31, 2003
Mary R. Marrs - Swampscott Representative
North Shore Regional Vocational School District School Committee
Amelia P. O'Malley, Superintendent-Director
North Shore Regional Vocational School District
Enrollment
Student enrollment as of October 1, 2003 was 449. Students cite the interpersonal relationships with
teachers, counselors, and administration, and the vocational programs as the reasons for application. There
continues to be a shortage of space for classrooms, shop areas, the library and the cafeteria. In addition, an
auditorium is needed.
Students participate in programs in Automotive Technology, Carpentry, Commercial Art, Collision Repair,
Cosmetology, Culinary Arts, Information Systems Technology, CISCO, Graphic Arts, Health Technology,
Machine Technology, Marketing and Information Systems and Masonry. In addition, our Job Skills
Training, a special education program, also encourages inclusion into many of the technical/vocational
areas.
Curriculum
The mathematics curriculum continues to evolve, with the addition of two new courses. Integrated
Mathematics is a course for 11 th graders, all of whom have had some level of algebra and geometry. It
affords those who need further development before attempting Algebra II that opportunity. It also allows
those who have not yet passed the MCAS Mathematics Test a year of further experience within the
regular mathematics curriculum. The new addition in the 12th grade is a course in Discrete Mathematics.
This is a college preparatory course for those students who have completed Algebra II successfully, but
who do not have the skill or the interest for the rigor of Pre-Calculus. The course includes numerous
important, interesting, but little known applications of mathematics to the operation of a complex modern
society. Given the fact that there are more than fifty (50) 1
1
th
graders taking Algebra II, there should be a
solid base of student interest for this course in the future.
MCAS scores in mathematics continue to improve, in spite of the difficulty of the test. Tenth graders, who
took the test in May 2003, improved the school's first attempt passing rate from 68% to 75%. Additionally,
20 of the students who failed were in the highest score band beneath passing and should do better on
their second attempt. * The two-year MCAS Prep sequence of classes appears to be paying off, as
students become better grounded in the material required by the test. Perhaps more impressive is the
fact that almost twice as many students (27%) scored in the "Proficient" range than last year (14%).
*Retest results brought passing rate to 87%
This achievement reflects the larger number of students taking higher-level mathematics courses and the
quality of instruction in those classes.
The Mathematics Team is becoming more popular and more successful, as well. Two teams from the
11* and 12th grades competed in the annual spring vocational school mathematics competition and gave
a good account of them. A solid nucleus returns this year, as well as an indication of more widespread
interest in participation. A representative from North Shore Tech also won the silver medal in the state
VICA mathematics competition in each of the previous years, and, while she has graduated, her success
has generated interest in the younger students in carrying on our success.
Teachers in the English Department continue to access the present curriculum, through regular meetings,
and discussions. Several teachers have attended workshops and conferences on the use of technology in
English classes. In addition, teachers have received training on the use of wireless laptops. Teachers
have begun to incorporate this new technology into their curriculum. Teachers continue to work with
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Information Systems Technology
The Information Systems Technology (hereinafter I.S.T.) Department recently completed Phase 1 of the
Chapter 74 approval process. The I.S.T. instructors made a presentation of their curriculum content to the
General Advisory Committee at the fall meeting on October 16, 2003. In addition to the presentation, a
labor market survey has been mailed to local businesses in order to determine the job market in the field.
Upon completion of Phase 1, the program will qualify for Perkins funding. The funding will be used to
make changes necessary to complete the approval process.
The goal for the junior year is to complete the Cisco curriculum training allowing the senior year to be
devoted to preparation and successful completion of the A+, Net Plus, and Cisco CCNA certifications.
Sophomores, juniors, and seniors are all receiving programming instruction three afternoons during their
shop cycle. Sophomores and juniors receive one hour each while seniors receive one and one half hours.
In addition to this, an I.S.T. "Help Desk" has been established. Junior and senior I.S.T. students offer "in
house" trouble shooting, repair, and service for North Shore Tech computer hard and software.
Technology
We made system upgrades replacing our home built main server with a more reliable Dell Power Edge
2500 server and upgraded the Network Operating System to Netware 6.0. We installed system wide
networked virus protection. We converted from a "hubbed" network to a "switched" network, replacing
eight hubs with switches. This means that most of our users will get the full bandwidth available instead of
sharing the bandwidth, hence increasing speed as they browse/use the Internet/Intranet. We replaced our
in-house built "financial" server and the "NAV/DHCP" server with more reliable Dell Power Edge servers.
These servers have Windows 2000 or 2003 server software for their respective network operating
systems. The internal network has made a quantum leap in reliability and speed.
With the help of a SATL grant, we set up a "Help Desk" staffed by our Information Systems Technology
students. This provides students with "hands-on training" servicing our faculty and staff with hardware and
software related issues.
We received a Title I ID No Child Left Behind grant and we have completed phase 1. We set up a
"Itinerant Computer Lab" that provides us with "wireless laptop capability". We purchased sixteen (16)
laptop computers and the associated hardware to bring the computer lab to the general classroom; these
are well received by faculty and students. We performed an extensive amount of professional
development in "Assistive Technology," exposing our faculty with the various "software/hardware" tools
that supports computer applications for students with learning deficiencies. In September, we received the
approval of the second phase of a "No Child Left Behind" grant for $125,000. This allows us to continue
expanding our "wireless laptop" capability. We plan to purchase two more carts to house sixteen (16) and
twenty-four (24) laptops respectively. We will have three wireless carts with fifty-six (56) laptops.
Incorporated in this grant is extensive professional development to train the faculty and staff in basic and
advanced skills utilizing technology in the classroom that should result in improved student performance.
Approximately two hundred-fifty seven (257) computers are in use in the District, twenty-five (25) are
laptops. One hundred eighty-one (181) are used for instruction and seventy-six (76) by the
Administration/Faculty. The student to computer ratio is 2.24:1 well within the 5:1 requirements by year
2003 from Department of Education. We meet all the major "Local Technology Plan Benchmark
Standards for Year 2003" from the Department of Education; we have an approved Technology Plan from
the Department of Education.
The schools web page (http://www.mec.edu/nsths ) is updated daily.
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Special Education Department
In conjunction with our school-wide professional development program, both special education and
general education teachers are receiving a series of district-wide trainings throughout the year on a variety
of special education topics. Teachers have, thus far, attended a presentation given by Dr. Kent Rude and
Dr. Mark Steward on Non-Verbal Learning Disabilities. Upcoming topics planned are adolescent
depression, attention deficit disorder, and language-based learning disabilities.
The Special Education Department is evaluated annually, as required by the law of all public schools, to
measure the effectiveness of our programs in assisting students to achieve and goals set forth in their
lEPs in the least restrictive environment. A variety of data is examined and analyzed to delineate possible
administrative and service areas in need of improvement and/or development. In addition, the
Department of Education conducts regular coordinated program reviews. Our mid-cycle program review
occurred this past January. North Shore Technical High School's overall compliance with PL 94-142,
IDEA, and Chapter 766 continues to be excellent. Parents are ensured due process rights and special
education programs fulfill all requirements of state and federal laws. In our evaluations, the special
education staff is commended for their flexibility, dedication and willingness to work and collaborate to
provide appropriate services for all students with special needs, while maintaining high academic
standards.
Athletic Department
The Boy's Basketball experienced a re-birth during the 2002-03 season. Under the direction of first year
head coach, Paul Worth, the basketball program grew both in numbers of participants and in its
competitive level of play. There were enough players to support three teams; varsity, junior varsity, and
freshmen.
The spring of 2003 saw the start of co-op baseball and softball with Essex Aggie. Although there were no
boys that came over to play baseball, there were plenty of athletes to field three teams. The varsity
baseball team took home a League Championship and qualified for the state tournament.
Over seventy (70) students participated in Football over the season. Once again, the varsity team played
a very hard non-league schedule and although losing those games, faired well and helped to raise the
level of play. The team finished with a 6 - 5 record and finished 2nd in the division.
The Co-op program with Essex Aggie continues to develop. This year we added soccer, baseball and
softball to the sports for which we co-op with Essex. The additional athletes allowed us to start a Junior
Varsity program for the first time in soccer.
School-to-Work/Placement
The class of 2003 saw 35% of the graduates matriculate at two or four year post-secondary institutions,
45% were placed in jobs related to their vocational/technical program and 6% began a full-time military
commitment. North Shore Technical High School continues to offer permanent placement service
including career guidance to all graduates.
The Cooperative Program is now linked to the school's web site, which enables the employers and
parents to view this resource. New and creative initiatives are an on going process for the Cooperative
Education Program.
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School Social Worker
The School Social Worker is the coordinator and supervisor of a Peer Mediation Program at North Shore
Tech, now into its third year. The School Social Worker does the recruitment of new student peer
mediators and provides the training of new and returning students. The School Social Worker is the
coordinator of school's Crisis Response Team, is one of the Title IX (Sexual Harassment) Coordinators,
serves on the school Safety Committee, and is the Homeless Education Liaison to the Department of
Education.
Health Office - School Nurse
The 2002-2003 school year brought exciting changes to the health office. The health office was relocated
to room 127. Office space was tripled and windows now provide natural lighting. There is plenty of space
to treat injuries and illnesses, counsel students privately, and for student's to wait. The separate cot room
is furnished with two cots with a privacy curtain available if needed. The size of the room has proven to be
adequate during emergencies requiring the assistance of the Middleton Fire Department. The treatment
area is open and furnished with a space saving exam table. The cabinets and counter space provides
ample working and storage space for the treatment area. The Enhanced School Health Grant through the
School Health Division of the Department of Public Health awarded $6485 for use in the relocation and
furnishing of the new health office. These funds were received May 2002. The Commonwealth of
Massachusetts did not fund the grant for the 2002-2003 school year.
The health component of the MMS system was used exclusively to document student visits and nursing
care. Computerization of immunization records for all students was completed.
Building and Grounds
The areas under the front and back staircases were enclosed to create storage spaces. The front is used
for bulk paper and the back is used for Health Technology storage. This created more classroom space
for this newly certified vocational program.
A related classroom was built in the back of the machine shop and airlines were installed at every work
area to reduce the clutter from air hoses on the floor.
New ceiling tiles were installed in the kitchen area and the lighting was upgraded as well.
Transportation Department
The Transportation Department has a fleet consisting of 16 buses, eleven-71 passenger buses, four-16
passenger buses, and one-35 passenger bus. The Transportation Department provided transportation to
and from school on a daily basis for approximately 420 students. The number of late buses and sports
late buses remained at four. The number of students involved in sports, MCAS Prep, driver's education,
Drama Club, and other after school activities continues to increase, therefore the number of students
using the late buses and sports buses has increased again this year.
Adult Education
Adult Evening Education at North Shore is a self-supporting program that offers more than sixty (60)
vocational-technical classes that enhance the professional and personal lives of the adult members of our
community. The Program serves nearly one thousand (1 ,000) adult students participating in a wide variety of
courses. Popular fields of study include: computers, health, construction, welding and machine technology,
culinary, automotive, business and personal finance. A number of courses have state approval for
professional and trade license preparation.
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Business Office
We are in the process of implementing GASB 34. We purchased and installed the fixed asset application
for our accounting software and are finalizing the fixed asset inventory. We will be in compliance with
GASB 34 by June 2004.
The Department of Revenue has certified the amount in our excess and deficiency account as of July 1
,
2003 at $463,038. We will be reducing the fiscal year 2004 community assessments by $68,066. The
final billing in March 2004 will reflect the reduction.
Funding Issues
The Fiscal 2005 Budget preparation is currently in process and will be presented to the District's Finance
& Property Policy Sub committee in February and subsequently to the District's School Committee. At this
point, we have not received any financial data pertaining to fiscal 2005 from the Department of Education.
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North Shore Regional Vocational School District Committee
Beverly Dean Porteous
Boxford
Danvers Russell Fravel
Essex George R. Harvey, Chairman
Gloucester Joseph Parisi, III
Hamilton David W. Ketcham
Lynnfield Paul Anderson
Manchester-by-the-Sea Joseph Sabella
Marblehead Marcia Sweeney, Vice Chairman
Middleton James E. Vining
1 Ndl Idl H Thnmoc C- Ir^hncnn
Rockport G. Stanley Patey, III
Salem Thomas St. Pierre
Swampscott Mary Marrs, Secretary
Topsfield Richard Darrah
Wenham William 0. Nichols
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PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT
Nancy A. Lord, Personnel Manager
Helen M. Kennedy, Assistant Personnel Manager
PERSONNEL BOARD
Peter C. McCarriston
David S. Van Dam
Mike Tumulty
Debbie Friedlander
Nancy A. Lord, Ex-Officio
The Personnel Department has transformed on many levels since last year. In an effort
to maintain a confidential environment the office has been moved from the second floor of the
Accounting/Treasurer's office where space was shared to a private office on the second floor of
the main building. The Personnel Manager would like to thank everyone in the Accounting and
Treasurer's department for sharing the space. It was always a pleasure working in that office.
In February 2004, Helen Kennedy joined the Personnel Department on a part-time, per
diem basis. In June 2004, upon the recommendation of the Town Administrator, Helen was
appointed by the Board of Selectmen, to part-time Assistant Personnel Manager. Helen's
permanent appointment was effective July 1, 2004. Helen has an extensive background in
Human Resources and has brought a great deal of knowledge to the office. Although both the
Personnel Manager and the Assistant Personnel Manager currently work part time schedules, the
office is now staffed daily on a full time basis. The current staffing arrangement has enabled
employee's full access to a wide range of services and has given employee's admission to a
much-needed confidential environment. The additional staff has allowed the department to
undertake tasks that may have otherwise been set-aside until scheduling allowed the flexibility for
completion.
Under the direction of the Town Administrator, the Personnel Department has
implemented several new policies including a "dress code policy", "telephone policy" and
"progressive discipline policy". These policies provide useful guidelines for both the employees
and the department heads. The Personnel Department continues to maintain attendance records
to ensure proper use of sick, vacation, personnel, FMLA and other leave time in accordance with
the various contracts and Personnel Policy. Management has been helpful in requiring their staff
to complete the necessary paperwork prior to taking leave time which has given the Personnel
Department a better control of time used. With the assistance of the Treasurer's Department, we
are hopeful to finalize the implementation of tracking leave time for all employees (exclusive of
the school department) into the MUNIS payroll system within the next several months.
Over the past year, the Personnel Department has assisted in the hiring process for
several new employees within the Public Works Department, Council on Aging and Board of
Health. The Personnel Department continues to review and re-write job descriptions as
necessary to ensure compliance with ADA requirements. The Personnel Manager continues
monthly Labor Management meetings in accordance with the Library and DPW union contracts,
which provide a healthy communication between management and the union.
In an effort to screen volunteers and potential new employees, the Personnel Department
applied for and received grants to read CORI for those employees and volunteers who may be
exposed to a vulnerable population while employed or volunteering for the Town. Currently, we
have received CORI on approximately 100 individuals.
Once the Town Administrator completed contract negotiations with the various unions
affected, the Personnel staff was assigned to incorporate the agreed upon language from the
signed Memorandums of Understanding (MOU's) as well as previously agreed upon MOU's into
updated union contracts. Currently all union contracts are signed for the period July 1, 2003,
through June 30, 2006. These contracts will be placed on the Town's Intranet for employee
access.
As always, the Personnel Department would like to take this opportunity to express its
utmost appreciation to all the Department Heads for their continued cooperation and support. We
would also like to send a special "thank you" to Andrew Maylor, Town Administrator, for his
guidance, wisdom and continued encouragement. "Thanks" to Maureen Gilhooley, Administrative
Assistant, for always willing to lend a hand and for her never ending support and friendship.
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PLANNING BOARD
The Planning Board held sixteen (16) meetings during the year from July 1, 2003 through
June 30, 2004 to review and to provide approval action on various plans submitted to it under the
Massachusetts Subdivision Control Law, and on site plans submitted to it in accordance with
Swampscott Town By Laws. Discussions were held with Swampscott residents, developers,
contractors, architects and engineers regarding these matters to provide guidance and to assure
compliance with Town By Laws and regulations. Approval action was taken on thirty two (32)
subdivision and street plans and site plan review applications after Board members had made
site inspections and discussed statutory and community considerations with the applicants and
their representatives and received opinions from abutting neighbors and other Town residents.
This number of plans and site plan review applications is a significant increase from the fifteen
(15) per year average, which occurred, in prior years. While most of the site plans pertained to
additions to residential dwellings, approval actions also included subdivision plans and
construction of street extensions.
The Board monitored existing and recently approved projects for compliance with
stipulated conditions and Planning Board Rules and Regulations.
The Board held joint meetings with representatives of the Metropolitan Area Planning
Council (MAPC) and with Swampscott residents to provide input for a Swampscott Community
Development Plan being prepared by MAPC. This plan addresses Town planning issues of
affordable housing, economic development, transportation, infrastructure improvements and
cultural resource and open space preservation.
Public hearings were held by the Planning Board regarding proposed amendments to the
Swampscott Zoning By Law prior to Planning Board submittal of recommendations to Town
Meeting for action. Based on comments and opinions from Town residents presented at the
public hearings, the Board made recommendations for Town Meeting adoption of various Zoning
By Law amendments.
Planning Board representatives attended meetings of the Zoning Board of Appeals to
provide information regarding the status of Planning Board actions, which inter-related with ZBA
petitions.
The following officers were re-elected to serve the Board: Eugene Barden as Chairman,
John Phelan as Vice Chairman, and Veeder Nellis as Clerk.
The Planning Board wishes to express its appreciation to other Town boards and officials
for their cooperation in helping to promote the Town's interests and welfare.
Respectfully submitted,
Eugene Barden, Chairman
Jeffrey Blonder
Veeder Nellis
John Phelan
Jill Sullivan
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POLICE DEPARTMENT
MISSION STATEMENT
The Swampscott Police Department is a community-oriented police department, committed to
providing professional service to all, with fairness, compassion and respect, regardless of religion,
age, race, color, creed, nationality or lifestyle. Working in concert with the community we
endeavor to prevent crime, protect life and property, and preserve the peace, order and safety in
Swampscott. We nurture public trust by holding ourselves to the highest standards of
performance and ethics.
In FY 04 members of the Swampscott Police Department worked to prevent crime and
disorder and to protect life and property by presenting a visible police presence throughout the
Town and responding rapidly, and professionally when called upon
Law Enforcement Memorial
In May 2004 the Massachusetts Law Enforcement Memorial was dedicated in Boston.
Among those listed on the memorial is Swampscott Officer Joseph H. Doane who died in the line
of duty August 15, 1952 as a result of injuries suffered during a fight at the New Ocean House.
Officer Doane, 34 years old, left a wife and two small children.
CHANGES IN FY04
The Department implemented a "written directive system" made up of four forms of
written communication; Policies and Procedures, Rules and Regulations, Written Orders and
Memoranda. Each type of directive has its own purpose within the system with different methods
of dissemination and requirements for retention. Typically all officers are provided with copies of
each directive electronically, it is reviewed at roll call and copies are placed for easy access in
three locations in the station and on an internal web site. This system has increased our ability to
communicate the policies of management throughout the organization so that we may work
together in a unified manner. The method of record keeping allows us to better maintain discipline
and ensure adherence to those directives.
To facilitate communication within the Department, officers are now required to sign on to
the Department E-Mail system at the start of each shift in order to receive orders, instructions or
intelligence information.
We assessed the organizational structure of the Department and assigned functions and
responsibility to appropriate ranks. We formalized Department command protocol and rules for
the succession of authority, ensuring that it is delegated down through the ranks in a clear and
ordered manner.
Upon the retirement of Captain Brian Chadwell, one Captain's position was eliminated in
favor of an additional Lieutenant to flatten the organization and cut costs.
We issued written policies and procedures, which govern our response to actual or
threatened weapons of mass destruction including explosive devices.
Other policies and procedures were written to address areas for which there was no
established practice. These included Authorized Weapons for on and off duty use, Post Officer
Involved Shooting and Traumatic Incident Procedures and Motor Vehicle Towing.
We formalized the background investigation process. Background investigations now
follow a specific format, which is thorough and repeatable.
In FY04 The Department established a relationship with a private Internet business, to
auction seized, recovered or found property the proceeds of which go to the general fund.
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The Threat of Terrorism
The Country continues to be confronted with a general threat of terrorist attack. In FY 04
we upgraded our radio system, replacing the 23-year-old interoperability portion of our radio
system to allow for reliable communication between surrounding cities and towns in the event of a
call for mutual aid. The $20,500 replacement cost was paid with a grant from the Department of
Homeland Security.
Community Policing
The Swampscott Police Department has adopted as a philosophy the principles of
Community Policing. Community Policing redefines the police mission to focus on solving
problems rather than simply responding to calls for service. It requires that in addition to
responding to individual incidents, that we examine series of calls to determine if a problem
exists.
The Police Department has worked to achieve relationships with a variety of public
agencies, community organizations and citizens to allow us to work together to develop strategies
to solve many of the problems, which affect the safety and quality of life in Swampscott. The
objective of Community Policing is to increase the ability of the citizens of Swampscott to control
the opportunities for crime and disorder to occur in their community.
In Fiscal Year 04 the Police Department conducted a variety of community programs
supported by grants from the Massachusetts Executive Office of Public Safety and the United
States Department of Justice as well as contributions from businesses and citizens in the Town.
During the period covered by this report Community Policing funds were used for
programs involving the Bike Patrol Unit, the School Resource Officers and the Traffic Unit.
Officers were able to participate in many youth events, providing opportunities for officers and the
children in Town to interact in positive ways. The Police Department and the Fire Department
hosted a Public Safety Day event, which was well attended by the public.
Bike Patrol officers conducted several bike safety presentations during this time. With an
emphasis on safety, officers gave out coupons for a free ice cream to children that they observed
wearing a helmet while biking or skating. The ice-cream coupons were donated by the Red Rock
Bistro and are intended to reward and reinforce this safe behavior. Officers provided free bike
helmets to children who did not have one.
Officers attended a variety of community meetings for the purpose of addressing public
concerns about problems such as traffic. These meetings enhanced our ability to identify the root
causes of problems and to design solutions, which often required the contribution of multiple
agencies and the community to solve.
Racial Profiling
In FY 04 the State released a study, which identified 249 Massachusetts law enforcement
agencies, including Swampscott, as having issued citations to non-white drivers in numbers
disproportionate to white drivers. In the case cf Swampscott this conclusion was based on what
researchers estimated is the non-white driving population in Town. The report readily
acknowledged that the results of the study would be affected by a number of variables, including
focused enforcement efforts in areas within a jurisdiction with a higher non-white driving
population. It is important to note that the vast majority of this Department's traffic enforcement is
conducted on the three main connecting roadways upon which 350,000 (predominantly non
resident) vehicles travel per week. The researchers clearly stated that the report was not to be
construed as an indication that a department was engaging in racial profiling but rather that it
should be used as the basis for further dialog. In light of the negative implication of the report we
set out to look at a variety of data. That data appears to show that the actual non-white persons
driving in Swampscott is higher than the estimate of the researchers. Furthermore we closely
examined the enforcement practices of all officers and found no indication of unexplainable
extremes by individual officers. Regardless, following the release of the study all officers were
assigned to attend a four-hour workshop on the subject in the interest of informing and discussing
this important issue.
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Elder Outreach
In Swampscott there is a growing population of elders who desire to live independently but often
fail to take advantage of available assistance. The Police Department and the Swampscott
Council on Aging have determined that there is a need to increase communication between the
two departments as well as other agencies that provide services to elders. We recognize that the
Police are uniquely positioned to identify people in need in the community and that it is vital that
we refer those people to community resources. We now meet regularly with Martha Marcou the
Executive Director of The Council on Aging to exchange information. Furthermore a Department
Liaison meets monthly With the Executive Director, Selectmen Marc Paster, the Town Board of
Health and representative from Greater Lynn Senior Services (GLSS). These meetings are
designed to provide opportunities to exchange information and to improve the services to Town
residents.
. The Police Department has assigned Sergeant John Behen and Officer Sal Carruso to work
with the Senior Center Staff. Together elders who have contact with the Police and find
themselves in need of certain types of assistance will not feel alone in trying to solve their
problems. Also of equal importance is the participation of our police officers in the education
programs at the Senior Center. This past May, many seniors attended a workshop on Pedestrian
Safety that covered risks such as backing and turning while driving and intersection safety advice
in parking lots.
The police department partners with the Nahant Police to provide the services of the Are
You O K system for elders who are living alone and are at risk of becoming injured and thus
being unable to summon help. The Are You OK System, located in Nahant Police Station,
automatically dials the home telephones of 45 Swampscott residents at a predetermined time
every day. If the resident fails to answer the phone a Swampscott Police Officer is dispatched to
the home to check on their well being. In FY 04 officers responded to 127 Are You OK? Checks.
One such check resulted in the rescue of a woman who had fallen and was on the floor overnight.
Bike Patrol Unit
With grant funds and private donations the Police Department was able to maintain the
Bike Patrol Unit. The Unit is supervised by Sergeant William Waters and staffed by a total of ten
officers who have been trained in the use of mountain bikes on patrol. The bike officers patrolled
areas in the Town that are not easily accessible to traditional methods of patrol and were used in
our continuing effort to address problems of under age drinking at night in the Town's parks and
beaches. Additionally the bike officers were used to patrol many events such as the Town's
fireworks display, parades, outdoor concerts and road races. Mountain bike officers have proven
to be generally more approachable than officers patrolling in police cars and enjoy opportunities
to interact more frequently and in positive ways with the public.
D.A.R.E. Drug Abuse Resistance Education
The Swampscott D.A.R.E. program is a collaborative effort by D.A.R.E. certified law
enforcement officers, educators, students, parents and the community to offer an educational
program in the classroom to prevent or reduce drug abuse and violence among children and
youth. The emphasis of D.A.R.E. is to help students recognize and resist the many direct and
subtle pressures that influence them to experiment with alcohol, tobacco, marijuana, inhalants, or
other drugs or to engage in violence.
The program content for D.A.R.E. is organized into seventeen 45 to 60 minute lessons
taught with extended activities integrated into other instruction by the classroom teacher. The
Swampscott Police D.A.R.E. Officer, Rich Cassidy conducted weekly lessons for all students in
grade 5.
In addition to the D.A.R.E. curriculum the Police Department has provided students with
many positive alternative activities. Twenty Swampscott students went to the D.A.R.E. summer
camp sponsored by the Police Department. The camp is attended by about four hundred students
from area communities and is coordinated by the Essex County District Attorneys Office.
D.A.R.E Officer Cassidy along with several other officers participated in the fifth grade field day.
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R.A.D. Rape Agqresion Defense Classes
The crime of rape is reported so infrequently that society in general is unaware of its
magnitude.
The R.A.D. system is designed to equip women to defend themselves in situations where
their life is in jeopardy or they are at risk of serious bodily harm. The R.A.D. System offers basic
education in confrontation principles and personal defense. Our program ranges from awareness,
risk reduction and avoidance to basic physical and verbal self-defense methods. Thus far thirty
women have participated in the program.
Officers Jonathan Locke, Candace Doyle, Rose Cheever and Todd Pierce are the
Department's certified R.A.D. instructors. All four attended a demanding one-week training course
to attain that certification.
Officers conducted three R.A.D. classes. A total of 36 local women participated
R.A.D. KIDS
In April of 2004, Officer Rose Cheever attended a weeklong R.A.D KIDS Instructor
training seminar in Springfield, Vermont. She is also am currently a RAD instructor for adult
women.
The RADKIDS program is a personal empowerment safety education program for
children ages 5-1 1
.
The program is an 8-10 hour course, which is run in many different structures.
The program is designed to provide the children with the tools they need to recognize, avoid and
when necessary resist and escape violence in their lives including bullying, assault and
abduction. The program teaches three basic fundamentals which are 1 . No one has the right to
hurt you; 2. You don't have the right to hurt anyone else unless you are in danger, and then you
have every right to defend yourself; and 3. It is not your fault when someone tricks you or hurts
you, and you can tell a trusted adult.
In addition, the RAD KIDS program discusses the following: Internet safety, home safety,
self esteem and character building, school safety, stranger tricks, firearm safety, fire safety,
defense against abduction; and, personal safety (good touch, bad touch and uncomfortable
touch). They teach these things with the help of games, role-playing, magic carpets, and props.
The classes are fun and energetic and the children are constantly moving. They are rewarded
with praise and things such as stickers and graduation certificates.
Each child participates in a simulation experiment at the end of the course, which involves the
use of proper head gear, arm protection, leg protection and feet protection. They are able to
share the moves that they have learned with their family and friends during a training course
designed to empower the children. The wonderful thing about the program is that parents and
family members are invited each day to attend and even help out with the exercises. At the
conclusion of the program, the children are rewarded, usually with a pizza party or ice cream
party and they are given a certificate with their picture and fingerprints on it, to take home. These
certificates allow the children to come back and take the program as many times as they wish
and some children even come back as mentors for the other children.
The RAD KIDS program is a non-profit organization, which was established in I998. Since that
time, the dedicated core of instructors has been providing life saving RAD KIDS programming in
41 states and Canada educating thousands of children. It is our hope that this program will be
implemented in the schools as a required element because every child deserves to know about
the realistic choices out there to escape violence and/or harm in their lives.
School Resource Officers
In FY 04 the Police Department assigned officers to the schools full time. Officers Jim
Schultz, Candace Doyle, Rose Cheevers and Fred Brown all served in the school officer
assignment during that time. One officer position was funded by a grant received from the U.S.
Department of Justice. The program is a cooperative effort between the Swampscott Police and
School Department to put police officers in school settings. The officers work to promote a
positive relationship with the school community and provide opportunities for interaction between
police and students. The officer's presence acts as a deterrent to crime and provides a degree of
security and safety for the school's students, faculty, and visitors.
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The School Resource Officers investigated any criminal activity that occurred in or
around all school properties. The School Officers also followed up on cases involving students
that occurred outside of school as well, recognizing that many incidents carry over into the school
setting. Officers addressed issues such aggressive bullying behavior by students and worked to
promote teen conflict resolution.
Along with these duties the officers also provided classroom instruction on criminal law
and other law enforcement topics. The officers presented a classroom program to Middle School
students that illustrated the dangers of drinking and driving. Through the use of special goggles
students were able to see with the vision of a person with an elevated blood alcohol level. The
School Officer also presented a program dubbed D.A.T.E. (Defensive aggression tactic
education). This program, presented to female students on a voluntary basis, is a modification of
the Department's R.A.D. program. «
The School Officers along with the Lynn Juvenile Probation Department conducted
curfew checks of juvenile residents who were on probation.
The School Resource Officers in collaboration with the school community will continue to
work to ensure that all students may receive an education in an environment free from
harassment or threat of crime.
Traffic Division
The Traffic Division worked with the community to identify and address needs and
problems concerning vehicle traffic and parking. All traffic related issues were forwarded to
Lieutenant Thomas Stephens and Lieutenant Gary Lord , the officers in charge of the unit. In an
effort to solve traffic problems in the Town officers frequently met with community groups,
individual residents and government officials.
During the period of this report Officers worked to address neighborhood complaints
throughout the Town. Selective Enforcement Patrols were regularly assigned to various streets in
Town. Special attention was given to vehicle speed and equipment violations.
With a grant from The Governors Highway Safety Bureau the Police Department
conducted a Click it or Ticket/You Drink. You Drive. You Lose campaign for patrols from 07/01/03
as follows:
• You Drink, You Drive, You Lose July 03 campaign: In this mobilization 21 stops were
made with 24 violations. 1 arrest for OUI was made. 6 four-hour patrols were conducted
in July 03.
• Click it or Ticket August-September 03 Back to School campaign: In this mobilization 85
stops were made with 106 violations. 10 four-hour patrols were conducted in this
mobilization.
• Click it or Ticket November 03 campaign: In this mobilization 95 stops were made with
138 violations. 10 four-hour patrols were conducted in this mobilization.
• You Drink, You Drive, You Lose Winter Holiday 03-04 campaign: 55 stops were made
with 75 violations. 2 OUI arrests were made. 10 four-hour patrols were conducted in this
mobilization.
• Click it or Ticket Memorial Day 04 campaign: 71 stops were made with 84 violations. 10
four-hour patrols were conducted in this mobilization.
• You Drink, You Drive, You Lose June 04 campaign: 24 stops were made with 27
violations. 1 OUI arrest was made. (Note: this mobilization is still ongoing through
7/1 1/04). 3 four-hour patrols were conducted as of 6/30/04.
This department continued to selectively place the speed signboard on streets to monitor
speed around Town. This equipment enables us to measure traffic volume, vehicle types and
vehicle speeds at a given location. In addition the board prominently displays the speed of
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approaching vehicles thus providing an effective reminder for operators to obey the posted speed
limits.
Detective Division
The Detective Division is comprised of Detective Sergeant Timothy Cassidy and
detectives Ted Delano and Jim Schultz.
Many crimes that occur in Swampscott involve multiple jurisdictions and require that the
Detectives maintain a relationship with the Federal, State and local law enforcement agencies.
The Detectives were responsible for following up on a variety of crimes that ranged from
annoying telephone calls and credit card offences to burglaries and robberies.
Detectives conducted several undercover drug investigations along with area police
departments and the Essex County Drug task force.
Family Services Officer
Detective Delano was assigned as the Family Services Officer. As such he monitored the status
of 117 209-A Restraining Orders involving Swampscott residents. He maintained contact with
victims, followed the progress of domestic court cases and ensured that the Patrol Division was
kept informed of situations in which the victim might be at particular risk. During this period the
Department filed 15 51 -A child abuse reports with the Department of Social Services. Detective
Delano oversaw the handling of the ninety-eight domestic dispute calls received by the
Department.
Animal Control Officer
Officer Rich Cassidy is assigned as the Animal Control Officer. Officer Cassidy is a sworn officer
of the Department who attends to animal related complaints in addition to his regular duties.
There were 365 animal related calls in FY04.
Motorcycle Unit
The Department's Motorcycle unit is comprised of Lieutenant Paul Bartram as the officer in
charge with Officers Michael Bowden, Sal Caruso and Fred Brown as riders on two police Harley
Davidson motorcycles. All riders are required to attend a rigorous training program prior to
assignment.
Honor Guard
Sergeant Jay Locke is assigned as the officer in charge of the Honor Guard comprised of officers
who volunteer to represent the Department under a variety of circumstances. In 2004 such events
included the dedication of the Massachusetts Law Enforcement Memorial in Boston, the 350
th
Hometown parade and the 91 1 and Memorial Day services for the Town. Honor Guard Officers in
addition to Sergeant Locke are Steven Luck, Michael Frayler, Thomas Lucas, Todd Pierce and
Brian Wilson
Training
In FY 04 the Department's overall training program was formalized by written policy to
clearly articulate which categories of training are considered standard and therefore mandatory
on either an initial or annual basis. Documentation of training became a matter of procedure as
well.
Field training
Field training of new recruits was formalized in FY04. New officers ride with a Sergeant
for three months upon graduating from the police academy. During this time they adhere to a
structured program consisting of specific daily tasks. Their performance is evaluated daily to
identify areas of need for additional training.
Emergency Medical Training
During this period training was provided to officers in CPR, First Responder and AED
(Automated External Defibrillator). This training allowed officers to obtain or maintain their
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certification in each of these categories. Training was conducted by primarily by Lieutenant Jean
Butler.
In July 2003 twenty-eight officers were re-certified in by the Northeast EMS Region III in
the use of the AED
In November 2003 Twenty-eight Regular officers and 2 Special officers were re certified
in CPR.
In November 2003 twenty-seven regular officers and 1 Special officer received first
responder training in order to maintain there mandated certification.
Two Officers have continued to maintain their certification as Emergency Medical
Technicians.
The Department received one new AED units at no cost through a State grant in June 2004.
Firearms and Use of Force Training
In October of 2003 under the direction of range master/firearms instructor Officer John
Dube and firearms instructor Officer Jim Schultz, all officers re-qualified with their semi-automatic
sidearm pistols by posting two qualifying scores on a course designated by the Massachusetts
Criminal Justice Training Council. Officers also posted qualifying scores with the 12-gauge
shotgun and were trained in several areas of less-lethal types of firearms.
Also during this phase of training, officers were introduced to and familiarized/qualified
with new AR-15 patrol rifles.
In June of 2004 all officers under the direction of the Department firearms instructors,
again qualified with their semi-automatic sidearm pistols. Officers were required to post two
qualifying rounds on the Massachusetts Criminal Justice Training Council course.
Following the completion of the qualifications officers completed the semi-automatic
pistol evaluation course that is designed to train officers how to react and correct malfunctions
with their firearm.
Officers also posted qualifying scores on the FBI qualification course followed by a
"run & shoot" hostage scenario designed by Officer Dube.
MERCs System
In May of 2004 the Department received a MIRCs computer system from the Criminal
History Systems Board (CHSB)) at no cost to the Department. The MIRCs system allows for on
line communication of firearms licensing data for background checks of applicants. This system
streamlines the application process as well as provides up to date transmission of disqualifying
incidents that occur during the life of the license. Incidents involving the licensee may either
automatically result in revocation or suspension by the Chief of Police or may require further
inquiry into the suitability of the licensee to carry a firearm.
Four officers were trained to operate the New MIRCs system
In-Service Training
In FY 04 we accomplished our goal of providing each officer with annual in service
training consistent with the requirements of Massachusetts law and the Criminal Justice Training
Council without increasing total training costs. This was managed primarily by bringing some of
the training in-house thereby reducing the number of days of training at the State Training
Academy from two to three.
In-service training consisted of one day of legal updates, and a day of officer survival
training. Throughout the year additional "in house" training was conducted by the Department on
a variety of subjects.
Department Statistics- July 01 2003 to June 30 2004
Some of the more serious offenses reported during this period included:
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• 7 Robberies
• 55 Breaking & Entering residential or commercial properties
• 64 vehicle break-ins
• 16 Stolen Motor Vehicles.
• 193 larcenies
• 98 Domestic Disputes
• 2 Reported Rapes
• 1 Indecent Assault and Battery
• 28 Narcotics Cases
Officers made 267arrests wrote 3,168 Citation with a fine value of $83,385
• Warnings 1 ,362
• Civil 1 ,084
• Criminal 415
• Voids 30
OUI Liquor 31
QUI Drugs 2
Incident Type Total Incident Type Total
Assist the elderly 63 Open and Gross Lewdness
Are you OK check 127 Parking Complaint 277
Attempted B&E 5 Power Failure 10
Accident under $1000 177 Property Damage 14
Accident Over $1000 129 Protective Custody 6
Accident with personal injury 54 911 Hang Up 310
Hit & Run MV accident 88 Recovered Property 25
Hit & Run MV accident w/injury 4 Recovered Stolen Vehicle 8
Alarm 1,276 Rape 2
Annoying Calls 42 Robbery 7
Assist Fire Department 44 Stolen License Plate 10
Assault 33 Stolen Motor Vehicle 16
Assault & Battery 27 Service Call 265
Assist other Police Depts. 109 Serve Court Papers 118
Break & Entering 55 Shoplifting 42
B&E Motor Vehicle 64 Sudden Death 4
Building Check 4,992 Suicide Attempt 2
Bomb Threat Suspicious Motor Vehicle 155
Civil Matter 44 Suspicious Act 492
Complaint 474 Threats 35
Disturbance 11 Towed Motor Vehicle 33
Domestic Dispute 98 Tree Limb Down 17
DPW Notification 97 Traffic Investigation 17
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Drug Offense 28 Trespassing 9
Erratic Operation 111 Truants 4
Fire Alarm 42 Vandalism 102
Forgery 4 Violating 209A 13
Found Property 96 Warrant Arrest 25
Fireworks Complaint 34 Wire Down 28
Fire 86 Youth Loitering 26
Hate Crime Noisy Group Inside 8
Hazardous Conditions 130 Noisy Group Outside 74
Indecent Assault & Battery 1 Skate board/Rollerblade 9
Larceny 193 Youth Drinking Indoors 1
Lockout 34 Youth Drinking Outdoors 10
Lost Property 47 Youth Disturbance 109
Loud Music/Party 76 Youth Trespassing 5
Medical Aid 507 Youth Vandalism/Graffiti 14
Missing Person 28 Groups Dispersed 150
Disabled Motor Vehicle 59 Motor Vehicle fatality 3
Motor Vehicle Stop 2,451 Well Being Checks 112
Notification 104 Ambulance 300
Open Door/Window 153 Child Abuse 3
Kidnapping 1
Animal Control Park and Walk Patrol 122
Dog Bite 2 OUI Liquor 31
Wildlife 18 OUI Drugs 2
Loose/Stray Dog 31
Injured Dog or Cat 10
Deceased Animal 47
Barking Dog 25
t
Animal Complaint 232 Total FY 04 Entries 15,439
Registered Sex Offenders
At this writing there are 5 level 2 sex offenders and 2 level 3 sex offenders registered as either living or working
Swampscott. A Level three classification represents the most serious of offenders. Level Three offenders photc
are posted in several public places including the Police Station, the Library and Town Hall.
Internal Affairs
Captain John Alex is assigned as the Department's Internal Affairs officer.
The primary responsibility of the Internal Affairs function is to respond to allegations of
misconduct against the police department and its employees. The Internal Affairs Section is
responsible for recording, registering, and controlling the investigation of complaints against
employees; supervising and controlling the investigation of alleged misconduct within the
department.
A relationship of trust and confidence between the employees of this police department
and the citizens of the community is essential to the successful accomplishment of law
enforcement objectives. We are committed to investigate all complaints against the department
or a member of the department, regardless of the source of such complaints, through a regulated,
fair, and impartial Internal Affairs Program.
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In fiscal year 2004 a total of twelve citizen complaints were investigated. Of those
complaints investigated, four formal written complaints and eight were received from other
sources. The eight informal complaints typically involved issues that were resolved through
follow-up dialog with officer and with the complainant. The four formal complaints were
adjudicated as follows:
TWO COMPLAINTS NOT SUSTAINED : There was inadequate or insufficient
evidence to either prove or disprove the complaint
ONE COMPLAINT UNFOUNDED : The allegations were baseless and without foundation
ONE COMPLAINT EXONERATED : The complaint was unjustified or unwarranted
as the actions of the accused department employee were in compliance with law or in
accordance with department policy and procedure.
In addition, there were eight internal disciplinary investigations during fiscal year 2004. Two
incidents of written reprimand and one a verbal reprimand of officers resulted.
Procedure for making a citizens complaint
Citizens are encouraged to file a standard complaint report form, which is used to record
all complaints of misconduct, mistreatment, or unethical practices against the police department.
However, a verbal complaint may be lodged as well. Citizens may make complaints in person at
the station or by telephone or mail. All complaints will be investigated promptly.
In some cases a complaint can be resolved to the complainant's satisfaction at the time
by the shift supervisor or officer-in-charge of the station. Immediate resolution can often be
accomplished if the incident is clearly not of a serious nature, or arises from a misunderstanding
or lack of knowledge of the law or of the limitation of a police officer's authority
Any Internal Affairs investigation must be commenced immediately upon receipt of the
complaint and must be completed within thirty (30) days.
Every person who has filed a complaint against an employee shall be notified as to the
final results of the investigation.
Personnel Changes
• December 2003 Captain Brian Chadwell retired
• January 2004 Jonathan Locke was promoted to Sergeant and Gary Lord was promoted
to Lieutenant
Respectfully Submitted,
Ronald J. Madigan
Chief of Police
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BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
This past year, like many in the past, was a busy, yet productive time for the Department.
In November, Mr. Silvio Baruzzi, Superintendent of Public Works/ Town Engineer, resigned after
two plus years with the Town to take a similar position in Holliston, Massachusetts. Mr. Baruzzi
will be missed, and we wish him the best with his future endeavors. The Department also added
three new employees to our labor force to replace employees who have either retired or left over
the past couple of years. The labor force currently stands at fifteen, and continues to serve the
Town well with its limited manpower. To supplement the limited work force the Department, with
the assistance of The Commonwealth of Massachusetts Trial Court Office, utilizes the
Community Service Program to help maintain cleanliness around the Town. The Department will
continue to work cooperatively with other Boards, Committees, Commissions, Town Departments
and residents, and would like to thank them for all their assistance during the past year.
For the thirteenth year, the Department was a recipient of the "Tree City USA" award.
The Department applied for, but did not receive a Mass Relief Grant which had in the past
provided funding for the purchase of shade trees to replace trees that had been removed.
However, through general funding the Department was able to plant approximately a dozen trees
at various locations around the Town, and is committed to planting more trees in the coming
years, as well as, maintaining our existing trees.
The Department continues to take advantage of the MWRA's Local Pipeline Assistance
Program. This past year, we were able to combine two years of funding which allowed us to
commit over one million dollars to improving the Town's water main infrastructure. The water
mains from New Ocean Street (at the Lynn line), up Rock Avenue, along Burrill Street, down
Humphrey Street, and across Marshall Street, were cleaned and re-lined. Additionally, undersized
water mains on Blaney Street, Blaney Circle, Monument Avenue, Cresent Street, Hillside Avenue,
and Elliot Street were removed and replaced. The Water Division was also responsible for
repairing two major water breaks on both Middlesex Avenue and Paradise Road, as well as,
repairing several other smaller leaks in and around the Town. The Sewer Division re-built twenty-
two catch basins, and continues to maintain over forty-eight miles of sewer main. The Cemetery
Division was responsible for eighty-two interments, and the overall maintenance of over thirty
acres of landscape. The Highway Division continues to maintain our parks and beaches, and is
responsible for: street line painting, grass cutting, street sweeping, litter control, street signs, and
general roadway maintenance.
The Department of Public Works had another trying winter. Beginning with the blizzard in
December, the Department worked close to a thousand hours of overtime plowing and sanding
the Town during this winter. Although personnel and equipment were severely tested the
Department did an outstanding job of keeping the roads safe and passable. The Department is
quite proud of the fact that it was able to secure over $48,000 in reimbursement costs from the
Massachusetts Emergency Management Agency, for the December 6-7 storm.
For the second year, the Department has been functioning successfully under an
enterprise fund system for both sewer and water. This year both funds earned more than they
spent. This prevents the Town's General Fund from subsidizing the water and sewer accounts.
The future goal of the Department is to be able to fund capital projects through these surplus
funds. Unfortunately, both water and sewer rates will be increased this coming year to meet
increasing expenses. On a more positive note, over 16,000 square feet of asphalt sidewalk was
replaced town wide, and we are committed to continuing this yearly project to help provide safer
conditions for our pedestrians.
The Department worked closely with the Historical Commission and Swampscott Yacht
Club to facilitate a contract for the restoration work to be done at the Fish House. In addition, the
Department worked with the Recreation Commission in securing a contract for the Field House
Addition, construction should commence in August 2004. Also, the Department is continuing its
efforts with the Selectman's Office with the hope of having the Water Meter Replacement Project
awarded by early fall of 2004. The office staff continues to provide ongoing dedication and
services to the Town residents, and their effort is appreciated by both the Board and the Director.
Respectfully submitted,
Lawrence F. Picariello, Chairman Gino A. Cresta Jr.
Robert Ward, Member Director of Public Works
Milton S. Fistel, Member
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RECREATION COMMISSION
Mary Ellen Fletcher, Chairperson
Eve Gambale William Bush, Director
Andrew B. Holmes Barbara Rafferty, Secretary
John Hughes
Karen Donaher
Mark Bagnell
The policy of the recreation Commission is to provide worthwhile leisure time activities for
all age groups in the community. We continue to improve the areas and programs sponsored
directly by the commission which include parking areas, beaches
and lifeguards, adult and youth tennis, street hockey, playground activities, youth and teen
sailing, track and field, youth and adult basketball, fishing, dog obedience, softball and a field
house recreation center. We also provide both beach and railroad parking stickers for a fee.
Participation in our programs continues to increase and we continue to try to minimize
costs. The collected fees turned in to the Town General Fund for the period
January 2003 through June 2004 totaled $38,689.
In July the sailing program experienced a watercraft incident, which resulted in the coast
guard, police and fire department being dispatched. All reports are on file with the selectman. No
one was injured. This lead to the restructuring of the sailing program. The commission now
requires lifeguard certification, CPR, first aid and an adult supervisor to be on duty at all times.
The commission implemented a use fee for field permits. The fee schedule is on file and
the purpose of the fee is to put funds into maintaining the fields.
The commission sent Silvio Baruzzi DPW supervisor a full list of improvement/repair
request for all facilities. Baruzzi resigned and Gino Cresta took over. Cresta has made it clear
there is a serious labor shortage and we would need to out source volunteer labor to help
maintain fields during athletic events. This issue continues to be a top priority and a major
struggle for the commission.
The completion of the Abbott Park playground was one of the high lights of the year.
Local citizens headed by Cynthia Shannon and Hilary Paster raised funds and organized a new
state of the art wheel chair accusable playground.
The commission is working with the Town Administrator (via a survey) to access the
town's recreation needs. New programs have been added this year such as softball, fishing
lessons, and dog obedience. The commission is finalizing a ski program with the YMCA.
On numerous occasions the commission is being asked to defend why we write permits
to sports organizations that do not focus on children playing, rather the focus is on winning. We
have also had to address questions of conduct on the fields. In an effort to help address these
needs and concerns the commission sponsored a iecture by author and former NBA player Bob
Bigelow. The lecture focused on putting to much attention to winning rather than playing and
taking a strong stand on treating children with respect and not using the old fashion yelling
technique. The commission is committed to helping local organizations that request field permits
obtain the skills to ensure a safe and healthy environment for the children of Swampscott.
The commission wishes to thank the department of Public Works and their staff for the
maintenance of equipment in our facilities. The commission also wishes to thank the School
Administration for use of their facilities. We also extend our thanks to the volunteer personnel
needed to conduct our programs especially the sailing committee members and the Swampscott
Yacht Club.
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CONTRIBUTORY RETIREMENT SYSTEM
John T. Kiely, Jr., Chairman
David Castellarin, Ex-Officio John F. Behen Jr. Elected
Christopher Thomson, Elected Thomas H. Driscoll, Jr. Appointed
Richard P. DiPesa, Esq., Retirement Administrator
Established in 1937, the Swampscott Contributory Retirement System is administered by
a five-member Retirement Board and one full-time staff employee and one part-time employee.
The Board is governed by Chapter 32 of the Massachusetts General Laws and by the Public
Employee Retirement Administration Commission, a state agency that provides guidance and
oversight for 106 Massachusetts Retirement Boards. Membership in the plan is mandatory
immediately upon commencement of employment for all permanent employees. The plan is a
contributory defined benefit plan covering all Town employees deemed eligible by the Retirement
Board, with the exception of schoolteachers, who contribute to the Massachusetts Teachers'
Retirement Board.
The System provides for retirement allowance benefits up to a maximum of 80% of a
member's highest three-year average annual rate of regular compensation. Benefit payments are
based upon a member's age, length of creditable service, salary and group classification.
Members become vested after ten years of service. For certain hazardous duty and public safety
positions, maximum retirement is at age 65. A retirement allowance consists of an annuity, which
represents members' accumulated total deductions including interest and a pension portion,
which is funded by the Town. The average retirement benefit is 80-85% pension 15-20% annuity.
Active members contribute either 5,7,8 or 9% of their gross regular compensation to the
Retirement System, determined by the date upon which the employee enters the service of the
town. Any member hired after January 1, 1979 contributes an additional 2% on wages over $
30,000.00.
As mandated by law, the Retirement Board has a fiduciary responsibility to the members
and retirees of the system and to properly invest the fund's assets, totaling S25.95M. In order to
properly invest the system's assets, the Retirement Board engages the service of an asset
consultant, Segal Advisors and six investment managers, Chase Investment Counsel (large cap
equities), Invesco (international funds) and Wells Capital Management (fixed income securities),
Gabelli Asset Management (small and mid-cap equities), Fox Asset Management (large cap
equities) and a real estate manager, Intercontinental Real Estate Corporation. The Board also has
an actuarial valuation performed every other year, the most recent being as of January 1 , 2002.
According to the January 1, 2002 valuation, the Retirement System is 61.5% funded vs. 66.3% as
of January 1, 2000. The Unfunded Actuarial Liability is $18.4M. The System will be fully funded by
the year 2028.
During the period July 1, 2002-June 30, 2003, an election was held, and the incumbent
Board Member, Christopher Thomson did not seek re-election. Retired Firefighter Francis Delano,
was elected by the members of the retirement system to serve until August 11, 2007. In January,
2004, the Retirement Board Members reappointed John T. Kiely, Jr., as Chair until January, 2007.
During the year 2003, the Contributory Retirement System earned 15% of a total return on
investment
.
During the period July 1, 2002-June 30, 2003, a total of four Members retired, three
of whom elected to retire pursuant to the provisions of the Early Retirement Incentive Law. In
addition, during this period, the Retirement System mourned the passing of eight of our Retirees,
or their surviving spouses.
Respectfully submitted,
John T. Kiely, Jr.,
Chairman
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PUBLIC SCHOOLS
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Chairman, Mr. Philip Rotner
Vice Chair, Mr. Dan Yaeger
Ms. Paula M. Bonazzoli
Ms. Mary DeChillo
Ms. Shelley A. Sackett
Regular meetings, second and fourth Tuesday of each month. Public is welcome.
Dr. Brian C. Coughlin, Superintendent of Schools 596-8800
Maureen Szymczak, Director of Pupil Personnel Services 596-8805
Kevin Oliver, Asst. Supt for Business & Personnel 596-8802
The office of the Superintendent of Schools, located at 207 Forest Avenue, is open every weekday from
8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
SCHOOL PRINCIPALS
High School 596-8830
Middle School 596-8820
Clarke School 596-8812
Hadley School 596-8847
Machon School 596-8835
Stanley School 596-8837
Steve O'Brien
Ronald Landman, Ed.D.
Carolyn Murphy
Lois Longin
Kevin Cushman
Carla Guarnieri
Christine Jacobs
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
It gives me great pleasure, as Superintendent of Schools, to present the Annual Report of the
Swampscott Public Schools. In spite of budget constraints, the School Department was able to avoid
any teacher layoffs for the coming year. With our teaching staff intact, students will benefit from an
environment which encourages individuality and individual achievement. It is the goal of the Swampscott
Public Schools to allow each student to "...become all he/she is capable of being." Our mission is to
provide excellence and comprehensive instructional programs.
PERSONNEL
Listed below are the personnel changes that have taken place during the period 7/1/03- 6/30/04.
To those who have either resigned or retired, we would like to extend our sincere appreciation for their
outstanding years of dedicated service to the children of Swampscott and to wish them much success in
their future endeavors.
CENTRAL OFFICE:
SYSTEM WIDE:
New Appointments:
Linda Hebert
Retirements:
Kevin Oliver
Resignations: None
Leaves of Absence: None
Transfers:
Janet Hebert
HIGH SCHOOL:
New Appointments:
Melissa Rose
Nicole Grazado
Elizabeth Ciampa
Mark Schwartz
Kerry Kleedorfer
Resignations: None
Transfers: None
Retirements:
Fran York
Amy Newman
Joshua Halsband
Elisabeth Powers
Katherine Bosan
John Nolan
Joseph Newman
Paula Donnelly
Amy Lesnever
Patricia Gorham
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New ESP's:
Frank Ramelli
Matthew Sullivan
Resignations : None
Transfers : None
Leaves of Absence:
MIDDLE SCHOOL
New Appointments
Rebecca Finch
Andrea LaRochelle
Karen Yasi
Resignations:
Retirements:
Leaves of Absence:
Stacy Gauthier
Elyse Cregar
Transfers:
Ann Bush
CLARKE SCHOOL:
New Appointments:
Christine Morgan
Sheila Leahy (permanent sub)
Resignation: None
Leave of Absence: None
New ESP's:
Meredith Grego
Joanne Wheeler
HADLEY SCHOOL
New Appointments:
Gina Addonizio
Anita Trotta
Leaves of Absence:
Sharon Kelleher
ESP: Julie Faulkner
Erin VanDeBogers
Resignations:
Jacqueline Arnold
Retirements: None
Transfers:
Lindsay Hayes
MACHON SCHOOL
New Appointments:
Leaves of Absence:
Retirements:
Resignations
STANLEY SCHOOL
New Appointments:
Retirements:
Resignations:
Transfers:
Leaves of Absence
Connie Goudreau
Jessica Jarvis
Joanna Ganci
Stacy Beck
Cheryl Bagley
Tina Phelan (substitute)
Sheila Keith
J. Katherine Wrynn
Diane Sponholtz
Elyse Cregar
Colleen Wood-Bell
Gayle DaMore
Marion Rupp
Karen Hallion
Meghan McCauley
Lorraine Goler
Jacqueline Arnold
Beth Sara Karas
Marie McAuliffe
Kimberly Henry
Allison Maguire
Susan Booras
Kristina Phelan
Lisa Harrison
None
None
None
Linda Coviello
Elaine White
Nancy Hanlon
None
Laura Pawlyk
Lindsay Hayes
Canice Thynne
Dorina DeBlasi
Jacqueline Arnold
Marissa DiMarsico
Kelly Stephens
Elizabeth Gransbury
Catherine Porter
Lisa Rostoff
Kathy Urban
Jan Nordin
Jessica Gahm-Diaz
Kristin Inforzato
Leslie Chapdelaine
Heidi Legere
Nicole LeClerc
Susan Booras
Julie Higgins
Megan Murphy
Robert Whalen
Maureen Dodge
Kerri Clarke
Laura Goodman
Allison Norton
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INSTRUCTION
Some of the highlights for 2003-2004 in each school are as follows:
HIGH SCHOOL
SCHOOL COUNCIL GOALS:
Work to ensure adequate funding for high school programs.
Continue to support the construction of the new high school
SCHOOL COUNCIL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
• New construction: The School Council, via the participation of the high school
principal as a Building Committee ex-officio member, continued to participate in the
planning of the new high school.
• Student behavior: The School Council will have completed its annual review of the
Blue Card
• Communication: A Parent Bulletin, prepared by the principal, was distributed to
students to take home twice a month.
• Technology: The school website has been updated and maintained
• Technology: The School Council recommended steps be taken to increase
technology inclusion into the administrative process and classroom instruction.
• New Students: A new student orientation/transition program was developed for
implementation with the 2004-2005 school year.
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT:
• There will be four early release days for staff development: 10/6/04, 1/12/05, 2/9/05, 4/13/05.
Topics to be announced
• The Foreign Language Dept. utilized two release days to work on Spanish curriculum .
• Freshman English teachers and SPED Reading teachers utilized an in-house Professional
Development Day to share information about hands-on strategies for low level reading to
ultimately enjoy reading more
• Science Teacher Ken Rideout's efforts led SHS to be chosen one of the five area high schools to
participate in a new QuarkNet science enrichment program through Boston and Northeastern
Universities.
STUDENT PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES:
• New programs and activities included: Nineteen students trained to be Peer Mediators. Peer
Mediation Program was begun. The goal of the program is to empower students to effectively
resolve conflicts by themselves.
• April 16, Wellness Day, consisted of health and wellness activities led by 80 student leaders
trained in how to facilitate group discussions. This program was held for the entire student body.
• Mentors in Violence Prevention Program, dedicated to helping teens learn how to prevent
violence against women, was introduced at SHS
• This was the first full year of the Best Buddies Program at SHS. This is an international
organization that pairs students with intellectual disabilities in one-to-one friendships with their
non-disabled high school peers.
• Drama Club presentations included: "The American Dream," "Oh, Dad, Poor Dad," "Mamma's
Hung you in the Closet and I'm Feeling So Sad," and "Bye Bye Birdie."
PARENT FORUM ACTIVITIES
• Officer Doyle spoke about teenage drug and substance abuse in Swampscott. Curriculum
Directors Chris Ratley, Joanna DeFeo and Bernard Kravitz spoke about the Math, English and
Science course options at SHS. Forum members held the annual After Prom Party in the high
school gym. There were two teacher appreciation brunches and a crafts fair.
MIDDLE SCHOOL
SCHOOL COUNCIL GOALS
The School Council's improvement goals include raising student awareness about "bullying," a
new medium for school/parent communications, MCAS preparation, middle school/high school transition
and instructional technology.
KEY CONCERNS FOR ACHIEVING SCHOOL COUNCIL PLAN
Two significant obstacles, i.e., changing attitudes and providing resources, confront the Council
members in their efforts to achieve the goals. First, attitudes anchored by tradition and status must
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change to reverse the current epidemic of "bullying" among adolescents. Attitudes also play a significant
role when attempting to improve the transition from the middle school to the high school. In addition, the
students' attitudes are a key factor to improving MCAS performance.
The second obstacle results from the inadequate funding formula for schools. In order to build
better bridges with parents, provide time and instructional materials for MCAS preparation, and equip the
faculty and students with technological tools, the Swampscott Middle School needs additional funding in
contrast to the budget shortages.
The commitment is professionally strong to ensure that all goals receive the necessary energy as
each contributes to the students' Swampscott Middle School experience. The acceptable degree of
success is the highest.
CURRICULULM AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
Applying technology to classroom instruction continues to be a priority. This year the faculty
received instruction through in-house workshops to use Web Quest for interactive learning activities, the
wireless computer lab on wheels, and Power Point. In addition to the in-house workshops, faculty
members took advantage of opportunities through conferences and professional membership to enrich
the curricula and expand upon instructional activities. The most noteworthy of these included English,
Reading, Grade 6 Mathematics and French. Another instructional priority is ensuring the relevance and
high interest of the learning activities to the students' interests. Examples of the faculty's responses
resulted in the tidal pool, salmon hatchery, the flounder farm, boat building classes, forensics unit, dream-
house designs, and the Egyptian Art exhibit. (The SUCCESS organization must be acknowledged for
their contributions that purchase instructional materials for curriculum and staff development)
STUDENT PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES
The Swampscott Middle School students have the opportunity to participate in interscholastic and
intramural athletics, mathematics team, spelling bee, theater productions, chorus, band, student council,
yearbook staff, peer leaders, school newspaper, and Globe Art Contest.
PTO ACTIVITIES
Although the PTA appreciates the large membership, the actual working body is comparatively
small. The executive board and a small group of parents continue to work energetically to raise funds
and contribute to activities for students and faculty. Their efforts directly assist in funding a variety of
events and in making the Swampscott Middle School an attractive to place to teach by supporting
assemblies, emergency phone systems, staff team building exercises, and many educational expenses
not afforded in the budget.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT FOR TEACHERS AND PARENTS
The Swampscott Middle School community continues to distinguish itself in terms of recognition
for preparation of students for the next level, a professionally competent faculty, and supportive parents.
Confirmations for these acknowledgments result from the successes and recognition of the students in
their respective high schools, the constant drive among the faculty for professional growth and
improvement in instruction, and the parents' willingness to contribute time, expertise, and funding to
resolve the many existing challenges.
CLARKE SCHOOL
GOALS OF SCHOOL COUNCIL
The School Council devised a needs assessment survey to help write the next School
Improvement Plan. The Clarke School Improvement Plan was a collaborative effort among the staff,
school council, parents, students and the principal. Key points: 95% of grade three students will be
proficient on the state's standards-based reading assessment and local standardized assessments. The
percentage of grade four students scoring at proficient or higher in math will increase from 54% to 64%
on state testing. The Clarke School building and grounds will be handicapped accessible according to
the American Disabilities Act.
MAJOR SCHOOL PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES
Grade three students continue to coordinate and implement a weekly recycling program.
Kindergarten teachers held a "Popsicles in the Park" for incoming students and parents as an orientation.
Kindergarten and grade one classes visited the Swampscott Fire Station. Clarke's Second Annual
Recess Walking Club was organized in the fall of 2003. The annual Curriculum Night was held. Clarke
School students and staff participated in the Olmstead Historic Walking tour. One of the grade four
classes performed "Halloween Comes Once a Year." Grades three - five went to the Tsongas Center as
part of their Social Studies curriculum. Grades three and four went to the Nutcracker Ballet in Boston.
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Grade Five Leaders' Club participated in the Toys for Local Children project. The Lesson One: Skills for
Life Program continued to be part of the Clarke School culture. "Bring Your Family Back to School Night
was a success. Grades four and five participated in the national Geography Bee. Grade five went to the
New England Aquarium. Grade five participated in the Swampscott Elementary Basketball Program.
Grade five Leaders' Club continued to run the after school Homework Club three days a week. Grade
three classes participated in keyboarding classes. Grade five participated in the DARE Program.
Kindergarten teachers ran an informative Kindergarten Orientation Visitation Day for parents and
children. Grade five went on a whale watch as part of their end of year program. Grade two went to
Boston for the program "Make Way for Ducklings." Grade five students went to the Museum of Science to
explore topics covered in the science curriculum. Grade three went to the stone quarries at Aggregate
Industries in Salem and Abbot Hall in Marblehead to supplement their social studies curriculum. Grade
five presented their play, "First Grade Salutes the Flag." Grade two gave a performance in their musical,
"Wormsss," to correlate with the "soils" unit in science. Clarke School's Science Fair for Grades 3-5 was
held. Clarke School fifth graders participated in Student/Staff Switch Day. The elementary advanced
band performed their yearly concert at the Middle School. Grade five presented an outstanding "Moving
On" program. Clarke School Extended Day/After School and Early Morning Programs continue to grow.
Kindergarten classes and grade three, four and five classes have collaborated to form "Learning Buddies"
for math and reading.
PTA SPONSORED ACTIVITIES
The PTA Playground Committee continued fund raising activities to refurbish the Abbott Park
playground. The project will begin this summer. Grade five visited the Spencer-Pierce Little Farm in
Newbury. This hands-on field trip to learn about life in Federal Era Newbury in the 1700's and 1800's
used primary sources. The Annual Clarke School Halloween Party was held at the high school. The 15th
Annual Thanksgiving Feast for the entire school was held. The Clarke School PTA participated in the first
Swampscott Holiday Parade. Grade four attended a performance of " Christmas Carol." The PTA ran a
gift wrap fund raiser. The PTA sponsored a Chess Club for grades four and five. The Clarke School
Book Fair was held. The Clarke School PTA sponsored the Annual Holiday Fair. Kindergarten and
grades one, two and three participated in scientist, Ken Carrier's, hands-on workshops. The PTA again
sponsored the Cow Plop Country Fair. The PTA sponsored the Annual Beach Day Picnic. The Clarke
School PTA participated in the Annual Fourth of July Parade. The PTA continued to run after school
classes/activities (scrap booking, soccer, oil painting, arts/crafts, knitting, dog sledding and basketball)
The PTA continues to sponsor "Box Tops for Education." The PTA sponsored the second Clarke PTA
Scholarship for a graduating senior who attended Clarke.
CURRICULUM AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT
Elementary staff participated in our Early Release Day Program for Staff Development (2003-
2004 school year). Grade level meetings were held to present the social studies and language arts
curriculum revisions as prepared by two summer study groups. Staff members also attended summer
technology courses. Our reading specialist continued to participate in Reading Recovery workshops.
Ms. Murphy attended the MESPA Fall Conference. Our librarian/media specialist serves as a technology
instructor for our Professional Development Program taught after school and at the annual summer
courses during the 2003-2004 session. A high school student was sponsored for an internship for her
Child Development course. Several teachers participated in study groups including Language Arts
Curriculum Revision and Kindergarten Transition Activities. Clarke teachers participated in many of our
after school courses during the 2003-2004 school year. The elementary school nurses held an all day
workshop in 6/04.
HADLEY SCHOOL
GOALS OF SCHOOL COUNCIL
To provide a range of perspectives on challenges facing the schools as well as advise and
collaborate with the principal in developing and implementing the School Improvement Plan.
SCHOOL COUNCIL GOALS:
To provide for student wellness by enhancing current curriculum with increased integration of art,
music and physical education.
To build and/or strengthen alliances between the Hadley School Community and the community
at large and outside agencies.
To address children's learning styles and developmental needs through a variety of teaching
techniques, and provide children with the opportunity to reach their highest level of achievement.
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To maintain and repair the facility and enhance the appearance of Hadley School to reflect an
atmosphere that is conducive to excellence in learning.
CURRICULUM AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
School based - Project Read, STC Science Kits; Writing across the content area - emphasis in
Math; Study Group aligning state Language Arts Frameworks with Swampscott Public Schools'
curriculum; School based - School Climate Committee; Grade Level meetings to discuss grade level
issues; Implementation of Guided Reading fiction and non-fiction scholastic series; Monthly Character
Value Adoption; Hadley Shine
STUDENT PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES
Student Council, Chorus, "Code of Behavior," Olmstead Area Historic Walking Tour, Brain Injury
Program, Harvest Festival, Book Fair, Save the Children, D.A.R.E., Basketball, Recycling, Reading
Buddies, K-Door Greeters, Grade Level Community Service, School Store, Halloween Parade,
Enrichment Classes, Heritage Week, Field Trips, Literacy Celebration, Grade Level Student
Performances, Donations to Council on Aging, Troops Overseas, Hadley Science Fair, Geography Bee,
Battle of the Books, Spelling Bee, 100
th Day Celebration, Field Day, Clean-up Fall and Spring, Variety of
other Student Council activities, Jump Rope for Cystic Fibrosis, Hadley Shine Committee, Decorations
Committee, T.L.C.
PTA ACTIVITIES
Kindergarten Picnic, Halloween Haunt, Book Fair, Holiday Fair, Magazine Drive, Wrapping Paper
Drive, Yearbook, PTA, After school Programs, Teacher Wish List, Playground Fund, Volunteer Program,
Hadley Gardening Club, Spring Clean-Up, Spring Arts Festival, Phone Pals, A+ America, Box Tops for
Education, Hadley Shine Committee, S.A.I. L., Continental Math League, Hadley Herald.
ENRICHMENT
Bay Colony Educators, Native American Perspectives, Art Quest, New England String Ensemble,
Michael LaFosse, Puppeteer, Museum of Fine Arts, Museum of Science, Family Ties, Wilma Rudolph,
Audubon, Nahant Marine Biological Center, Addison Museum of American Art, Discovery Museum.
MACHON SCHOOL
CURRICULUM AND PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Reading and writing curriculum continues to be the major curricular focus at Machon. Teachers
share in terms of their pedagogical philosophies, teaching strategies and materials. Staff have rewritten
the reading scope and sequence to meet our school's target of skills acquisition. Staff have codified the
manner in which higher order questioning techniques are applied to all curricula. This effort has
promoted a school-wide initiative towards improved reading scores and practical everyday usage. The
staff will continue to examine materials that will enhance decoding, encoding and comprehension skills
as well as enhance a continuity of the instructional continuum beyond the primary grades. In the writing
domain, staff continue to employ graphic organizers in an attempt to assist children with the organization
of their writing. Systemic use of the writing rubrics has also improved writing throughout the school. As a
result of these efforts Machon School has been selected as a Massachusetts Compass School finalist.
Mathematics represents the staffs latest challenge. It will serve as next year's instructional
priority. This year the Machon School has moved to a single platform in our computer lab. Due to the
efforts of our staff and this new hardware, students now embrace writing due to computer facilitation of
the process.
2003-2004 THEME: "Character Means Doing What's Right When Noone is Looking"
SCHOOL COUNCIL GOALS
This year the School Council has focused on keeping the school open. The Council is also
involved in the Compass School application process. As a Compass School, the Council will assist in
continuing to articulate and share the common vision for instructional excellence.
KEY POINTS OF SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
Reading Instruction - Review and adapt current reading instruction to better meet the needs of
our students. Expand reading instruction time. Codify the use of critical thinking questioning techniques.
Improve writing components. Share writing scoring among staff. MCAS improvement.
General: Improve/enhance community involvement at Machon
CURRICULUM AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT
Reading instruction is addressed both through faculty meetings and ongoing discussions.
Machon staff participated in many professional development opportunities offered by the system.
Machon staff have participated in "Project Read" training. Additionally, Machon staff will participate in a
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study group that will attempt to familiarize them with Network Administrator, a computer lab management
software. All staff will also participate in discipline/restraint training.
STUDENT PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES
The Machon School Council is an enthusiastic group of involved students. Thus far the SCA has
hosted two bake sales and is working on a school-wide time capsule. Machon's "Before School Program"
offers parents and children with alternatives to day care. Many Machon students participated in a
summer long Reading Olympics. Collectively, students read almost two thousand hours and raised more
than $2000 for the school. This year's SCA decided to implement a scholarship for a deserving high
school senior who attended Machon School as a child.
PTA ACTIVITIES
The Machon PTA is an active and supportive arm of the school. This year the PTA offers many
enrichment programs to the Machon students. A total of $4000 will be earmarked for these enrichment
programs. In addition to these areas, the PTA holds computer classes, art classes, a basketball program,
"pizza and movie nights," book fairs, our first "Haunted Halloween Fest," gift wrap sales and a gift of $100
to each class to help defer field trips.
STANLEY SCHOOL
SCHOOL THEME
Learning and Caring Count at Stanley continues to be our theme. Our playground has just about
been completed with many enhancements this year. Our students continued to commit random acts of
kindness and many other organized community service activities were planned for student participation
and fundraising. We also raised money for Cystic Fibrosis with the Jump-A-Thon, and the Walk-A-Thon
raised money for the American Heart Association. We have also continued our after-school foreign
language program which is an enhancement to our Enrichment Program sponsored by the PTA. Global
Child - a foreign language instruction program for students, continued with growing enrollment.. The
Homework Club continued to run. Grade 1 students conducted an annual canned food drive at
Thanksgiving with all proceeds donated to a food pantry. Donations of clothing and bedding were
donated to shelters throughout the north shore area. Grade 5 students once again worked with students
of all grades to support an Earth Day (Week) to heighten student and family awareness of environmental
issues. Grade 5 leaders continue to be role models who demonstrate leadership and service while
developing personal attributes. Students in Grades K-5 were proud to know they were helping other
children. Participation in an activity such as this one is a unique opportunity to bolster a young child's self
esteem while helping others. Grade 5 Leaders run a successful Recycling Program. Grade 5 students
walk to the Swampscott Cemetery each May and place flags on veterans' graves. Grade 5 Leaders
continue to be role models who demonstrate leadership and service while developing personal attributes.
Leaders assume various responsibilities over the course of the year.
STANLEY SCHOOL COUNCIL
The Council is comprised of eight members who meet to assess the needs of the school
community and establish a plan of action for school improvement. The Council developed a Needs
Assessment in 2003 and ultimately a Plan for School Improvement for 2003-2004 which included long
term goals: Utilizing a variety of Instructional Strategies to address the needs of students so that each
may achieve to his/her potential; shaping and supporting the Stanley School Culture of being a valuable
developmental space for children; utilizing technological tools to enhance teacher effectiveness and
learning for each student are the identified long-term goals.
Programs Which Enhance Our School:
SPIRIT: Stanley Parents Inspire Reinforce Teach. This program was begun to organize parent
volunteers for various activities.
Special Programs - Before School Run by Volunteers
Continental Math League, Grades 2, 3, 4, 5. Meets one morning per week.
Newspaper Club - Grades 2, 3, 4, 5
Technology Update
Stanley School continues to work to enhance the computer lab and to provide technological
resources within the classroom setting. The PTA has purchased additional iMacs and eMacs for the Lab,
and the Lab is fully networked
Grand Funded Programs Which Enhance Students' Educational Experience and Which Provide
Curriculum and Staff Development Experiences for Staff
Three year grant with the Concord Consortium Seeing Math Project. This nation wide effort is
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aimed at improving mathematics teaching through innovative, standards-based professional
development. Swampscott is one of ten districts in the country participating in this project. Teachers are
involved in various professional development activities. An overview of investigations in Mathematics will
continue with training in 2004-2005. A staff member sits on a state DOE MCAS committee and has
assisted in the development of the Grade 4 MCAS Language Arts test. Teachers have had training in the
area of Assessment, The Writing Process, Utilization of Technology to Enhance Instruction,, etc.
Student Programs and Activities
These include the following: Curriculum Night, Bring Your Parents Back to School Night, Book
Fair, Orientation for Incoming K Students and Parents, Geography Bee, Spelling Bee, DARE Graduation,
Portfolio Sharing for Parents, Authors' Teas, Battle of the Books, Book Swap, K Play, Grade 1 Play,
Grade 2 Play, Field Trips to Town Hall, Pioneer Village, Essex Peabody Museum, Public Library, Museum
of Fine Arts, Smolak Farms, Music Department Concerts, Martin Luther King, Jr. Day Program, Band and
Chorus performances, Grade 3 Photography Exhibit.
Grade 5 Leaders' Club
Activities included: placing flags on veterans' graves for Memorial Day; Recycling Program; TLC
fund raising; Volunteer Appreciation Tea; Open House Greeters/Bake Sale; Fund Raiser for Swampscott
Senior Citizens
PTA Activities
Activities included: Talent Show; Book Fair; Parent Resource Project (obtained playground
fence, equipment purchases, painted murals, bathrooms, etc); Flea Market; Holiday Fair; Field Day;
Clothing Drive; Grounds Beautification Program; After School Enrichment Program; Walk-a-Thon for
American Heart Association.
Cultural Arts/Enrichment Programs
Activities included: Dan Kripps - Native American Perspectives; Karin Doben - Art History and
Appreciation Gr 1-5; Ellen Goethel - Marine Biologist; Museum of Science Adventures in Science Gr 3,
4, 5; Black History Month Musical Program; Historical Perspectives.
GUIDANCE DEPARTMENT
At the beginning of the 2003-2004 academic year the Guidance Department consisted of three
counselors, one adjustment counselor, and one secretary. The department was augmented by two
guidance interns and a school adjustment counselor intern. The staff served 775 students. During
September and October approximately fifty new students registered for school. During this time,
scheduling conflicts were resolved, student counseling was done, College Fair was run, Accommodations
Plans were distributed and supervision of SAT and PSAT was accomplished. In November and
December the department processed a record number of early decision and early applications. The
MCAS Retest was administered and the ASVAB Military Qualifying Test was given. A record number of
underclassmen attended the Freshman Experience. In January and February college applications were
completed and visits from local military recruiters coordinated. The department hosted a financial aid
seminar in January. The department purchased a one year SAT preparation course which is free to all
students and which can be accessed over the internet all year. The department also participated in the
Grade 8 Orientation Night. In March and April the tenth grade MCAS testing schedule was prepared.
Course selection process for underclassmen was also undertaken. Two college programs were hosted:
a junior program focused on the college selection process; a program for senior called "Making the Most
of Your College Freshman Year." In May and June the full MCAS testing schedule was implemented.
The subjects of English, Math and Science were tested. AP testing was also held. A three hour
workshop on 504 Plans was held in May for the counselors.
SPECIAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT
The Department of Special Services provides ancillary and support services to the students within
the Swampscott Public School System. These services include Special Education, screening, and
English as a Second Language.
Ms. Szymczak, Special Services Director, was elected to the Massachusetts Administrators of
Special Education Executive Board of Directors.
Changes continue to occur at the Doe. The SIMS report replaced the October 1 report. It is
noted that 370 students receive some form of special education services. This is 15.7% of all
Swampscott students. This reflects an increase of 12 students. Swampscott's percentage of special
needs students is at the state average.
There is an array of programs and services provided to those with special needs. Most special
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needs students receive their instruction in the mainstream general education program. Other students
have their needs met through accommodations and modifications of the general curriculum and/or
environment. Other students attend a resource room available in all schools. The Swampscott school
system has several Learning Center programs. These Centers meet the needs of students who require a
more substantive amount of instruction within a special education setting. Support services with an
elementary inclusion specialist and consultation with a psychologist through The Academy have enabled
the schools to retain students within the district. The Language Based Learning Center Program at SHS
continues to play a focal role in addressing needs of eligible students. The Life Skills Class at SHS
continues to provide support to students. The students receive functional academics, vocational training
and experiences, and practical life skills education. Students are mainstreamed into academic classes
and electives as appropriate. The School Store, developed through a SUCCESS grant, provides
students with direct skill building experience. The school system supports two integrated preschool
programs located at SHS which provide direct support services to students ages three to five. Typical
peers are welcomed into the integrated program as well.
New Service
In 9/03 a Secondary Inclusion Specialist was approved and hired to meet the needs of students
with autism spectrum disorders at the middle and high school levels. At this time, 32 students (1.3% of
the total school population) are placed in programs outside of Swampscott as their needs warrant more
specialized programming than is available within the district. Swampscott keeps pace with the state and
national trend of serving more students with more significant disabilities.
The year 2000 saw significant changes to state laws governing special education. Chapter 766
has been replaced by 603 CMR 28.00. The 1997 reauthorization of the Individuals with Disabilities Act
focused on four main areas: strengthening parental participation in the education process; accountability
for students' participation and success in the general education curriculum and mastery of IEP goals and
objectives; remediation and disciplinary actions addressing behavior problems at school; and responding
to the needs of a more diverse society. A new IEP form was adopted. Eligibility for special education
was more clearly defined. Students must be identified with a specific disability and meet additional
criteria to be eligible for special education services. A sliding fee scale has been set for parents seeking
public funding for independent educational evaluations. There was a change in the Massachusetts
standard from "maximum possible development" to "free and appropriate public education" reflecting
federal language. It is now required that a district develop a "Curriculum Accommodation Plan to ensure
efforts have been made to meet students' needs within the general education environment. It is
mandated by law that no child be exempt from assessment programs. The alternate Assessment for
MCAS was designed and utilized for certain identified students.
Teachers and administrators continue to be supportive in the inclusion of special needs children
in the school and classrooms. General education, special education teachers and education support
professionals have training opportunities to enhance their skills in working with diverse populations of
students.
In May, 2002 the school system underwent a Coordinated Program Review from the DOE.
Programs were observed, records reviewed, and teachers, parents, esp's, therapists, were interviewed.
Grants
Fiscal 2004 noncompetitive grant allocations were received to support efforts on behalf of special
needs students. These grant allocations supplement local budgets and do not supplant it. They are:
Early Childhood Special Education Allocation Grant - $18,519; IDEA - Federal Special Education
Entitlement - $398,370; SPED Program Development - $18,267; Special Education Correction Assistance
- $10,000.
English As A Second Language
This is required for students whose native language is other than English and who do not
demonstrate English language proficiency needed for independent academic success. In 2003 bi-lingual
education was eliminated and Sheltered English Immersion is the approved service to be provided to
students whose native language is other than English. This tutorial program is available to eligible
students and provides direct instruction in the areas of oral and written language. Swampscott also
administers two new state mandated assessments to assist in the identification and support of eligible
students.
Screening
Screening is required by law for all children entering kindergarten. This is a brief assessment of
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developmental skills. One hundred and sixty-two children were screened for kindergarten in 2004. Per
special education laws, early childhood screening is available to three and four year old children whose
parents suspect the presence of a special need.
ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT
The Big Blue Athletic Department continues to coordinate 20 male and female varsity athletic
teams as well as 18 male and female sub-varsity and freshman teams at the high school. The
department has successfully maintained the combined Swampscott/Marblehead wrestling teams, and for
a second year has continued a cooperative gymnastic team with Marblehead. The new girls' club
lacrosse team was upgraded to a sub-varsity program with an eight game schedule. The new dance
team program was introduced in the fall and performed at football and basketball games.
Team accomplishments for the year included Northeast Conference Championships in football,
basketball, and football cheerleaders. The girls' basketball cheerleaders were Division III North and also
Massachusetts State Champions. The team earned a trip to Orlando FL where they won a runner-up
award in the National Championship Competition. Ten of our varsity athletic teams qualified for State
Tournament play, and four of athletes were named Northeast Conference Most Valuable Players of the
Year.
Middle School athletic programs (including co-ed soccer, cross country, boys' and girls' track and
basketball, field hockey, ice hockey and softball) continued to run successfully.
The Athletic Department had five coaches named Coach of the Year in football, Boys' Cross
Country, Boys' Soccer, Girls' Soccer, and Girls' Basketball.
In conclusion, the department would like to give special recognition to Mr. Fran York, recently
retired Athletic Director in Swampscott. Mr. York served as teacher, coach and administrator for over
forty years. His accomplishments are many and the department and the school system will always be
thankful for his dedication and for the positive influence he had on all of our student athletes.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
The Physical Education Department continues its mission to provide a comprehensive program to
all students grades Pre-K - Grade 12. Our staff advocates for quality physical education programs at all
levels that meet the standards as established by the National Association for Sport and Physical
Education as well as the Massachusetts Comprehensive P.E./Health Frameworks. The department
continues to update and adapt the physical education/project adventure curriculum to meet the changing
needs and interests of our students and to support the development of healthy attitudes toward their
physical, social, emotional and mental wellness.
The staff has committed to the area of assessment through its fitness testing program in the Fall
and Spring (President's Challenge Fitness Test). The scores and results are now computerized which
allow our data on each student to be sent home to parents.
SWAMPSCOTT BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS ANNUAL REPORT
Ongoing work projects continue at the various school buildings. At the high school the old gym
was painted. The Principal's office was painted; pre-school room was painted; some classrooms were
painted and two rooms were tiled. Tiles were replaced in the main foyer. The main office was painted. A
wall in the basement was replaced for safety reasons. At the middle school four classrooms were
painted; the basement was painted as was the floor in the basement. The main office was also painted.
Auditorium floor and girls' locker room were also maintained. At the Clarke School five classrooms, the
staff room as well as the boiler room were painted. Four classrooms had tiles repaired. At the Machon
School second floor classrooms were painted; the gym was painted; portable classrooms were tiled. At
the Hadley School the boys' bathroom in the annex was painted and metal from basement storeroom was
removed. At the Stanley School several rooms were painted; two classrooms and the office were tiled.
Halls have been painted in many of the grammar schools.
Hung ceilings were completed in all of the grammar schools. Improvements were made to the
heating systems and boilers of all of the schools. Major renovations are in the process of being made in
the Hadley School Annex. HVAC renovations were made to the Rogers Wing of the High School - from
air conditioning the teachers' room to bringing in more fresh air to the science rooms. The fire alarm
system at the high school is in the process of being upgraded.
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TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT
This year has been a productive one for the Technology Department here in Swampscott.
We continue to test mobile solutions for our various departments including new rugged laptops for
police and fire. We have preliminarily chosen AT&T wireless as our carrier for wireless access
pending their approval from the Criminal History Board. Data speed improvements within Police
cruisers and our newly equipped fire engines should be dramatic. Our Munis system has had 2
software revisions thus far and will be going through major revision scheduled for October. This
last revision of 2004 will greatly improve the actual user interface of Munis. We have added
additional licenses and have connected our high school business office along with all our other
remote locations through our fiber network. These locations now have the ability to enter
information directly into Munis and take advantage of our new requisition approval process. Our
email systems have seen dramatic improvements with our migration onto a full Exchange 2003
system. Our employees now have the ability to schedule meetings, exchange email, and share
documents not only from Swampscott but anywhere in the world with an internet connection. I
have expanded this capability to our Police department as well. Almost one third of all email sent
over the internet worldwide is actually SPAM and Swampscott is no exception. I have
implemented software solution that has cut SPAM coming into our systems by 89% therefore
reducing security risks and virus activity on our network. Recently we have implemented an
emergency text messaging system that gives employees the ability to broadcast emergency
information using email directly to the cell phones of Selectmen, Department Heads, and our
Police and Fire chiefs.
We have completed implementing internal websites for both Police and Town Hall.
These websites are for internal use only and carry information such as insurance and tax forms,
policies, procedure information and emergency phone lists. We also use the sites for current
news and events such as birthdays. The Technology Department has implemented a work order
database that employees can access through a website. All requests for work to be performed on
any technology related issues within the town are entered through this website then tracked and
prioritized for completion. We have completed a full audit of all technology related equipment in
the Town and have up to date records with barcode method tracking and reporting. Our
infrastructure has seen vast improvements within the past year and we at a 93% uptime for our
desktop users with a 99% percent uptime for our internal servers. Windows 98 systems have
been mostly phased out and migrated to an NT5 kernel (Windows 2000 or XP). Migration work
still continues to make the leap from CRT monitors to LCD flat screens. This migration not only
produces more workspace for employees but also greatly reduces the amount power consumed
by Town offices. VPN capabilities nave been added to our network. Among the 8 new PC's added
in town, 2 have been put in our DPW yard to virtually connect that facility with the rest of the
Town's network. Operations between the DPW yard and the offices at Town hall have improved
with its own addition of a work order-tracking database that has all but eliminated old paper
methods. With the help of Denise Dembkoski we where able to establish online billing for
Swampscott and give residents the ability to pay property tax over the internet for less than the
cost of a postage stamp.
Fiscal 2005 should prove exciting for the Technology Department. We plan to look further
into indoor/outdoor WiFi internet access for the areas surrounding Town Hall including Burrill
Street. This will serve as a testing ground for a system that may someday cover all of
Swampscott to serve our various departments. We will continue to provide training to our
employees to help develop better computer skills and help with the adjustment to newer software.
An effort will also continue to upgrade and consolidate our existing server infrastructure. Migrating
onto more powerful systems will not only give us the opportunity to work in more intensive
software environments but also keep our reliability at 99% uptime. All new server specs will
continue to have complete redundancy and hot plug capability. A complete migration to LCD
monitors for Police and Fire will further reduce power consumption and provide better work
environments. We will be further researching a VOIP (Voice over Internet Protocol) phone system
that can be used over our fiber network to create Swampscott's own private phone network.
Currently these systems are very popular in corporate environments and recently one has been
implemented in Burlington Town Hall. Savings on phone bills after installing these systems range
from 40% to as high as 67%.
Respectfully Submitted,
Michael Donovan
Network Specialist
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TRAFFIC STUDY COMMITTEE
The Traffic Study Committee met twelve (12) times at regular and special meetings listening to
the concerns of residents and dealing with traffic situations such as parking at or near the train station,
illegal parking by individuals and businesses, issuing handicap spaces, speeding and the concerns of the
traffic flow.
The committee endeavored to solve the many resident problems that arose during the year and in
spite of the many controversial innuendos by some individuals and the media in particular, did a
commendable job.
Respectfully submitted,
Sid Novak, Chair
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OFFICE OF VETERANS' SERVICES
The Office of Veterans' Services was established and is mandated by the Massachusetts
Legislature under Massachusetts General Law Chapter 1 1 5. This office was established to provide any
and all assistance to veterans and their families and to assure that they receive all benefits that they may
be entitled to, either through the Massachusetts Department of Veterans Services, the United States
Veterans Administration, the Social Security Administration and any other Governmental agency or private
organization designed to provide assistance to our veterans. All financial aid disbursements from this
office to needy veterans and their families is eligible for a 75% reimbursement from the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts providing the proper monthly application for reimbursement has been made in a timely
manner. Since taking this post in September of 1993 I have aggressively pursued reimbursement of the
funds which we are entitled to receive and we currently stand at 100%. Previously only veterans who
served during a time of war were eligible to receive Chapter 115 benefits, this year the Massachusetts
Legislature passed a bill eliminating the "wartime service" requirement, this allows all veterans regardless
of dates of service to be eligible for these benefits. With a vast majority of our active duty, reserve and
national guardsmen and women serving on active duty overseas in support of Operation Enduring
Freedom, or Operation Iraqi Freedom we expect to see a rise in the numbers of veterans seeking
assistance. Currently one of the most sought after benefits is for Military Honors to be rendered at a
veteran's funeral. We are losing an average of over 1000 veterans a day in the United States, the local
funeral homes are well prepared for this request, however, should a problem arise many families seek
assistance from this office to ensure their loved one receives the proper "Honors" to which they are
entitled.
VETERANS AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
The Veterans Affairs Committee was formed as a vehicle to keep the veteran and their deeds to
preserve our freedoms at a heightened state of awareness. To achieve this goal the committee has held
numerous Armed Forces Day parades with many notable participants including The 2nd Marine Division
Band, General John J. Sheehan, Supreme Allied Commander of NATO Atlantic forces, General Butch
Neal, Assistant Commandant of the Marine Corps, Medal of Honor recipient Mr. Raymond Clausen,
Retired General and Swampscott Native Paul Gorman to name a few. Swampscott has been visited by
two naval ships over the past few years as well as numerous military vehicles and aircraft, this is all done
through the Veterans Affairs Committee and made possible by the generous donations of the residents of
Swampscott. Some committee members worked closely with the veterans service officer to complete the
fund raising necessary to replace the Vietnam Veterans Monument which we all know was destroyed by a
hit and run motor vehicle. The Committee is made up of representatives from the Swampscott Veterans of
Foreign Wars, the Swampscott American Legion and the North Shore Detachment of the Marine Corps
League all of which are located in Swampscott.
MEMORIAL DAY
As has been the tradition for the past several years, the Principal of the Stanley School Ms. Carla
Guarnieri and several of the 5th grade teachers brought volunteers from Stanley School two weeks prior to
Memorial Day to place U.S. flags on the graves of veterans at Swampscott Cemetery. Also assisting with
this task is the local troop of the Boy Scouts, and volunteers from the various Veteran organizations here
in town, overseeing this task was the former superintendent of the Swampscott Cemetery Mr. John
DiPietro. The groups along with several other volunteers placed well over 1000 flags. Their desire to
"remember" our veterans in this truly special way is heart warming and greatly appreciated. On Memorial
Day St. Johns the Baptist Church held a 10:00 AM Mass followed by a wreath laying at the flagpole
overlooking Swampscott harbor in the lot at St. Johns. The wreath laying served as a reminder and also
to honor all those who have been lost at sea. At 1100 huge numbers of residents veterans and news
media gathered on Monument Avenue for the dedication of the "new" Vietnam Veterans Monument, which
through the very generous donations of residents and non-residents alike became a reality. Mr. Gabe
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Rossi of O'Rourke Brothers in Salem worked tirelessly to ensure that the monument would be in place by
Memorial Day and having this monument back in place in less than 9 months is a true testament to the
people and friends of Swampscott. After a few brief words from Reverend Dean Pedersen and Chairman
of the Board of Selectmen Dan Santanello, Reverend Petersen and myself unveiled the newly constructed
monument to the applause of the crowd, followed by a silent reflection by many of the Vietnam Veterans in
attendance. At 12:00 Noon members of the Marine Corps League raised the flag at the Swampscott
Cemetery's veterans plot to full staff to signify the commencement of the towns ceremonies. Color
Guards representing the VFW, American Legion the Marine Corps League and the Swampscott Police
Department were on hand. The service was officiated by Reverend Dean Petersen of the First Church of
Swampscott. The ceremony was well attended by many members of the Board of Selectmen as well as
the Town Administrator Mr. Andrew Maylor, State Senator Thomas McGee, State Representative Douglas
Petersen, Police Chief Ronald Madigan as well as many other town officials and numerous town
residents, including Ross Thibodeau who recently returned from his tour of duty with the U.S. Army in
support of Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan. Following the remarks of Reverend Petersen a
rifle salute was performed by members of the Massachusetts Army National Guard, taps were sounded
and a bagpipe performance concluded the ceremony. This ceremony is open to all and all are
encouraged to attend.
VETERANS DAY
On the 11th day of the 11 th month at 11 AM the traditional observance of Veterans Day begins.
Color Guards representing the Swampscott Police Department, the Swampscott Fire Department, the
Swampscott VFW, American Legion and the Marine Corps League marched into place at Thompson
Circle on Monument Avenue. Officiating the event was the Reverend Dean Petersen of the First Church
in Swampscott who reminded us that it is incumbent upon all of us to remember our veterans and the
sacrifices they have made to ensure our freedoms. Comments were also made regarding the recent
destruction of the towns Vietnam Veterans Monument. Earlier in the day Selectman Dan Santanello went
live on a radio show to assist in our fund raising efforts. Guests, who included members of the Board of
Selectmen, Town Administrator as well as other officials, honored and prayed for our servicemen and
women who are currently serving in harms way. Following the service a rifle salute was fired followed by
taps with a bagpipe rendition of Amazing Grace concluding the ceremony.
Respectfully Submitted,
H. Jim Schultz
Veterans Service Officer
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SWAMPSCOTT WAR MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Trustees
Joseph J. Balsama, Co-Chairman
Duncan H.Maitland, Co-Chairman
Jean F. Reardon, Secretary
Thomas B. White, Jr., James H. Lilly
Ida S. Pinto, Hugh (Jim) Schultz
Barbara F. Eldridge Douglas B. Maitlant
General Information
A $10,000 scholarship fund was established by vote of Town Meeting on March 28, 1950 as a
perpetual memorial to those who served in the Military Service defending our freedom The first
scholarship was awarded in 1951 for $250. In 1964, the Town Meeting appropriated an additional
$10,000. Since that time, gifts have been received from numerous individuals and organizations in
memory of loved relatives and friends. To date 269 Swampscott High School students have been
awarded scholarships totaling $100,050.
Changes In Personnel
On June 1 r 2004, the Board of Selectmen appointed Douglas B. Maitland and Duncan H.
Maitland as trustees to the Swampscott War Memorial Scholarship Fund. Ida S. Pinto resigned effective
Julyl , 2004. At the June 29th meeting Joseph J. Balsama and Duncan H. Maitland were elected Co-
Chairmen of the Swampscott War Memorial Scholarship Fund Trustees. Jean F. Reardon was elected
secretary.
Details of changes In the fund balance
Balance as of 7/1 /03 $ 1 23 ,045 .90
Donations (7/1/03 - 6/30/04) $1 ,460.00
Interest (7/03-6/30/04) $1 ,683.66
TOTAL $126,189.56
Scholarships awarded July 1 , 2003 $4,400.00
Balance June 30, 2004 $121,789.56
Six Scholarships Totaling $4,400 were awarded in July 2003 as follows:
$1 000 (Ernest Manchin Memorial Scholarship) Katherine Gardiner
$1000 Jason Kassoy
$700 Stephanie Drummond
$700 Madeline Philliips
$500 Svetlana Konfino
$500 Vladimir Kravets
Skidmore
Syracuse University
Tufts University
McGill University
Boston University
Bentley College
The trustees wish to thank everyone, who made donations to the Swampscott War Memorial
Scholarship Fund. Through you generosity, we are able to build up equity in the fund, thereby providing
the opportunity for additional income from which the awards are granted Each year a few Swampscott
High School graduates, who continue on to higher education, will receive some financial assistance.
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HONOR ROLL OF CURRENT DONORS (July 1, 2003 to June 30, 2004)
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph J. Balsama.Sylvia Drais, Mr. & Mrs. Angelo Losano, Mary Lutz, Mr. & Mrs. Gregory A.
MacDonald, Ida S. Pinto, Joseph Pinto, and Wayfarers Lodge, A.F. & A.M.
From July 1, 2003 To June 30, 2004, Donations Were Made In Memory Of:
Nancy Jean Goldstein Ayers, Robert T. Baldacci, Theodore BiHias, Rev. John A. CJippinger, Bana L.
Cohen, Phyllis A. Connolly, Harvard B. Emery, Richard J. Eyklenburg, David S. Eynon, Mildred Graff, John
Aston Gregory, Jr., William B. Groves, Tory Haiss, Flora Roland Hodges, Lorriane Hunter, Margaret
(Peggy) larrobino, Fred E. Junker, Steward Waldron Lovell, Charles Vernon Lovely, Stephen D. Lowe,
Ernest Manchin, Mary Manchin, Lawrence F. Moran, Walter Ralph Morley, Elizabeth S. Mosco, Mary
Theresa O'Hare, Michael S. Pagnotta, John S. Ramsden, William A. Sasso, Edmund J. Silvestri, Stephen
W. Simmons, Anthony P. Syrakos, Francis Tello, and Roland M. Zietz.
From July 1, 2003 - June 30, 2004, Donations Were Made By The Wayfarers Lodge,
A.F. & A.M. In Memory Of:
Theodore Billias, Rev. John A. Clippinger, Bana L Cohen, Harvard B. Emery, David S. Eynon, John Aston
Gregory, Jr., William B. Groves, Fred E. Junker, Steward Waldron Lovell, Stephen D. Lowe, Walter Ralph
Morely, John S. Ramsden, Stephen W. Simmons, Anthony P. Syrakos, and Ronald M. Zletz.
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INSPECTOR OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
Town Hall: (781)596-8850 Residence (781) 593-2955
Francis J. Corcoran
73 Magnolia Rd. Swampscott, Mass. 01907
The inspector of Weights and Measures collected for the Town of Swampscott $3,253.00
during July 1, 2003 through June 30, 2004.
The following is a breakdown of the devices sealed:
In accordance with the Massachusetts State Laws pertaining to the Division of Standards
there are several inspections that are required. The inspections are done with certified
equipment by the state and maintained by the Town of Swampscott. During this past year the
state would not certify two of the 5gallon test-measuring cans used for liquid measuring at gas
station meters. A request was made for the town to purchase two new 5gallon test-measuring
cans. The finance committee approved the request and at the present time the cans are being
certified at the state laboratory.
Respectfully submitted,
Frank Corcoran
SEALS & BALANCES
10-100 lbs.
WEIGHTS
Metric
Apothecary troy
Gasoline Meters
Scanners
SEALED
39
19
17
134
30
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SERVICE TO THE TOWN OF SWAMPSCOTT
On behalf of the citizens of Swampscott, the Board of Selectmen and the Town Administrator
would like to take this opportunity to express their appreciation to the many wonderful employees
for their dedication and commitment in providing quality services to the Town, to wish those who
have retired well in their future endeavors and to offer sincere condolences to the families and
friends of those who have passed. The Board and the Town Administrator would also like to
express gratitude to those who have served and those who continue to serve on the various
boards, committees and commissions. The Board and the Town Administrator recognize the time
and effort that is given to Town service and wish to thank you for your knowledge, support and
interest in the Town.
Town Retirements Retirement Date Department
Brian Chadwell
Dave Cross
Robert Dube
James Marotta
Diane Sponholtz
12/31/2003
08/08/2003
12/31/2003
12/31/2003
03/05/2004
Police Department
Public Works
Fire Department
Health Director
School Department
"Employees who retired under the Massachusetts Teachers' Retirement System (MTRB) are
contained within the School Department report.
In Memoriam
Deceased Town Retirees Date of Death Department
Phyllis Connelly
Betty Coughlin
Richard Eyklenburg
Georgianna Granger
Elizabeth Mosco
Michael Pagnotta
William Sasso
05/17/2004
07/25/2003
05/07/2004
11/11/2003
08/01/2003
02/05/2004
02/23/2004
School Nurse
Public Library
School Department
Crossing Guard
Housing Authority
Public Works
School Teacher
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FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
EMERGENCY NUMBERS FOR EMERGENCIES ONLY 911
POLICE-Business 781-595-1111
FIRE-Business 781-595-4050
INFORMATION ABOUT: CALL:
Town Administrator Administrative Assistant 781-596-8850
Assessments Assessors 781-596-8858
Benefits (Employee Insurance) Assistant Treasurer 781-596-8852
Bicycle Licenses Police 781-595-1111
Bills & Accounts Town Accountant 781-596-8811
Birth Certificates Town Clerk 781-596-8856
Board of Appeals Secretary 781-536-8858
Board of Selectmen Administrative Assistant 781-596-8850
Building Permits Building Inspector 781-596-8857
Burial Permits Health Department 781-596-8864
Cemetery Cemetery 781-596-8863
Checks Town Treasurer 781-596-9553
Conservation Commission 781-596-7512
Council on Aging Council on Aging 781-596-8866
Death Certificates Town Clerk 781-596-8856
D?2 Licenses Town Clerk 781-596-8856
Dogs-Lost & Found Animal Control Officer 781-595-1111
Elections Commissioners 781-596-8855
Engineering Public Works 781-596-8860
Entertainment Licenses Selectmen 781-596-8850
Fire Permits Fire Department 781-595-4050
Gas Permits Building Department 781-596-8857
Housing Authority Executive Director 781-593-5516
Library Public Library 781-596-8868
Lights (Street) Selectmen 781-596-8850
Liquor Licenses Selectmen 781-596-8850
Marriage Certificates Town Clerk 781 -596-8856
Milk Inspection Health Department 781-596-8864
Parking Tickets Commissioner 800-268-1988
Parks & Playgrounds Public Works 781-596-8860
Plumbing Permits Building Department 781-596-88o/
Public Housing Housing Authority 781-593-5516
Recreation Commission 781-596-8854
Schools School Department /81 -596-8802
Sewers & Streets Public Works 781-596-8860
Tax Collections Tax Collector 781-596-8856
Tennis Permits Recreation 781-596-8854
Trash/Recyclable Collection Health Department 781-596-8864
Trees Public Works 781-596-8860
UCC Filings Town Clerk 781-596-8856
Veteran's Benefits Veteran's Services 781-596-8853
Voter Registration Election Office 781-596-8855
Water Public Works 781-596-8860
Weights & Measures Selectmen (Info only) 781-596-8850
Wiring Permits Building Department 781-596-8857
Worker's Compensation Administrator 781-596-9553
Yard Sale Permits Police
TO A PAT A A A A781 -595-1 111
Zoning Secretary 781-596-8858
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A
Appointed by the Contributory Retirement Board and Selectmen
and Elected by the Town Employees
Contributory Retirement Board 8
Appointed by the Mass. Emergency Response Commission
Emergency Planning Committee 8
Appointed by the Moderator
Capital Improvements 7
Finance Committee 7
Appointed by Probate Court
Roland Jackson Medical Scholarship Committee 8
Appointed by the Selectmen
Accountant 3
Administrative Assistant 3
Animal Control Officer 3
Assistant Engineer 3
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Assistant Shellfish Constables 3
Assistant Town Accountant 3
Assistant Town Clerks 3
Assistant Treasurer 3
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Assistant Wire Inspector 3
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Chief of Police & Keeper of the Lockup 3
Clerk/Collector 3
Constables for Serving Civil Process 3
Constables to Post Warrants & Other Similar Work 3
Director of Emergency Management 3
Director of Public Works 3
Fence Viewers 3
Graves Officer 3
Harbormaster 3
Health Officer 3
Inspector of Buildings & Smoke 3
Junior Custodian 3
Local Inspector 3
Network Specialist 3
Personnel Manager 3
Public Health Nurse 3
Senior Building Custodian 3
Shellfish Constables 3
Town Administrator 3
Town Counsel 3
Treasurer 3
Tree Warden 3
Veteran's Service Agent 3
Weights & Measures Inspector 3
Wire Inspector 3
Appointed by the Selectmen and Moderator
Personnel Board 8
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Appointed or Elected by Organizations of the Employees Affected
Group Insurance Advisory Committee 8
C
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War Memorial Scholarship Fund Committee 5
Zoning Board of Appeals 5
D
Democratic Town Committee 9
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Assessors, Board of 2
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Housing Authority 2
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Public Library 2
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School Committee 2
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Collector of Taxes 55
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Town Counsel 73
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Treasurer 56
Veterans' Services 132
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Mass. Bay Transportation Authority 6
Mass Bays Program Representative 6
Mass Water Resources Authority 6
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N.S. Regional Vocational School District Representative 6
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Republican Town Committee 10
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